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In 1967, in In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967), the United States Supreme Court
extended the right to counsel to young people accused of crimes, explaining that
youth need “the guiding hand of counsel” to respond to the charges leveled
against them and to navigate the complicated justice system. This assessment
of access to counsel and quality of representation for youth in Nebraska is part of
a nationwide effort to address deficiencies and identify strengths in juvenile
indigent defense practices. The goal of this assessment is to arm policymakers,
judges, defender managers and others with the knowledge to improve the
management and implementation of juvenile indigent defense services.
The information in this report was collected by a team of experts from across the
country, with the guidance of two knowledgeable and dedicated advisory boards
of national and Nebraska stakeholders, and with the support of the University of
Nebraska’s Public Policy Center (PPC). Assessment team investigators traveled
to 9 geographically diverse counties, chosen after extensive consultation with the
University of Nebraska Public Policy Center and the national and state advisory
boards, to observe courtroom proceedings and to interview judges, prosecutors,
probation staff, public defenders and private attorneys, detention personnel,
court administrators, support staff, youth, parents, and other key system
stakeholders. The selected sample of counties represents at least 60% of the
youth who go through Nebraska’s juvenile delinquency courts.
SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS
While assessment team investigators observed examples of model practices and
effective defense advocacy, as in many other states, Nebraska’s juvenile justice
system has deep-rooted systemic and practice deficiencies that impede the
delivery of fair and balanced outcomes to system-involved youth. Many of
Nebraska’s own judges, defense attorneys, county attorneys, probation officers,
policy makers, detention center staff, and others expressed concerns about the
quality of defense representation that Nebraska’s youth receive.
Excessive Waiver of Counsel

The right to counsel in delinquency proceedings is a constitutional right.
Fundamental fairness requires that defense counsel: is appointed early in the
youth’s case; has a meaningful opportunity to consult with the youth, and
investigate and test the strength of the government’s case; explain potential
short- and long-term consequences of a conviction; review the sufficiency of the
case prior to the court’s accepting a plea agreement; and, is afforded facilities,
including interview rooms or other private areas in the courthouse, to hold
confidential client meetings. Regardless of the alleged offense, youth who would
iii | P a g e
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not otherwise be able to vote, drink, marry, or enter into binding legal contracts
should not be able to enter into plea agreements or navigate their cases without
the assistance of counsel. In addition, the fact that the length of detention does
not necessarily correlate with the severity of the charge, since many youth
charged with minor offenses end up detained for long periods of time because of
probation violations or because they are awaiting placement, means that the
severity of the charge is unrelated to the need for defense counsel.
Although juvenile system participants did identify specific situations in which
youth were generally not allowed to waive counsel – for example, in cases with
perceived mental health issues, or serious felony allegations – waiver of counsel
was the rule, not the exception. In Nebraska, the vast majority of youth charged
with law violations waives counsel, pleads guilty at the initial hearing, and is
sentenced immediately, usually to several months of probation with conditions.
Most of these youth are facing their first court appearances, though some of the
most egregious instances of waiver of counsel were observed in the cases of
children who were charged in adult criminal court. Allowing youth to waive the
right to counsel means that children not yet old enough to drive, vote, drink, or,
in many cases, sign a binding contract, navigate the justice system alone. In
light of the facts that the United States Supreme Court has held that due
process and fundamental fairness require that youth accused of crimes have the
right to counsel; that an ever-expanding body of research reveals that juveniles
lack the knowledge and decision-making capabilities of adults; and that the
consequences of waiving counsel can be devastating, every child, regardless of
the severity of the allegations, should be discouraged from waiving counsel.
Stakeholders from every side of the system – judges, prosecutors, probation
officers, as well as defense attorneys – all reported that waiver of counsel is an
important fact of practice in their jurisdictions. System participants reported a
range in estimates of youth waiving the right to counsel – with some counties
reporting that 60-75% of children waive, while others reported that only 25%
waive – a fact that suggests that local custom or preference, and not any
statutory provision, dictates the percentage of children waiving counsel.
Youth are encouraged to waive counsel by a combination of individual and
systemic factors. In the counties with high waiver rates, assessment team
investigators observed practices by judges that subtly encouraged youth to waive
counsel – for example, giving youth the impression that children who waived
counsel would be treated more leniently, or arranging the docket so that the
cases of youth who will waive counsel are heard first, and the youth who follow
are encouraged to waive by the example of the earlier cases. Parents also
encourage youth to waive counsel, sometimes applying substantial pressure.
Finally, there were systemic practices that encouraged youth to waive counsel.
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Assessment team investigators observed that the portion of the hearing in which
children waived counsel tended to be perfunctory and rushed, so that children
and their parents did not fully understand the significance of waiving counsel.
These truncated waiver colloquies mean that poorly-informed youth who waive
counsel do not understand the long- and short-term consequences to waiving
counsel or to proceeding alone and representing themselves.
Ethical and Role Confusion

Although the practice varies from county to county, Nebraska attorneys
representing youth in law violation hearings often act as both legal counsel and
guardians ad litem for the child (GAL). Role confusion among defenders was
identified as a significant problem by over two thirds of the investigative team,
and some investigators highlighted questionable ethical conduct. These roles are
very distinct, with different, often opposing, ethical mandates. Ethical canons
require defense counsel to act in the child’s expressed interest, serving as the
child’s voice in court proceedings and zealously advocating for what the child
wants. In contrast, the GAL, independent from the child’s expressed interest,
acts in the child’s best interest. In other words, the GAL can substitute her own
judgment for the child’s, and advocate for what she believes should happen in
the case, regardless of the child’s wishes.
Many defense attorneys expressed a clear understanding that their mandate
was to serve their clients’ expressed interests; others demonstrated that they
erroneously thought that their role was to act in their clients’ best interests.
Moreover, defense attorneys do not struggle with this issue alone: other
stakeholders also muddle the defense attorney and guardian ad litem roles.
However, ethical canons are clear and require juvenile defense attorneys to act
in the child’s expressed interest. This requirement does not mean that a juvenile
attorney does not counsel the client about choices that might perhaps be better
for the youth, in instances in which the youth’s expressed interest and the
youth’s best interest diverge. It simply means that, as the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct mandate, juvenile defenders owe their clients the same
ethical duties of loyalty, communication, and confidentiality that adult criminal
defense attorneys owe their clients.
Lack of Zealous Advocacy

Assessment team investigators observed instances of juvenile defenders
providing diligent, creative, client-centered advocacy for their young clients;
however, this level of practice was not the norm. For example, many system
stakeholders, as well as system-involved youth, reported that juvenile defense
attorneys did not fulfill their ethical responsibility to maintain regular
communication with youth. There is little to no litigation of competency to stand
trial, discovery issues, or Fourth or Fifth Amendment violations. Preparation for
adjudication and disposition hearings was rushed, and characterized by minimal
investigation. There are very few written pre-trial motions. There are very few
v|Page

trials. There are very few appeals. In general, defense representation was wellmeaning, and even caring, but not necessarily client-centered or zealous.
Excessive Guilty Pleas

Observers found, and participants estimated, that only a small fraction of
Nebraska’s delinquency cases actually proceed to an adjudication. The high
rates of waiver of the right to counsel are accompanied by a high rate of plea
agreements: the vast majority of juvenile cases is resolved by pleas, usually at
the detention hearing, usually unrepresented, and usually without the benefit of
any legal advice, examination of discovery, or independent investigation.
Several factors contribute to this outcome. First, many stakeholders suggested
to youth that they plead early in cases in order to avoid triggering the timeconsuming and invasive court evaluation process that precedes placement in a
youth facility. Others suggested that youth pled so that they could move the case
along and get home to their families and friends. Also, under Nebraska laws
that grant prosecutors the discretion to file certain cases in adult criminal court,
prosecutors used the threat of transfer to extract guilty pleas from youth. In
such a plea-heavy system, the quality of plea colloquies is critical to the
preservation of due process rights. Assessment team investigators observed
dozens of plea colloquies, some good – some even excellent – and some
inadequate. Inadequate colloquies were insufficient in several ways: many
judges did not use age-appropriate language, did not provide complete plea
colloquies that advised youth of all the constitutional rights they were
relinquishing, or did not explain the short and long term consequences of
pleading.
Inadequate Resources

Nebraska’s juvenile defense system lacks adequate resources, and this deficiency
permeates the entire system. For example, across the state, there were few
courthouses with facilities that allowed confidential communications between
defense attorneys and their juvenile clients. Most juvenile defense attorneys do
not have investigators, social workers, mental health experts, and other experts
at their disposal to help prepare their cases for trial or for disposition. There is a
paucity of juvenile-specific training opportunities. Some large offices provided
training on juvenile defense, but most small and mid-sized offices lacked the
capacity to do so. These resources, unavailable to most of Nebraska’s juvenile
defense attorneys, are indispensable for the provision of holistic and effective
defense advocacy.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The fact that Nebraska’s legislature has undertaken to fund this in-depth
assessment of Nebraska’s juvenile defense delivery system reveals a political
environment eager for thoughtful change. Improvements to Nebraska’s juvenile
vi | P a g e

indigent defense system are attainable through collaborative action to address
systemic deficiencies at the state, regional and local levels. Creativity and
leadership will go a long way toward solving problems and highlighting best
practices. As a starting point, this assessment offers a series of comprehensive
recommendations including:
Core Recommendations:
1. Revise Nebraska’s Juvenile Code
For several reasons, Nebraska’s juvenile code should be relocated and
renumbered together in one section that is easily accessible to juvenile
defenders. First, it should be reformed for the sake of clarity. As it stands,
Nebraska’s juvenile court provisions are scattered throughout Nebraska’s
statute. The Supreme Court itself has called Nebraska’s juvenile code “a
maze of statutory redundancy.” In re Interest of A.M.H, 233 Neb. 610, 619
(NE 1989). A consolidated and revised code could also take into account
the ever-expanding body of adolescent development psychology and other
social scientific research that illuminate the impact that legal practices
have on children and youth - including practices concerning, for example,
waiver of counsel, interrogation, review of Miranda warnings, and
competency.
2. Increase Youth’s Access to Counsel
The right to counsel in delinquency proceedings is a constitutional right.
Fundamental fairness requires that defense counsel: is appointed early in
the youth’s case; has a meaningful opportunity to consult with the youth,
investigate and test the strength of the government’s case, explain
potential short- and long-term consequences of a conviction, and review
the sufficiency of the case prior to the court’s accepting a plea agreement;
and is afforded facilities, including interview rooms or other private areas
in the courthouse, to hold confidential client meetings. Regardless of the
alleged offense, youth who would not otherwise be able to vote, drink,
marry, or enter into binding legal contracts should not be able to enter
into plea agreements or navigate their cases without the assistance of
counsel. In addition, the fact that the length of detention does not
necessarily correlate with the severity of the charge, since many youth
charged with minor offenses end up detained for long periods of time
because of probation violations or because they are awaiting placement,
means that the severity of the charge is unrelated to the need for defense
counsel.
Accordingly, Nebraska should either prohibit juvenile waiver of counsel
altogether, or follow the leads of Florida and Washington, whose Supreme
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Courts have recently enacted juvenile court rules requiring that youth
have a meaningful opportunity to consult with counsel about the waiver
decision before being allowed to waive counsel. Limits on the waiver of
counsel will lead to improvements in many other areas. For example, the
early and timely availability of counsel at detention hearings will
discourage the troubling practice of allowing youth to enter pleas at the
initial hearing in law violations, of employing mass arraignments, and
will complement insufficient judicial colloquies with a defense explanation
of plea provisions.
3. Address Ethical and Role Confusion
The Nebraska Supreme Court Commission on Children in the Courts
should clarify the ethical and role confusion that characterizes juvenile
court practice in many counties. Consistent with the American Bar
Association’s (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the Institute for
Judicial Administration/ABA Juvenile Justice Standards, and the
National Coalition of Juvenile and Family Court Judges Delinquency
Court Guidelines, the Commission on Children in the Courts should take
the position that youth in law violation proceedings must be represented
by defense attorneys who advocate for the clients’ stated interest and
protect their clients’ due process rights, and acknowledge that juvenile
courts are adversarial fora in which zealous advocacy is expected and not
penalized.
4. Reduce the Overreliance on Transfer to Adult Criminal Court
The cases of the vast majority of 15- and 16-year olds charged with
felonies are direct filed in adult criminal court. The 2007 research study
conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention showed that
transfer policies are largely unsuccessful, as they do not lead to either
specific deterrence (i.e., they do not prevent the transferred youth from
reoffending) or general deterrence (i.e., they do not prevent youth who
may have observed the example of the transferred youth from
reoffending). The authors added that “The findings in this report indicate
that transfer policies have generally resulted in increased arrest for
subsequent crimes, including violent crime, among juveniles who were
transferred compared with those retained in the juvenile justice system.
To the extent that transfer policies are implemented to reduce violent or
other criminal behavior, available evidence indicates that they do more
harm than good.”1
There is another troubling result of Nebraska’s overreliance on the use of
direct file provisions. The system that is left when all the felonies are
transferred out is the second class juvenile system tilted towards a nonviii | P a g e

due process based courtroom culture and best interest practice that
encourages pleas and discourages zealous, client-based legal advocacy. It
is easier for a “kiddie court” mentality to thrive when most of the cases
processed in juvenile court are misdemeanors. The sense that there are no
real consequences for the youth is buttressed by the impression that most
youth get probation – although their liberty is easily jeopardized if they
are accused of violating a court order. Limiting the use of direct file
provisions might have the ancillary benefit of changing a juvenile court
culture that diminishes youth’s rights.
5. Establish Ongoing Oversight and Monitoring
Nebraska’s indigent defense systems have been subjected to numerous
studies throughout the past two decades. “The Indigent Defense System
in Nebraska,” also referred to as the Spangenberg Report, was released in
1993 and identified 23 areas in need of improvement.2 In 1995, L.B. 646
was signed into law, creating the Commission on Public Advocacy to
provide assistance to counties in major cases by offering the services of
staff attorneys.3 In 2004, the Nebraska Minority and Justice Task
Force/Implementation Committee published “The Indigent Defense
System in Nebraska: An Update.” This extensive study compared the
state of indigent defense to the recommendations outlined in the
Spangenberg Report more than ten years prior, and found some
improvements but also highlighted several deficiencies still present in the
delivery of indigent defense services. Although the state of juvenile
indigent defense was not the focus of any of these reports, it was the focus
of a 2006 report by the Attorneys Representing Children and Youth, a
subcommittee of the Nebraska Supreme Court Commission on Children in
the Courts, titled, “Legal Representation in Delinquency and Status
Offense Cases in Nebraska.” That report, finalized three years ago,
contains many of the recommendations included in this report.
A mechanism or commission should be created to provide ongoing
oversight and monitoring of the juvenile defense system in Nebraska to
ensure the equitable and fair distribution of resources; to collect data; to
promulgate and implement best practice standards; to ensure the
availability of juvenile defender-specific training; and to identify, develop,
and implement specific policies and practices that will improve juvenile
defense as required.
Implementation Strategies:
1. The Nebraska Legislature should:
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Enact a code provision that allows for the development and use of
graduated sanctions for probation violations that casts detention,
either as a sanction or while awaiting placement, as a last resort.
Allocate more funding for judicial resources, and create more
judgeships, so that the pressures of judicial economy are not so
onerous as to require immediate plea agreements, lack of
advisements, and mass arraignments. Concomitant with these
resources, additional resources also need to be allocated to juvenile
defenders and prosecutors accordingly.
Promulgate guidelines on the length of stay in detention for youth
awaiting service placements or those held on probation violations.
Increase access to and improve the quality of mental health and
substance abuse services available for system-involved youth by
providing appropriate additional funding.
Increase access to and improve the quality of pre-trial and postdisposition community based services by providing appropriate
additional funding.
Amend discovery provisions to allow filing of ex parte motions for
funds for experts in law violation cases.
Enact a code provision creating the automatic sealing of juvenile
records for youth who have not been rearrested for two years after
the end of the completion of their disposition, and for adult court
convictions where the youth was younger than 21 years of age at
the time of conviction; and,
Replace direct file provisions with provisions that allow transfer to
adult criminal court only after a hearing before a judge;
If the legislature will not repeal direct file provisions:
o Create a minimum age for direct file in adult criminal court;
o Create a narrowly-delineated list of specific crimes for which
direct file is eligible;
o Prohibit judges from considering a previous finding that a
youth is not amenable to rehabilitation from being allowed as
evidence in a subsequent amenability proceeding.

2. The Nebraska Supreme Court should:
•
•

•

Adopt a court rule that allows a youth to waive counsel only after
the youth has had a meaningful opportunity to fully consult with
counsel about the consequences of waiving.
The Nebraska Supreme Court Commission on Children in the
Courts should clarify the different roles of the juvenile defense
attorney and the guardian ad litem, possibly in the form of a
standard or court rule adopted by the Court.
In order to use resources most effectively, deploy attorneys where
most needed, and to improve the overall functioning of the juvenile
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•

•
•

•

defense system, the Supreme Court should create a mechanism to
collect an additional range of data included but not limited to: the
number of youth who waive counsel; the number of cases that result
in plea agreements; the number of youth charged in juvenile court
but transferred to adult criminal court; the number of youth
charged in adult criminal court; the number of youth charged with
first-time offenses in adult criminal court; the number of youth
charged with misdemeanors in adult criminal court; and the
number of youth transferred from adult criminal court to juvenile
court.
The Nebraska Supreme Court Commission on Children in the
Courts should promulgate and adopt practice standards that:
o Clearly describe the role of juvenile defense counsel in law
violation cases;
o Clearly describe the role of GALs in dependency cases;
o Proscribe attorneys from acting as both defense counsel and
GALs in a single case; and
o Proscribe attorneys from acting as both defense counsel and
GAL for a single client, even in different cases.
Require people practicing in juvenile court to devote two of their
newly-mandated CLE hours to juvenile-specific training in order to
be allowed to appear on juvenile cases each year;
Convene defenders, judges and others to draft a model waiver
colloquy that is age-appropriate and grounded in principles of
adolescent development for use by judges in juvenile proceedings;
and,
The Nebraska Supreme Court’s Judicial Branch Education
Committee, which governs education for judges, court employees
and probation officers, should offer juvenile-specific training.

3. Juvenile Court Judges should:
•

•
•
•

Provide, in age-appropriate language, comprehensive plea
colloquies that advise the child about each of the rights the child is
relinquishing, and verify that the child understands the
consequences of relinquishing those rights prior to accepting any
waiver of counsel or guilty plea, in accordance with State v. Shulte,
687 N.W. 2nd 823, 827 (Neb. 1997), prevailing law, and rules.
Insist on decorum and respect in the courtroom, discouraging the
“kiddie court” mentality.
Fully honor the due process rights of the youth before the court and
encourage a culture of zealous defense advocacy; and,
Insist that school officials make every reasonable effort to address a
given student’s truancy issues before filing a case, and, if the school
has not complied, dismiss the case.
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4. Chief Public Defenders and Public Defender Offices should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicate appropriate resources, including funding for training and
professional development, access to investigators, social workers,
and support staff, for juvenile defense attorneys.
Work with the legislature to ensure resource and pay parity for
juvenile defense attorneys.
Ensure a work environment that values due process and cuts out
the “kiddie court” mentality so pervasive in juvenile courts.
Implement appropriate supervision structure for juvenile defense
attorneys and require periodic performance reviews.
Adopt a case tracking system that logs and helps defenders
remember to file motions at different points throughout their
juvenile cases.
Ensure adequate support for post-disposition representation.
Ensure representation at probation violation hearings; and,
Provide professional support and camaraderie to contract attorneys.

5. Public Defender and Contract Attorneys should work together to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a state-based juvenile defense resource center.
Create a model juvenile court training that focuses on juvenilespecific topics, including adolescent development and education.
Create mentoring opportunities, whereby newer attorneys are
mentored by more experienced attorneys familiar with juvenile
court practice.
Add juvenile-specific trainings to the statewide trainings held for
judges, prosecutors, and probation officers – in particular, for those
handling juvenile cases.
Coordinate efforts across counties to share resources, information,
and training opportunities; and,
Receive training on the overlap and unique differences between
status offender and delinquency cases.

6. Prosecutors should:
•
•
•

Develop uniform criteria for prosecutors for the cases in which
transfer to adult criminal court is appropriate.
Disallow the use of transfer or direct file as plea negotiation tools;
and,
Develop criteria concerning what school cases should be brought
and which should be diverted, so that the vast majority of school
cases, including minor assaults, are not referred to juvenile court.
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In 2008 the Nebraska Legislature passed LB 961 in recognition of the fact that
persistent problems plaguing Nebraska’s juvenile indigent defense system
required serious attention and study. The University of Nebraska Public Policy
Center was asked to administer the grant and to conduct a national search to
find a consultant that would be qualified to provide a methodologically sound
and objective assessment of Nebraska's juvenile indigent defense system. After
a competitive bidding process, the National Juvenile Defender Center
(hereinafter NJDC) was selected to conduct the statewide assessment of juvenile
legal defense in Nebraska.
The Legislature recognized that a study of the juvenile legal defense system was
necessary in order to address several problematic areas. LB 961 outlined many
areas of the system that needed to be examined including, but not limited to
gathering of general data and information about the structure and funding
mechanisms for juvenile legal defense; a review of caseloads; the examination of
issues related to the timing of appointment of counsel; supervision of attorneys;
charging and trying juveniles as adults; frequency with which juveniles waive
their right to counsel and under what conditions they do so; allocation of
resources; adequacy of juvenile court facilities; compensation of attorneys;
supervising and training of attorneys; access to investigators, experts, social
workers, and support staff; access to educational officers, teachers, educational
staff and truancy officers; examining issues relating to truancy and the
relationship between the school districts and the juvenile court system; and
recidivism. The Legislature expressly stated that the assessment “shall also
highlight promising approaches and innovative practices within the state and
offer recommendations to improve weak areas.”4
The first step in NJDC’s assessment process was to become acclimated with the
law and practices relating to the juvenile indigent defense system in Nebraska.
NJDC staff prepared a comprehensive memorandum which included information
about Nebraska’s geography, demographics, economy, judicial branch, juvenile
arrest statistics, politics, disproportionate minority contact, juvenile indigent
defense delivery system, determination of indigence to qualify for state-funded
representation, juvenile court jurisdiction, the right to counsel in juvenile
delinquency proceedings, transfer to adult court, detention statutes, and life
without parole for juveniles transferred to adult criminal court. NJDC staff also
examined Nebraska’s demographics and census data, as well as information
about the state government, federal representatives and senators, state profiles,
juvenile justice, the Nebraska court system, crime data, the indigent defense
system and the juvenile code. This information was compiled into a briefing
binder, a copy of which was provided to the University of Nebraska Public Policy
Center upon completion.
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After a lengthy evaluative process, and in consultation with the University of
Nebraska Public Policy Center and the national and state advisory boards,
NJDC ultimately selected 9 geographically diverse counties for in-depth study
and analysis. The selected sample of counties represents at least 60% of the
youth who go through Nebraska’s juvenile delinquency courts. An investigative
assessment team of 22 members (including NJDC staff) conducted extensive site
visits and court observations in these 9 representative counties across Nebraska.
The counties were selected based on a thorough analysis of state demographics,
accessibility to juvenile court, and type of indigent defense delivery system. The
goal in selecting these counties was to ensure that the information gathered
would be representative of the delivery of juvenile defense services throughout
the state, as practices vary significantly across jurisdictions. The assessment
team included current and former public defenders, private practitioners,
academics, and juvenile justice advocates, all possessing extensive knowledge of
the role of defense counsel in juvenile court. During each site visit, investigative
team members observed juvenile court proceedings, interviewed both public and
private defenders, judges, county attorneys, clerk magistrates, parents and
youth, using interview protocols developed by the NJDC specifically tailored to
Nebraska’s court system. The teams also visited detention centers, where they
interviewed administrators, staff and incarcerated youth. Prior to all site visits,
the NJDC and all other participants reviewed research, reports, and background
information on the juvenile justice system in Nebraska.
Completed assessments are designed to provide policy makers and defender
leaders with relevant baseline data to inform and guide the reform and
restructuring process. The assessment evaluates whether Nebraska youth have
timely and meaningful access to counsel in delinquency proceedings, identifies
the systemic barriers to quality representation, highlights best practices where
found, and provides recommendations and implementation strategies for
improving Nebraska’s juvenile indigent defense delivery system. The primary
goal of this assessment is to encourage excellence in juvenile defense and to
promote fairness for youth in Nebraska’s juvenile court system
Chapter One contains background on the legal underpinnings, structure and
other relevant data related to the juvenile indigent defense system in Nebraska.
Chapter Two is an overview of relevant Nebraska juvenile law. Chapter Three
details the assessment findings concerning access to counsel and the quality of
representation in law violation proceedings. Chapter Four describes promising
innovations and best practices uncovered by the assessment teams. Finally,
Chapter Five contains comprehensive recommendations and implementation
strategies designed to improve Nebraska’s juvenile defense delivery system.
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This assessment of access to counsel and quality of representation provided to
youth in Nebraska facing delinquency proceedings was informed by the NJDC’s
reviews of juvenile indigent defense delivery systems and examinations of
whether juvenile defenders are upholding both the constitutional rights
guaranteed to their young clients and their own ethical obligations mandated by
the legal profession. The purpose of this specific Nebraska assessment is to
provide information about the role of defense counsel in Nebraska as it pertains
to the juvenile delinquency system, to identify structural or systemic barriers
that impede effective representation of youth, and to make recommendations
that will serve as a guide to improvement of juvenile defender services in the
state.
The role of a juvenile defender is multifaceted, challenging, and requires
extraordinary sensitivity. In addition to having the legal knowledge necessary
to be a strong advocate for any criminal defendant, a juvenile defender must also
be cognizant of the additional issues that automatically arise in every case due
to the fact that the client is a youth. From the moment of inception of a case, a
juvenile defender must act with understanding and patience with regard to both
the client and his or her family. In order to effectively communicate with a
client, a juvenile defender must understand child and adolescent development to
be able to evaluate a client’s maturity and competency as it may affect the case;
advocate for the client through the dispositional hearing and beyond, which
requires a superior knowledge of and contacts at community-based programs
that will match the needs of each individual client; be able to communicate
effectively with a parent or guardian ad litem without compromising the ethical
duties required as counsel to the child; be informed as to the complexities that
arise in mental health and special education law, and how placement of a client
into one of these categories may alter the course of a case and its outcome; and
effectively communicate to the client all collateral consequences that exist once
an adjudication of delinquency is made, especially as it relates to college
acceptance, housing, financial aid, and entrance into the military. For all these
reasons and more, it is crucial that juvenile indigent defense systems be
comprehensively assessed to ensure that resources are dispersed wisely and that
children are receiving the legal protections to which they are constitutionally
entitled.
A. DUE PROCESS AND DELINQUENCY PROCEEDINGS
The first specialized juvenile court in the United States was created on July 1,
1899, as part of an Illinois legislative act establishing the juvenile court division
of the circuit court for Cook County.5 Supporters of this reform sought to
separate youth from the harsh conditions in prisons, and to improve children’s
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chances at becoming productive citizens.6 Because the intent of the 1899 Illinois
legislation aimed to help youth rather than to punish them, the state law
required only cursory legal proceedings.7 Defense attorneys were not part of this
process. Instead, social workers and behavioral scientists assisted the court in
carrying out the most appropriate disposition of the cases. Detained youths were
separated from adult offenders and placed in training and industrial schools, as
well as in private foster homes and institutions. 8 Probation officers were hired
to facilitate a child’s adjustment. This type of specialized juvenile court was
quickly duplicated in the larger cities of the East and Midwest, so that by 1925,
some form of juvenile court existed in all but two states.9 In 1959, Nebraska
passed a law mandating that counties with a population of 75,000 or more
establish a separate juvenile court.10 As of this date, Douglas, Lancaster and
Sarpy Counties have formed separate juvenile courts.
Until the 1960’s, constitutional challenges to juvenile court practices and
procedures were consistently overruled. Children were denied both the right to
counsel and the privilege against self-incrimination, and could be convicted on
hearsay testimony.11 A court could find a child delinquent by only a
preponderance of the evidence – a lesser standard. Juvenile proceedings were
regarded as civil in nature and their purpose was to rehabilitate rather than
punish a child.12 Research on the juvenile justice system began to show that
juvenile court judges often lacked sufficient or any legal training;13 that
probation officers were undertrained and that their heavy caseloads often
prohibited meaningful social intervention; that children were still regularly
housed in jails; that juvenile correctional institutions were often, in reality, little
more than breeding grounds for further criminal activity; and, that juvenile
recidivist rates were high.
In 1963, the United States Supreme Court held in Gideon v. Wainwright that
the Sixth Amendment requires that indigent adults charged with a felony
offense be appointed an attorney at public expense.14 Justice Hugo Black wrote
for a unanimous court that “any person…too poor to hire a lawyer cannot be
assured a fair adjudication unless counsel is provided for him,” explaining that
“lawyers in criminal court are necessities, not luxuries.”15
Following this historic decision, the Supreme Court recognized in a series of
landmark cases that youth in delinquency proceedings must be afforded due
process guarantees comparable to those provided to adult criminal defendants.
Arguably the most significant of these cases, In re Gault,16 held that juveniles
facing delinquency charges have the right to counsel under the Due Process
Clause of the United States Constitution, applied to the States through the
Fourteenth Amendment. The Court expressed concern that youth in juvenile
court were getting “the worst of both worlds…neither the protections accorded to
adults nor the solicitous care and regenerative treatment postulated for
children.”17 The Court concluded that regardless of the number of court
personnel charged with the task of monitoring the accused child’s interests, any
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child facing “the awesome prospect of incarceration” needed “the guiding hand of
counsel at every step in the proceedings against him” for the same reasons that
adults facing criminal charges need counsel.18
The introduction of advocates to the juvenile court system was intended to infuse
the informal juvenile court process and alter the tenor of delinquency cases with
the addition of the zealously-guarded constitutional protections of adult criminal
court. Noting that the “absence of substantive standards has not necessarily
meant that children receive careful, compassionate, individualized treatment,”19
the Court determined that a child’s interests in delinquency proceedings are not
adequately protected without adherence to due process principles. In addition to
the right to counsel, Gault also extended to youth the right to notice of the
charges against them, the privilege against self-incrimination,20 and the right to
confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses.21 In subsequent cases, the Court
raised the legal standard of proof establishing that a youth cannot be
adjudicated delinquent unless the state proves his guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt,22 that a delinquency proceeding constitutes being placed “in jeopardy” and
bars further prosecution based on the same allegations,23 and that youth have a
right to a formal hearing and an attorney before being transferred to adult
court.24 In each of these cases, the Court made it clear that “civil labels and good
intentions do not themselves obviate the need for criminal due process
safeguards in juvenile court[.]”25
Perhaps the most significant development through this line of due process cases
was that youth accused of delinquent acts were to become participants, rather
than spectators, in court proceedings. The Court emphasized that youth charged
with a crime needed defenders to enable them “to cope with problems of law, to
make skilled inquiry into the facts, to insist upon regularity of the proceedings,
and to ascertain whether [the client] has a defense and to prepare and submit
it.”26 Although the role of defense counsel in delinquency proceedings was not
explicitly stated in Gault, by the early 1980’s there was professional consensus
that defense attorneys owe their juvenile clients the same duty of loyalty as
adult clients.27 That duty of loyalty demands that defenders represent the
legitimate “expressed interests” of their juvenile clients, and not the “best
interests” as determined by the attorney.28
Through its decisions in Gault and later cases, the Court drew attention to the
treatment of youth in juvenile justice systems across the country and pushed the
issue into the national spotlight. Due to concerns about the rights and
treatment of children in the justice system, Congress passed the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA) in 1974.29 The JJDPA created a
National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
which was charged with promulgating juvenile justice standards and guidelines.
The National Advisory Committee standards, published in 1980, required that
children be represented by counsel in delinquency matters from the earliest
stage of the process.30
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At the same time, several leading non-governmental organizations also
recognized the importance of protections for youth in delinquency courts.
Beginning in 1971, and continuing over a ten-year period, the Institute of
Judicial Administration (IJA) and the American Bar Association (ABA) worked
together to produce 23 volumes of comprehensive juvenile justice standards.31
The IJA/ABA Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards relied on the
work of approximately 300 dedicated professionals from across the country with
expertise in the many disciplines relevant to juvenile justice practice, including
the law, the judiciary, social work, corrections, law enforcement and education.
The Commission circulated draft standards to individuals and organizations
throughout the country for feedback. The final standards, which were adopted
by the ABA in the early 1980’s, were designed to establish an ideal juvenile
justice system, “one that would not fluctuate in response to transitory headlines
or controversies.”
In 1992, when Congress reauthorized the JJDPA, it reaffirmed the necessity of
the role of defense counsel in delinquency proceedings, specifically noting the
inadequacies of the prosecutorial and indigent defense delivery systems tasked
with providing individualized justice. Recognizing the need for more information
about the functioning of delinquency courts across the country, Congress asked
the federal Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) to
address the issue.
In 1993, OJJDP responded to Congress’ request by funding the Due Process
Advocacy Project, led by the then ABA Juvenile Justice Center, together with
the Youth Law Center and the Juvenile Law Center. The purpose of the project
was to build the capacity and effectiveness of the juvenile defense bar to
guarantee that children have access to qualified and competent counsel in
delinquency proceedings. One result of this collaborative project was the 1995
release of landmark report entitled A Call for Justice: An Assessment of Access to
Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings, the first
national evaluation of the legal representation of children in delinquency
proceedings.32 This report laid the foundation for a closer examination of access
to counsel, the training and resource needs of juvenile defenders, and the quality
of legal representation provided by each state’s juvenile indigent defense system.
The report documented the gaps in the quality of legal representation for
indigent children throughout the nation, and found that while many juvenile
defenders represent their clients zealously, instances of quality advocacy are
rarely found, and that effective juvenile representation is impeded by harmful
systemic barriers. Forty years after Gault’s recognition of the importance of the
right to counsel for youth, the reality of effective delinquency representation
remains a myth for many poor children.
The findings released in A Call for Justice were met with enthusiasm and
interest by judges and lawyers throughout the country, as they voiced the need
for state-specific assessments to guide legislative and legal reform. In response
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to this concern, a methodology was developed to conduct comprehensive
assessments of access to counsel and quality of representation in individual
states. Since 1995, state-specific juvenile indigent defense assessments have
been conducted in 17 states (including Nebraska): Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Montana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, and Washington. Reassessments
have been conducted in Kentucky and Louisiana. County-based assessments
were conducted in Cook County, Illinois, Marion County, Indiana and Caddo
Parish, Louisiana. And new assessments will be released shortly in South
Carolina and West Virginia. NJDC works continuously with state leaders who
are interested in conducting juvenile indigent defense assessments and this
work is conducted on an ongoing basis.
In 1998, the deficiencies highlighted in A Call for Justice led to the creation of
the National Juvenile Defender Center which was housed at the American Bar
Association. Since 2005, the National Juvenile Defender Center has been an
independent, non-partisan organization devoted to ensuring excellence in
juvenile defense and promoting justice for all children.
B. STRUCTURE OF THE NEBRASKA COURT SYSTEM
Nebraska consists of 93 counties, divided into 12 judicial districts in matters
before the District Court or County Court.33 There are six Supreme Court
judicial districts throughout the state, roughly serving the same number of
The 2007 Nebraska Judicial Structure & Administration Task
citizens.34
Force Final Report states that the Nebraska Supreme Court is comprised of
seven members, a Chief Justice and six Associate Justices – one from each of six
Nebraska Supreme Court judicial districts. The Chief Justice is chosen from the
state at large. Like all Nebraska judges, the Chief Justice and Supreme Court
judges are appointed to the bench through merit selection. If a position becomes
vacant, the judicial nominating commission, four lawyers and four non-lawyers,
holds hearings to vet potential candidates. The commission then submits two
names to the Governor, who appoints a replacement.
The Nebraska Supreme Court is the final authority on all legal matters and its
decisions are binding on all lower courts.35 The Supreme Court hears general
appeals from the intermediary court of the state, and is required to hear appeals
in cases regarding capital punishment, life imprisonment, constitutional matters
and impeachment.36 The Supreme Court also regulates the practice of law in
Nebraska, which includes the admission of attorneys to the Nebraska State Bar
Association and any disciplinary matters.37
The Nebraska Court of Appeals operates as the intermediate appellate court of
the state.38 This Court hears appeals from lower trial courts in an effort to
alleviate the often burdensome caseload of the Supreme Court; however parties
are permitted to petition the Supreme Court for a bypass through the Court of
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Appeals.39 The Court of Appeals includes six judges who are representative of
the six Nebraska Supreme Court Judicial Districts, and sits in two panels of
three, hearing cases throughout the state. 40
There are separate juvenile courts located in 3 counties (Douglas, Lancaster and
Sarpy) that function within the judicial system.41 Separate juvenile courts can
only exist in counties with populations that exceed 75,000 people where voters
elect to create a separate court.42 In the remaining 90 counties, the county court
hears juvenile matters. When a juvenile is charged as an adult with a felony
level offense, the proceeding takes place in district court.43 A juvenile may also
be charged as an adult in a misdemeanor case and be subject to the jurisdiction
of the county or district court.44 In both instances, the juvenile has the right to
request that his case be transferred to juvenile court.45 The geographical division
of districts applies to both county and district courts, although the division for
district court varies slightly.46
C. STRUCTURE OF THE JUVENILE INDIGENT DEFENSE SYSTEM
There is not a statewide public defender system in Nebraska. Instead, each
county determines its own procedure for appointment of counsel for indigent
juveniles in court proceedings. Absent from Nebraska’s Juvenile Code is a
provision regarding the presumption of indigence for juveniles, leaving each
individual court to determine whether appointment of counsel at the expense of
the government is appropriate.
Nebraska law requires that counties with over 100,000 inhabitants create a
public defender office.47 A public defender office can be established in any county
with approval from the county board.48 Should the population of a county exceed
170,000, the public defender is required to devote all of his or her time to
practice as a public defender and is prohibited from engaging in private
practice.49 The public defender is authorized to appoint assistant public
defenders, secretaries, law clerks, investigators and any other employees they
deem necessary to ensure competent and effective representation.50 Nebraska
law also vests authority in the county board to provide funding for staff as well
as office space and supplies to guarantee the public defender can provide
effective and competent representation.51
Counties operate using either the elected public defender system, the contract
public defender system, or the assigned counsel system, where the court
appoints private attorneys to clients deemed indigent. As of 2006, 24 counties
operated with an elected public defender, 18 counties had a contract public
defender, and 51 counties used the assigned counsel system to appoint counsel to
indigent defendants.52
Counties with a population that exceeds 100,000 people shall have an elected
public defender.53 Upon election, the public defender will hold the office for a
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term of four years.54 Counties with fewer than 35,000 people where an elected
public defender is not present are able, through the county board, to appoint an
attorney to serve as public defender.55 The county board enters into a contract
with an attorney who applies to be appointed the public defender that specifies
the category of cases the attorney will take56 as well as a specified amount the
attorney will receive for such appointments.57 The contract between the county
board and the contracting attorney lasts for a minimum of two years.58 Contract
public defenders are required to complete at least 10 hours of continuing legal
education in the area of criminal law on an annual basis.59 Attorneys in the
assigned counsel system of appointment receive a set amount per hour for courtappointed law violation cases, with no cap on the amount of hours they can bill.
D. RELEVANT DATA AND STATISTICS
Nebraska has made efforts to ensure that its youth are viewed as an important
segment of the state’s population. According to the Annie E. Casey Foundation’s
2009 KIDS COUNT Data Book, Nebraska was ranked number 11 out of the 50
states in the overall well-being of the youth population.60 According to data
comprised from 2006 and 2007, while Nebraska ranked high on statistics
involving teen birth rates (13)61, percentage of teens dropping out of high school
(3)62 and percent of children in poverty (16)63, the 2006 teen death rate (15-19
years old) was on the lower end of the spectrum as compared to other states,
ranking 35th out of 50.64
Importantly, according to state data, Nebraska’s court-involved youth are
overwhelmingly non-violent offenders. There is no minimum age for prosecution
as an adult in Nebraska. Any juvenile aged 16-17 charged with a misdemeanor
offense, or under the age of 16 and charged with a felony offense is subject to
prosecution in the adult system.65 Although criminal courts must consider a
juvenile’s motion to transfer back to juvenile court,66 the reality is that many
youth still find themselves subject to the adult penal system prior to reaching
the age of majority.
In 2005, several Nebraska juvenile justice stakeholders, led by then Nebraska
Supreme Court Chief Justice John V. Hendry, began to address the need to
improve the lives of youth involved in the juvenile justice system due to out-ofhome placements in what came to be known as “Through the Eyes of the Child
Initiative”.67 This ambitious initiative continues to serve Nebraska youth and
advocate for children who have become dependent upon the juvenile justice
system to survive. While this initiative has changed the lives of many Nebraska
children within the system, there remains an absence of other similar initiatives
that focus on adherence to due process protections and the role and ethical
obligations of defense counsel in law violation cases.
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A. PURPOSE AND POLICY OF NEBRASKA’S JUVENILE COURT SYSTEM
The practice of defending juveniles is complex and requires specialized training
in several different areas to be effective. The role of counsel in delinquency
proceedings, from arrest through post-disposition, is vital to ensuring that
juveniles are treated with respect, fairness, and are afforded all protections of
due process of law.
The Nebraska Juvenile Code (Juvenile Code) was enacted to “acknowledge the
responsibility of the juvenile court to act to preserve the public peace and
security.”68 The Juvenile Code contains sections for delinquent and dependent
children, as well as procedures for the temporary and permanent termination of
parental rights. With respect to delinquent children, the Juvenile Code’s stated
objective is to “remove juveniles…from the criminal justice system whenever
possible and to reduce the possibility of their committing future law violations
through the provision of social and rehabilitative services to such juveniles and
their families.” 69 In its adoption of the Juvenile Code, the Nebraska Legislature
envisioned that it would be construed to “provide a judicial procedure…in which
the parties are assured a fair hearing and their constitutional and other legal
rights are recognized and enforced.”70
The Health and Human Services Office of Juvenile Services Act71 was passed by
the Legislature to promote the idea that the juvenile justice system ensures
accountability and treatment for juveniles who violate the law that is consistent
with public safety.72 Goals outlined in this Act include providing the “least
restrictive and most appropriate setting for juveniles while adequately
protecting them and the community,”73 while also providing “humane, secure,
and therapeutic confinement to those juveniles who present a danger to the
community.”74 The Act emphasizes the need for community-based programs to
not only reduce illegal activity by juveniles, but to “effectively minimize the
depth and duration of the juvenile’s involvement in the juvenile justice
system.”75
B. JURISDICTION AND VENUE
The juvenile court has exclusive original jurisdiction over any juvenile fifteen
years old or younger who commits a misdemeanor offense, any child who is
homeless, dependent, or ‘habitually disobedient’ and truant from school, or who
is mentally ill and dangerous as defined by statute.76 Exclusive jurisdiction also
exists with respect to parents or guardians of any juvenile, proceedings involving
the termination of parental rights under the Juvenile Code, and for any juvenile
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voluntarily relinquished to the Department of Health and Human Services.77
Pursuant to Nebraska law, ‘juvenile’ means any person under eighteen years
old.78
The juvenile court has concurrent original jurisdiction with the district court as
to any juvenile who commits a felony level offense under Nebraska law.79 The
juvenile court has concurrent original jurisdiction with both the district court
and the county court in matters involving a juvenile who is sixteen or seventeen
who commits a misdemeanor offense, any juvenile who has committed a traffic
offense, and all proceedings involving termination of parental rights as well as
paternity matters.80 This concurrent jurisdiction exists for the purpose of cases
involving a juvenile charged as an adult, enumerated later in this chapter. The
juvenile court has concurrent original jurisdiction with the county court over any
juvenile who was a ward of the juvenile court at the start of any guardianship
whose guardianship has been disrupted or terminated, and the adoption or
guardianship proceedings over a child where the juvenile court has jurisdiction
provided by the Juvenile Code.81
Pursuant to the Juvenile Code, all references to the juvenile’s age are viewed as
the age at the time of the offense that initiated the court proceedings.82 The
jurisdiction of the juvenile court continues until the juvenile reaches the age of
majority or is otherwise discharged from further juvenile court proceedings.83
The age of majority in Nebraska is nineteen years.84 The Juvenile Code does not
provide a minimum age at which a juvenile may be charged with a criminal
offense, meaning that especially young children are subject to charges and
subsequent proceedings in juvenile court.
C. FILING A PETITION AGAINST A JUVENILE IN ADULT CRIMINAL COURT
As stated, there is no minimum age for prosecution as an adult in Nebraska.
The process by which a juvenile can be tried in adult criminal court is prescribed
by statute, with the initial decision to file a charge within the discretion of the
county attorney. Therefore, a juvenile meeting appropriate age/offense criteria
may find himself in adult criminal court for the initial hearing.
Any juvenile aged 16-17 who is charged with a misdemeanor violation or who is
under the age of 16 charged with a felony offense under the Juvenile Code is
subject to adult criminal charges. By statute, the county attorney must, in
deciding both whether to file a juvenile court petition and to determine whether
a juvenile is a candidate for pretrial diversion or mediation, consider the
following factors:
y
y
y

The type of treatment such juvenile would most likely be amenable to;
Whether there is evidence that the alleged offense included violence or
was committed in an aggressive and premeditated manner;
The motivation for the commission of the offense;
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y
y

y

y
y

y
y
y
y
y

The age of the juvenile and the ages and circumstances of any others
involved in the offense;
The previous history of the juvenile, including whether he or she had been
convicted of any previous offenses or adjudicated in juvenile court, and, if
so, whether such offenses were crimes against the person or relating to
property, and other previous history of antisocial behavior, if any,
including any patterns of physical violence;
The sophistication and maturity of the juvenile as determined by
consideration of his or her home, school activities, emotional attitude and
desire to be treated as an adult, pattern of living, and whether he or she
has had previous contact with law enforcement agencies and courts and
the nature thereof;
Whether there are facilities particularly available to the juvenile court for
treatment and rehabilitation of the juvenile;
Whether the best interests of the juvenile and the security of the public
may require that the juvenile continue in secure detention or under
supervision for a period extending beyond his or her minority, and, if so,
the available alternatives best suited to this purpose;
Whether the victim agrees to participate in mediation;
Whether there is a juvenile pretrial diversion program established
pursuant to the Juvenile Code;
Whether the juvenile has been convicted of or has acknowledged
unauthorized use or possession of a firearm;
Whether a juvenile court order has been issued for the juvenile pursuant
to the Juvenile Code; and,
Such other matters as the county attorneys deems relevant to his or her
decision.85

Juveniles aged 16-17 who are charged with an offense constituting a felony may
be charged as an adult and appear for arraignment in county or district court.
Should this occur, the court must convey to the juvenile that he can make a
motion to transfer the case to juvenile court.86 This motion must be made within
thirty days after arraignment, and upon receipt of the motion, the court must
schedule a hearing within fifteen days.87
At a hearing requesting transfer to juvenile court, the factors outlined above are
considered by the parties and the court in making a determination as to whether
a juvenile transfer request will be granted. The case must be transferred unless
a “sound basis exists for retaining the case.”88 The court’s decision regarding
transfer of a juvenile is not a final appealable order.89
Nebraska courts have continued to uphold that the factors outlined above must
be weighed by the district court in transfer proceedings.90 The Nebraska
Supreme Court has routinely held that these factors provide a balancing test “in
which public protection and security are weighed against practical, and not
problematical, rehabilitation in determining whether there should be a waiver of
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jurisdiction over a criminal proceeding to the juvenile court.”91 Further, in order
to retain jurisdiction, the district court does not need to resolve every factor
against the juvenile.92
D. RIGHT TO COUNSEL
The Juvenile Code clearly states that juveniles have the right to counsel in
delinquency proceedings. When a juvenile first appears in court and does not
have an attorney, the court must advise the juvenile of his right to retain
counsel, and that if the juvenile or his or her parent or guardian cannot afford an
attorney, the juvenile has a right to counsel at county expense.93 Upon
conclusion by the court that a juvenile or parent cannot afford counsel, the court
will appoint an attorney for the juvenile for all proceedings before the court.94
There is no statutory provision that provides the manner in which indigency is
assessed for purposes of appointing counsel.
The appointment of counsel occurs at the initial hearing, however any juvenile
who has been arrested, detained, or deprived of his liberty in any way by law
enforcement officials or other governmental agents has the right to call a
retained attorney while in custody.95 There is no mention in the Juvenile Code
whether this provision applies to an indigent child who requests to call an
attorney.
E. PARTIES
The court may appoint a guardian ad litem to a case either on its own motion or
upon request by a party to the proceeding.96 The court must appoint a guardian
ad litem for a juvenile in a court proceeding under several circumstances, such
as if the juvenile does not have a parent or guardian or none can be located, if
the parent or guardian is incompetent, or if the parent is indifferent to the
interests of the juvenile.97 The guardian ad litem is responsible for protecting
the interests of the juvenile, acting as a parent would throughout the court
process.98 A guardian ad litem appointed by the court must be an attorney.99
A judge may also appoint a court appointed special advocate volunteer in any
case falling within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court.100 The judge can
appoint this party to a proceeding involving a child who may benefit from this
relationship, when it is in the best interests of the child.101 A court appointed
special advocate must be appointed by court order as a friend of the court acting
on the authority of the judge, and may offer into evidence a written report that
contains recommendations that are in the best interests of the child.102 The
relationship between a special advocate volunteer and juvenile is unique as the
volunteer may be called as a witness in a proceeding involving the child.103
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F. CUSTODY
A juvenile may be taken into custody without a warrant when he has violated a
state law or ordinance in the presence of a peace officer,104 when a felony offense
has occurred and the officer has reasonable grounds to believe such juvenile is
responsible,105 when removal of a juvenile appears necessary for his protection
based on an observation that the juvenile is seriously endangered by his
surroundings,106 the officer believes the juvenile is mentally ill and dangerous as
defined by statute and without removal harm is likely to occur,107 and when an
officer reasonably believes that the juvenile is a runaway.108 Importantly, no
juvenile taken into custody under any of these circumstances is considered
arrested, except when determining the validity of custody under the Constitution
of Nebraska or the United States.109
After a juvenile is taken into custody, a peace officer must take immediate steps
to notify the juvenile’s parent, guardian, or legal caretaker of the situation. The
officer must then either release the juvenile,110 release the juvenile after
providing written notice to the juvenile that requires his presence in court at a
later date,111 or deliver the juvenile, if necessary, to a probation officer, who then
determines if there is a need for continued detention.112 When a juvenile is taken
into custody to protect his safety or for mental health reasons, the officer shall
deliver the custody of such juvenile to the Department of Health and Human
Services for appropriate action.113
G. DETENTION
When a juvenile is detained either by law enforcement or probation officials, the
juvenile must be released within 48 hours after the initial detention or
placement, unless a petition has been filed alleging the child to be in violation of
a court order, alleging the child to be delinquent, or a criminal complaint has
been filed in a court meeting jurisdictional requirements.114
A probation officer must use the standardized juvenile detention screening
instrument defined by statute when making a decision regarding continued
detention.115 The Office of Probation Administration determines the risk factors
and the format used in the screening instrument.116 The instrument is
distributed for statewide use as an assessment tool for all probation officers, who
are then trained to operate using this tool.117 The Juvenile Code asserts that the
need for pre-adjudicatory placement may be determined by first analyzing the
juvenile using the standardized detention screening instrument, and based on
the results, making a decision whether secure or nonsecure detention is
appropriate.118
Upon determination by a probation officer that a juvenile should be remanded to
secure detention, the juvenile may not be held any longer than twenty-four
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hours in any secure facility (excluding nonjudicial days) without a hearing to
determine whether continued detention is necessary.119 Any juvenile taken into
temporary custody may request a detention review hearing, which must occur
within 48 hours after the request.120 There is no indication in the Juvenile Code
that a juvenile has the right to counsel at such hearings.
When a juvenile is lawfully taken into custody, the court has broad discretion
pursuant to the Juvenile Code regarding the pre-adjudicatory placement of the
juvenile.121 If the court orders that continued detention of a juvenile is
appropriate, the juvenile, parent, guardian or attorney may request that the
court hold a hearing to determine whether detention is necessary, and this
hearing must be held within 48 hours of the initial request.122 At the hearing,
the state must show probable cause that the juvenile court has jurisdiction over
the matter, otherwise the juvenile will be released.123
H. PETITION, SUMMONS, AND SERVICE
When a county attorney believes a juvenile has committed a misdemeanor or
felony level offense under Nebraska law, a petition can be filed with the
appropriate jurisdictional court, stating the facts of the alleged offense with
specificity and verified by affidavit.124 If the allegations contain information
indicating the offense was nonviolent, the county attorney may offer mediation
as an option to the juvenile, provided all other requirements to participate in
mediation required by statute are met.125
When a juvenile is lawfully taken into custody by a peace officer, and such officer
determines that a juvenile is eligible for release to a parent, he or she must
prepare a notice to appear in juvenile court, containing a concise statement of
why the juvenile was apprehended, and serve this notice upon the juvenile or
parent to be signed.126 Once completed, the juvenile is released and the officer
required to file the same notice with the county attorney and the juvenile court
when necessary.127
The Juvenile Code grants authority to the courts as to how to effectuate service
upon a juvenile. No summons or notice is required in cases where the person to
be served voluntarily appears in court and there is a record of such
appearance.128
In lieu of a summons, a juvenile court can elect to issue a notice upon a juvenile
or a parent.129 The notice must be delivered by mail and have a copy of the
petition alleging the violation of law attached.130
When issuance of a summons is deemed necessary, a parent or guardian of a
juvenile will be notified by formal process with a copy of the petition, not less
than 72 hours prior to the court hearing, that their presence, along with the
child, is required before the court.131 When a petition alleges that a juvenile has
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committed a misdemeanor, felony, or status offense a summons must be served
with a copy of the petition attached on either the juvenile or the parent or
guardian of the juvenile.132 If no parent, guardian or other relative of the child is
located, the court may appoint a guardian ad litem to act on behalf of the
juvenile.133
Service of summons is perfected when the summons is served upon the party
named in the petition or left at the usual place of residence with a person of
suitable age and discretion.134 Any party to the case may waive the service
requirement provided the juvenile concurs with such waiver in open court and
on the record.135 Failure to comply with a summons could result in a party being
held in contempt of court.136 In addition, failure to appear after a summons is
properly served or the inability to properly serve a summons can result in a
warrant being issued against the parent/guardian or against the juvenile.137
I.

ADJUDICATION

For non-custodial cases, the adjudicatory hearing is held as soon as the court is
able but must be conducted within six months of the filing of the petition.138 A
juvenile charged with a status offense must have an adjudicatory hearing within
90 days.139 An extension of this 90 day period may be granted if good cause is
shown to the court for the delay.140
When a juvenile is in custody, an adjudicatory hearing must be held as soon as
possible after a petition is filed.141 The hearing should occur within six months
of the filing of the petition.142 Calculations for the six-month period are not
prescribed by the Juvenile Code, but instead follow the procedure established for
adult criminal offenses.143 When a juvenile detained by statute appears in court
and continued detention is ordered, the court may allow the parties to waive the
probable cause hearing and proceed to adjudication as long as a reasonable
amount of time is given.144
Juveniles in Nebraska charged with a delinquency offense do not have the right
to trial by jury.145 Customary rules of evidence in a trial by judge apply.146 When
a juvenile comes before the court charged with a criminal offense, with or
without counsel, the court must inform all parties of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the proceedings and the possible consequences or
dispositions if the juvenile is adjudicated delinquent;
The juvenile’s right to counsel under the Juvenile Code;
The juvenile’s privilege against self-incrimination;
The juvenile’s right to confront any adverse witness and the right to crossexamine any adverse witness;
The right to testify and to call witnesses to testify on his or her behalf;
The right to a speedy adjudication hearing; and,
The right to appeal and have a transcript provided.147
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After the advisement of these rights, the court may accept an admission by the
juvenile provided it is first determined that the admission is “intelligently,
voluntarily, and understandingly made and with an affirmative waiver of rights
and that a factual basis for such admission exists.”148
When a juvenile denies the allegations contained in the petition, the court will
decide whether the juvenile is within the court’s jurisdiction due to the alleged
commission of a criminal offense. After hearing evidence, the court will make a
finding on the petition based on proof beyond a reasonable doubt as to the
juvenile’s alleged conduct. 149 If the court determines the juvenile is not within
the statutory provisions as alleged by petition, the court must dismiss the
case.150 If the court determines the juvenile, as described in the petition, does
meet the statutory requirements to fall under the jurisdiction of the court, the
court will adjudicate the juvenile under the Juvenile Code provisions and
proceed to disposition after a reasonable period of time to prepare is given to all
parties, if necessary.151
J. DISPOSITION
Any juvenile adjudicated by the court to have committed a misdemeanor, felony,
or traffic offense is subject to a dispositional hearing. The Juvenile Code does
not provide any specific time frame within which this hearing must occur. Strict
rules of evidence do not apply at a dispositional hearing.152 The juvenile court
judge has several options available when sentencing a juvenile, which include:
•
•
•
•
•

Placing the juvenile on probation;153
Placing the juvenile in his or her own home or in another suitable
residence while on probation;154
Placing the juvenile with a suitable family or in an appropriate
institution, while on probation;155
Committing a juvenile to the Office of Juvenile Services;156 or,
Based on an adjudication finding a juvenile committed a nonviolent act(s),
and provided the juvenile has not been adjudicated delinquent for
committing a previous violent act, with cooperation from the victim, the
juvenile may attend mediation counseling as prescribed by statute.157

Should the court elect to place a juvenile at an institution as a dispositional
order, there are situations where a juvenile will not be subject to certain
placements. Juveniles adjudicated delinquent in juvenile court, adjudicated
dependent by a juvenile court, or found to be mentally ill as defined by statute,
cannot be sentenced to serve time in an adult correctional facility.158 In addition,
a juvenile deemed “uncontrollable” by the courts due to behavior such as
habitual disobedience and/or habitual truancy from home or school159 cannot be
placed in an adult correctional facility, the secure youth confinement facility or a
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youth rehabilitative treatment center through the Office of Juvenile Services. 160
No juvenile found delinquent of a misdemeanor, felony, or traffic offense can be
committed to the secure youth confinement facility.161 This facility is reserved
for juveniles guilty of adult offenses who are housed in a separate, secure facility
until they reach the age of majority.
The court cannot place a juvenile less than 12 years of age adjudicated
delinquent of a misdemeanor, felony, or traffic offense to the youth rehabilitation
and treatment center unless the juvenile has violated probation or committed
another offense that requires the court to consider the juvenile’s best interests
and the safety of the community.162 A juvenile committed to any facility under
the Juvenile Code must be discharged upon reaching the age of majority. 163
K. POST-DISPOSITION
Juveniles adjudicated delinquent face additional court proceedings after their
final disposition in juvenile court. Any juvenile adjudicated a status offender
must come before the court for review once every six months.164 Any juvenile
adjudicated delinquent under the Juvenile Code, by motion of any party or the
court, may be subject to a hearing regarding his amenability to the rehabilitative
services offered through the juvenile court.165 A court may issue an order
following an evidentiary hearing stating that the juvenile is not amenable to
juvenile services.166 Such a finding can be used against a juvenile in any future
proceeding when the county attorney considers whether he be tried as an adult,
and also in any transfer proceeding before a judge.167
No adjudication of delinquency is considered a conviction.168 The Juvenile Code
provides that an adjudication will not disqualify a juvenile from future civil or
military service.169
L. SEALING OF RECORDS
Upon a juvenile’s satisfactory completion of requirements imposed as part of the
initial disposition, any interested party may ask the court to set aside the prior
adjudication.170 In making the determination whether to set aside an
adjudication, the court considers various factors, including the juvenile’s overall
behavior subsequent to the adjudication and behavior in rehabilitation
programs, whether setting aside the adjudication will undermine the prior
conduct or the law itself, and whether the juvenile will suffer consequences from
the adjudication that are disproportionate to the previous conduct if the
adjudication is not set aside.171 Once the court issues an order that a prior
adjudication be set aside, the order must require that all records that were part
of the adjudication be sealed.172 Records deemed by the court to be sealed will
not be available to the public without good cause shown.173
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M. APPEALS
Any final order entered by a juvenile court may be appealed.174 The appellate
court is required to review a case in the same timeframe allotted for review of an
order from district court.175 An appeal may be filed by the juvenile, the guardian
ad litem, the juvenile’s parent, guardian, or custodian, or the county attorney.176
After an appeal has been filed, the separate juvenile court or the county court
acting as a juvenile court that entered the dispositional order will continue to
provide supervision over the juvenile until and unless the appellate court
reviews the case and enters an alternative disposition for the juvenile.177 In
reviewing a case involving a juvenile adjudicated delinquent, the appellate court
must follow the lower court’s original order of disposition unless it finds by a
standard of clear and convincing evidence that such disposition is not in the best
interests of the juvenile.178 Following its ruling, the appellate court remands the
case back to the county court, which must abide by the findings in any further
proceedings.179
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Nebraska Juvenile Justice Process
Arrest/Intake
Probation Officer uses standardized juvenile detention
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released or detained
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Detention Hearing
(Within 48 hours of detainment)

Staff
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parent/guardian

PROCEED WITH PETITION
Filed by County Attorney

Direct File as Adult

Motion to Transfer
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to juvenile court

File in Juvenile Court

Motion to Transfer
Denied/No Motion
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Adult Criminal Court

Petition
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juvenile court

Diversiondiscretion of
County Attorney

First Appearance
Juvenile enters plea
Adjudicatory Hearing
Non-Jury Trial or Plea
Predisposition Investigation

Petition Dismissed

Disposition
Admonishment –
Release to parents
Case Closed

Probation
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I. Access to Counsel
A. Waiver of the Right to Counsel
The National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges Juvenile Delinquency
Guidelines: Improving Court Practice in Juvenile Delinquency Cases, an effort to
elucidate the essential elements of effective practice in juvenile delinquency
cases and to recommend best practices for
juvenile delinquency court judges, admonishes
judges against allowing youth in delinquency
cases to waive the right to counsel.180 A
“Kids proceed without
handful of jurisdictions across the country
counsel often. It’s judge
discourage or disallow waiver of counsel, by
requiring youth to meet with counsel before
by judge. A lot waive.”
waiving the right to counsel,181 or prohibiting
–County Attorney
waiver altogether.182 But, despite this
discouragement, in many jurisdictions, large
percentages of youth (up to 80 – 90%) are
allowed to waive their right to counsel without
first being given a meaningful opportunity to
183
Consistent with this recommendation, several
consult with an attorney.
Nebraska judges told assessment team investigators they agreed that the right
to counsel should be unwaivable in juvenile cases.
Although juvenile system participants did identify specific situations in which
youths were generally not allowed to waive counsel - for example, in cases with
perceived mental health issues, or serious felony allegations - waiver of counsel
was the rule, not the exception. Across the state, juvenile justice system
stakeholders reported that large percentages of children waived counsel at the
initial hearing. In two counties, different juvenile justice stakeholders - in one
county the clerk magistrate, in the other county, a public defender - estimated
that 25% of juveniles waived counsel and proceeded through their cases without
legal advice. In another county, the conflict attorney reported that 30-40% of
youths waive counsel and plead to the allegations in the petition. Some counties
had significantly higher estimates. The probation officer in one county observed
that youths waive counsel in 50% of the law violations, adding that “Even still,
every kid should have representation, regardless of the charge.” The probation
officer in one county estimated that 60-70% of the juveniles on his caseload were
unrepresented. In another county, the judge and public defender offered a
similar estimate of close to 70% of children waiving their right to counsel. In
another county, the prosecutor and public defender reported that, of the children
brought to court, only 25% asked for an attorney - leaving 75% of children in
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that county waiving their right to counsel, pleading, and proceeding
to disposition at the initial hearing. It is clear that in Nebraska, the vast
majority of youth charged with law violations – particularly those facing their
first court appearances – waives counsel, pleads guilty at the initial hearing, and
is sentenced, usually to several months of probation with conditions.
The problem with juvenile waiver of counsel is clear: juveniles lack the
knowledge and decision-making capabilities of adults, and the consequences of
waiving counsel can be devastating.184 Allowing youths to waive the right to
counsel means that children not yet old enough to drive, vote, drink, or, in many
cases, sign a binding contract, navigate the justice system alone. They simply do
not have the legal knowledge to understand the long- and short-term immediate
and collateral consequences of waiving their constitutional right to counsel. As a
result of immaturity or anxiety, unrepresented youth may feel pressure to
resolve their cases and may precipitously enter admissions without obtaining
advice from counsel about possible defenses or mitigation. Such admissions of
guilt are unconstitutional, can result in inappropriate out-of-home placements,
and subject youth to the consequences, direct and collateral, attendant to
juvenile court adjudications.185
Youth without counsel may be influenced by prosecutors or judges, who are
sometimes pressured to clear cases from their calendars. Thomas Grisso’s
seminal 1980 study, Juveniles’ Capacities to Waive Miranda Rights: An
Empirical Analysis, showed that only 20.9% of juveniles understand the
standard Miranda warnings; 63.3% of juveniles completely misunderstand at
least one crucial word in the warnings; 44.8% of juveniles did not understand
what it meant that they had the right to have an attorney present – meaning
many did not understand that the attorney could actually be present during
police questioning rather than at some later time; and 23.9% of juveniles did not
understand the meaning of the warning that “statements may be used against
them in a court of law.”186 The rights to counsel, to go to trial, and to be
represented at trial or at a plea, are far more complex. Or, as one judge stated,
“Would you set your own broken arm with a two by four? You need someone with
expertise.”
Practices Encouraging Waiver of Counsel

These rough estimations are notable for several reasons. First, it is interesting
that stakeholders from every side of the system – judges, prosecutors, probation
officers, as well as defense attorneys – all reported that waiver of counsel is an
important fact of practice in their jurisdictions. It is also interesting that there
is such a range in estimates – for example, two counties have exactly opposite
numbers, so that in one county, 75% of youths waive counsel, but in the other
county, 75% of youths do not. This wide range suggests that local practice, and
not any statutory provision, dictates the percentage of children waiving counsel.
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And in fact, assessment team investigators did recognize, in the counties with
high waiver rates, practices by judges that
subtly encouraged youths to waive counsel.
“If the first kid on a
Judges encouraged children to waive counsel
big arraignment day
by giving them the impression, by their own
actions with a courtroom full of children as the
gets nailed by the
audience, that children who waived counsel
judge, the
would be treated more leniently.
In one
subsequent kids all
county, the public defender noticed that “if the
request an attorney.
first kid on a big arraignment day gets nailed
If the judge appears
by the judge,” the subsequent kids all request
to go light on them,
an attorney, but “if the judge appears to go
light on him, they all waive,” so, often the
they all waive
judge would “go soft first, because he doesn’t
[counsel]. Sometimes
want all of [the respondents] to lawyer up.”
the judge will go soft
When asked why so many children waive
first, because he
counsel, the public defender in another county
doesn’t want all of
opined that she thought the youth thought
‘em to go lawyer up.”
that “the judge would go easier on them” if
they waived. In another example of judges’
–Public Defender
indirectly influencing the decision to waive
counsel, assessment team investigators in one
county noted that the judge would not “require
or emphasize the appointment of counsel [unless] the juvenile [was] facing out of
home placement.”
Several system participants linked waiving counsel to the perceived seriousness
of the charge. In one county, a judge reported that he is willing to allow waiver
of counsel in misdemeanor cases that, in the judge’s opinion, should have been
diverted or otherwise screened out of the court system. A judge in another
county stated a similar stance: he’ll allow children charged with minor offenses
to waive counsel. This judge defined a minor offense as one requiring a fine
and/or a “reprimand.” In another county, a public defender, commenting on a
case that assessment team investigators had just observed, reported it is
common for youth to waive the right to counsel when they viewed their cases as
minor and they “didn’t see the need” for a defense attorney. In another county,
assessment team investigators observed a child and his mother agree on the
record that “no attorney was necessary,” because the charges were
misdemeanors and therefore “not serious.”
There were also systemic practices that encourage youths to waive counsel. For
example, assessment team members in several counties noted that initial
hearings are mass arraignments at which defense attorneys are not present, and
none of the stakeholders who are present take the time to explain the
consequences of proceeding without defense counsel. In addition, in some
counties, the court takes an ostensibly impartial position that, combined with
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other factors, actually encourages waiver. The two judges in one county reported
that they issue an advisement of the right to counsel, but take the position that
the court is neutral, and so the court has no obligation to take special care to
explain the right and the consequences of waiving it to the youth who appear
before the court. Third, as the clerk magistrate in another county reported,
there is a stark difference between the rules of appointment in dependency and
law violation cases. In dependency cases, this county’s judge always appoints
attorneys for the parents and guardians ad litem for the children. In law
violation cases, however, there is no automatic appointment of legal counsel.
Also, by and large, the informality that assessment team investigators observed
at initial and detention hearings across the state makes it easier for children to
feel comfortable waiving counsel. Finally, the fact that juveniles are allowed to
waive counsel at any point in the case makes it easier for children to waive
counsel. Assessment team investigators observed initial hearings, detention
hearings, pleas, disposition hearings, transfer hearings, and probation violation
proceedings in which youth were allowed to waive counsel.
Finally, many juvenile justice system stakeholders observed that parents often
caused their children to waive counsel. In several counties, parents effectively
waive the youth’s right to counsel. When asked for the reasons behind this
common usurpation of the child’s right to decide whether to waive counsel,
juvenile justice participants surmised that, in many cases the child and the
parents want to resolve the matter as quickly as possible, to avoid repeated trips
to the courthouse and all that that might entail – transportation arrangements,
days off from work, child care arrangements for siblings, and the other
unavoidable inconveniences that might be associated with repeated court dates.
A judge in one county offered a different reason, proposing that often a youth
will waive counsel because “the parents want him to own up.” Assessment team
members in a different county observed this very situation: asked by the court if
she wanted an attorney, a youth replied, tentatively, “I don’t think so,” and her
father quickly added, with a castigating look, “She doesn’t need an attorney.” It
is critical to note that, in that particular case, the father was the complaining
witness, but was still allowed to affect the child’s decision to waive counsel. In
another county, parents skewed the waiver decision more subtly: as one defense
attorney described, “If [the child is charged with a] misdemeanor with minor
consequences and there is parental structure in place, a waiver is likely to be
accepted.” In other words, in that defender’s county, a strong parental presence
is allowed to take the place of counsel. In another county, the two judges
interviewed were in complete agreement on the importance of deference to the
parent’s views. They both described a scenario where they issue an advisement
of the right to counsel and then leave it up to the parents and child to decide
whether to request counsel.
If the instances of waiver of counsel are numerous in law violation cases, they
are near total in status offense cases. In addition, as the Institute for Law and
Policy Planning’s 2008 report, Douglas County – Secure Juvenile Detention: A
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Study of Crowding established, high numbers of status offenders are, in fact
detained. In county after county, system participants reported that no one
invokes the right to counsel in status offenses. The position of one judge
summarizes the near unanimous agreement on this point: “the judge thought
most status offense cases were generally ‘not defensible’ and that juveniles will
come to court and admit just to ‘get the case over with and go home.’” The
prosecutor in another county reported similarly that the youth in the
prosecutor’s county routinely do not have attorneys at truancy review hearings,
and that the youths almost always plead. Although In re Gault extended the
right to counsel to youth facing delinquency proceedings, the spirit of Gault is
clear that the Court found that the assistance of counsel was essential for youth
“facing the awesome prospect of incarceration in a state institution until the
juvenile reaches the age of 21.”187
Practices Discouraging Waiver of Counsel

Assessment team investigators also observed systemic practices that
discouraged waiver of counsel in limited circumstances. For example, detained
children have an absolute right to counsel that operates, as a rule, unimpeded.
System participants in one county reported that every child who is detained is
appointed counsel as soon as the child is detained, and that courts were
generally very permissive about allowing defense counsel to talk with the client
before the hearing. In another county, the juvenile supervisor reported that a
detained child does not have to ask for a detention hearing, and judges
automatically appoint defense counsel for detained children, regardless of
whether there has been a previous waiver.
Children accused of serious crimes or whose liberty interests are seriously
imperiled are also, as a rule, discouraged from waiving counsel. The judge in
one county reported that he simply will not allow youth to waive their right to
counsel if they are charged with a felony. A judge in another county stated that
he will appoint counsel in any case where the consequence would be more than a
reprimand or a fine or there is a conflict with the parent; moreover, this judge’s
practice is to appoint a public defender as standby counsel if the child waives
and the court feels counsel is needed. He added that he is very liberal on
appointments, and that other judges are likely less so. In another county, the
probation officer reported that cases involving felonies, placement at the Youth
Rehabilitation and Treatment Center (YRTC) in Kearney or Geneva, or
significant mental health issues usually automatically garner an attorney even if
the child has expressed a desire to waive counsel. In addition, in this county, as
in several others, the judges reported that neither judge will accept a waiver of
counsel in any case where OJS is likely to become involved or the prior history is
such that higher levels of care – meaning more than mere probation – are a
strong likelihood. Neither judge allows for the waiver of counsel when a felony is
involved and both believe that a child can ask for an attorney at any time during
the proceedings, even after adjudication and disposition.
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B. Poor Understanding of the Waiver Decision
The United States Supreme Court has made clear that a waiver of fundamental
rights like the right to counsel is valid only if the waiver is given knowingly,
intelligently, and voluntarily.188 Still, a great deal of evidence suggests that, in
practice, courts do not ensure that youth understand the implications of waiving
counsel.189 Developmental brain research illustrates that juveniles’ limited
decision-making capabilities and understanding of legal rights raise serious
questions about whether they can effectively exercise their waiver rights.190
Assessment team investigators observed that the portion of the hearing in which
children waived counsel tended to be perfunctory and rushed, so that children
and their parents did not fully understand the import of waiving counsel. In one
county, assessment team investigators observed that one prosecutor had four
initial hearings on that day’s docket. Three of those cases were resolved with
unrepresented pleas; together those three cases took all of five minutes on the
record. In another county, youths in four of six cases observed waived counsel.
Those six cases took a total of twenty minutes, or about three-and-a half minutes
per case. In most counties, the child did not have an opportunity to consult with
counsel on the issue of waiver.
Two things necessary to the fair administration of due process are missing from
these truncated waiver colloquies. First, the judge does not take the time to
explain the long- and short-term consequences of waiving the right to counsel.
Second and not surprisingly,
assessment team investigators
found that often, the poorly“If you’re in the courtroom, they
informed youth who waive
(kids) often look really confused.
counsel in these lightningYou’re thinking, ‘I really don’t
quick
hearings
do
not
understand the full import of
think they know what’s going on’.”
the decision to waive counsel or
–Probation Officer
of the hearing in which they've
agreed to represent themselves.
In one county, the probation
officer related that she sees
more “pro se” kids than kids represented by attorneys, and noticed that, “if
you’re in the courtroom, they often look really confused. You’re thinking, ‘I
really don’t think they know what’s going on.’” The detention center
administrator in one county said that the biggest complaint he hears from his
residents is that they need to know more information about the legal process.
He went on to say that often youths do not understand what is happening in
court, explaining, “Some of these kids have cognitive problems,” and “people
talking to kids in court don’t understand what’s going on – sequential learning is
not these kids’ strength.”
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There were a handful of exceptions to the norm of inadequate waiver colloquies
and advisements. The judge in one county meticulously went through all of the
rights and possible outcomes with each individual child on each individual case,
stressing the right to counsel, much to the visible chagrin of the county attorney,
who rolled his eyes and audibly sighed as the judge proceeded. The judge did not
just rattle off a script; instead, the judge made an effort to make sure that the
youth understood, by asking them developmentally appropriate questions. In
one case, when the child’s mother wanted to waive the child’s right to an
attorney, saying, “I don’t want to deal with that attorney again so whatever,” the
judge reminded the youth that the youth was the one with the right to an
attorney, and that the youth, not her mother, had the right to decide whether to
waive counsel. The judge explained, “There are things that the court will order
that Mom may not like and you want to talk to an attorney about. It is your
decision not your Mom’s.” As a result, the youth decided that she wanted an
attorney, and the case was continued for appointment of counsel. In a truancy
case before this same judge, after the judge reminded the youth about his right
to counsel, she asked the youth for his decision. He said he didn’t know, and he
turned and asked his mother. His mother said that he should proceed without an
attorney – “we don’t need one.” The judge then went through all the rights and
consequences of being found truant. The judge asked again, “Hearing all these
consequences that could possibly happen, do you still waive your right to an
attorney?” At this point, the youth’s mother turned to her boyfriend, and then
said that she thought they needed an attorney appointed after all – she was
visibly shaken up and almost started to cry when the judge talked about foster
care and removal from home as possible consequences of adjudication. In a
different county, both judges relayed that, if they are concerned that the child
does not understand what is going on, seems to be making a foolish decision, or
seems to misunderstand the proceedings against him, the judges will often
appoint the public defender to advise the child, rather than allowing him to
proceed without talking to an attorney first.
Juveniles should be allowed to consult with counsel about the waiver decision
before they decide to waive counsel. In some counties, the logistics of this may
be eminently reasonable: in one county, for example, an assessment team
investigator noticed that every courtroom was covered by a public defender every
day, and there did not appear to be any reason in terms of accessibility of
counsel why all the children could not discuss the waiver decision with counsel
prior to their initial court appearance.
C. Waiver at Transfer Hearings
Some of the most egregious instances of waiver of counsel were observed in the
cases of children who were charged in adult criminal court. Even if the shortterm consequence is probation and release into the community, the long-term
consequences of an admission in adult criminal court can be devastating to a
young person who is trying to rehabilitate his life.
Assessment team
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investigators observed several instances in which youth were advised of some of
these consequences after they admitted, instead of before. Assessment team
investigators observed instances in which youth made decisions with long-term
consequences without counsel. In one troubling case, a 17-year-old boy appeared
before the court with his mother accused of a minor drug charge. In front of a
packed courtroom, the Judge asked if he understood the rights given to the
group at that day's earlier mass arraignment. The youth said yes. The judge
then told him he had the right to request the case be transferred to juvenile
court. The youth said he didn’t want that. The judge then advised him again he
had the right to counsel, and the juvenile decided to proceed without counsel.
The court entered a guilty plea. This entire exchange happened in about three
minutes. Once the youth had pled, the judge proceeded to disposition, and asked
the juvenile if he planned on going to college. The youth answered yes, and
named his top choice school. The judge then said “You realize that you have now
lost any ability to receive federal funding for financial aid because you just pled
guilty to a drug offense.” There was an audible gasp of shock from both the youth
and from the people waiting for their cases to be called. The judge had not stated
this as a possible consequence of sentencing. In another example, a 16-year-old
girl was charged as an adult with minor in possession. She was present in court
with her mother. The judge again briefly went over her right to request transfer
to juvenile court. She waived her right to transfer to juvenile court and to an
attorney. The youth pled guilty and was fined, without having been advised that
this admission would remain on her adult record.
System stakeholders all expressed very different perspectives on the frequency
with which youths waived counsel at transfer hearings. A probation officer in
one county said that she was frustrated by the lack of counsel for some kids in
adult court. She said that in some cases the county attorney will tell the child
and parents to just plead and waive counsel. A public defender in another county
reported that he observed a lot of juveniles in transfer proceedings waive
counsel; the prosecutor in that same county said that he believes that most
transfer hearings are contested, and that most juveniles have attorneys, but he
does see instances of waiver of counsel; that day, assessment team investigators
had observed several instances of waiver in transfer hearings, including the two
examples related above. In a third county, the court administrator told
assessment team investigators that there is automatic appointment of counsel in
transfer hearings, while the prosecutor in that same county reported that most
juveniles in adult court waive their right to counsel.
D. Plea Colloquies
The high rates of waiver of the right to counsel are accompanied by high rates of
plea agreements: the vast majority of juvenile cases are resolved by pleas,
usually at the detention hearing, usually unrepresented, and usually without
the benefit of any legal advice, examination of discovery, or independent
investigation. Stakeholders offered several possible explanations for this fact of
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Nebraska’s juvenile system. A probation officer in one county surmised that
youth might plead early “to get the
[services] ball rolling,” especially if it is
clear that the case is headed toward an
“The judge told me that
OJS evaluation. A public defender
I had the right to this,
reported that her clients, desperate to
this and this, but I did
return to their families and friends, will
not know what this, this
tell her, “I’ll say I did it, I just want to go
and this was.”
home.” In such a plea-heavy system, the
- Youth
quality of plea colloquies is critical to the
preservation of due process rights.
Assessment team investigators observed
dozens of plea colloquies, some good –
some even excellent – and some inadequate.
Colloquies were observed to be insufficient in several ways. First, many judges
did not use age-appropriate language or manner during plea colloquies with
youth. For example, in one county, the contract counsel reported, and courtroom
observations confirmed, that the judge was a “speed talker” who raced through a
script of what he has to put on the record in plea colloquies so fast that “most
youth [did] not understand what the judge said.” This judge used very formal
language, and did not engage the youth beyond getting the required responses to
the court’s questions asking the child to waive each right. A judge in another
county was also observed to speed through the youth’s constitutional rights.
Second, many judges simply did not provide complete plea colloquies that advise
youth of all the constitutional rights they were relinquishing, the short-term
consequences of pleading, like the possible punishments, and the long-term
consequences of pleading. For example, in one county, after the accused pled
guilty, the judge asked defense counsel if the trial waiver was knowing,
voluntary and intelligent. Defense counsel informed the court that he and his
client had talked about the plea before court and that counsel believed it was.
The judge so found. Neither the judge nor defense counsel inquired on the
record concerning the specific trial rights the client was giving up, his
understanding of those rights, and his pretrial waiver of those rights. The plea,
to a disorderly conduct charge, seemed to be based on failure to obey his foster
parents, although no specific factual basis was established by the accused on the
record.
There were also systemic contrivances that tilted the court process in favor of
inadequate plea colloquies. For example, in one county, the case files from the
clerk’s office contain a form that is filed in a child’s case when there is an
admission. The rights that the child will waive are pre-typed on the form and
the names are filled in. This pre-typed form of rights and possible dispositions
lends itself to a checklist approach by the judge in going through the plea litany
with the child. In addition, the fact that, in some counties, the first appearance
hearings are “mass readings,” or feature “mass adjudications” also gives
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colloquies short shrift. In these types of hearings, the judge reviews the rights of
the youth one time for all of them, and then asks them individually if they waive
their rights. On the stage of a packed courtroom, it is easy to imagine that youth
(and, it seems, their parents and guardians) are loathe to stop the judge, ask
questions, or confess ignorance, and there are no defense attorneys present to
interject on their behalf.
In stark contrast, good plea colloquies took time, involved the use of ageappropriate language, and took the form of a conversation between the court and
the individual youth in which the court tested the child’s understanding. One
judge, in the same county as one of the speed-talking judges, was observed to
spend much more time with the youth, making a comprehensive effort to explain
the proceedings to the children, and appeared to inject herself much more in the
on-going planning for the children. Children pleading in that county would have
a very different understanding of their rights and case proceedings depending on
the judge they were assigned. In another county, a judge who told assessment
team investigators that he believed that “the purpose of juvenile court is, simply,
to help that kid,” generally started his plea colloquies with a friendly, rapportbuilding demeanor. He took a slow pace, asked all of the necessary questions,
asked the juvenile three separate times whether she had any questions, and
asked her whether she understood she was giving up her right to a trial three
times. The assessment team investigator noted that this colloquy “was probably
the most impressive thing we observed in court.” A judge in a third county was
observed to do an excellent job at a probation revocation hearing, taking time to
make sure the youth had received a copy of the revocation, explaining it, and
then reviewing the possible consequences of the new filing and the affect on his
existing probation. She was very careful to do this using child-friendly language.
Make no mistake: youth missed information when it was not provided. A young
woman in one county remarked that the judge did go over her rights to her
satisfaction, but she felt unadvised about the long-term consequences of
pleading. Youth in another county reported that they were nervous when in the
courtroom. Things moved very fast and they were unsure of what was being said
or what happened. Another youth aptly stated that “The Judge told me that I
had the right to this, this and this, but I did not know what this, this and this
was.”
E. Indigence Determinations and Legal Fees
Unique issues accompany the determination of a youth’s eligibility for appointed
counsel. Most youths are financially dependent on a parent or guardian and
cannot afford private counsel on their own. But, in cases in which the parent
may have a conflict of interests with the child, or may be otherwise unwilling to
retain an attorney, the court’s reliance on the parent’s income can implicate due
process. Some parents might pressure their children to waive the right to
counsel and plead guilty to avoid having to pay attorney’s fees because they do
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not understand the long-term consequences of a juvenile adjudication, or the
nuances of the possible legal defenses available to their child.191 In other
instances, like domestic disputes, parents might be the complaining witness or
witnesses; a sibling might be the complaining witness or witnesses; and parents
might want the accused youth removed from the home.
In most counties, indigency is determined by parents’ income. As for the process
of determining indigency, according to the Nebraska State Bar Association
Advisory Committee on Ethics Opinion 78-2, the defense bar cannot be involved
in the determination of indigency. As a result, the court handles the indigency
screening and appointment of counsel. There appear to be no set standards for
indigency and eligibility for court-appointed counsel. The judge puts the parent
under oath, and inquires as to the family’s finances. The court asks about the
parent’s employment status, available money, savings, assets, etc., and then
judge makes a final determination. As assessment team investigators in one
county reported, “According to the judges, all juveniles are considered indigent
for the purposes of appointed counsel. No child is denied an attorney based on
their parent’s income. Neither judge believes that a juvenile should be denied
counsel if he or she asks, and neither would deny appointed counsel based on the
income of the parents.”
Court fees are minimal. A court fee of $41 must be imposed in every criminal
case (adult and juvenile). Parents are usually ordered to pay, but assessment
team investigators did observe instances in which the court waived this fee in
juvenile cases (usually in admonishment cases). Similarly, with respect to fees
for representation: the clerk magistrate in one county gave assessment team
investigators a copy of the fee schedule and reported that his office will collect
what it can, but that it would often waive fees in indigent cases.
II.

Quality of Representation

A. Case Preparation and Client Contact
Client Contact

Standard 4.1 of the Institute for Judicial Administration/American Bar
Association Juvenile Justice Standards for Private Counsel provides that “Many
important rights of clients involved in juvenile court proceedings can be
protected only by prompt advice and action. The lawyers should immediately
inform clients of their rights and pursue any investigatory or procedural steps
necessary to protection of their clients' interests.”192 The Juvenile Justice
Standards also command that “[t]he lawyer should confer with a client without
delay and as often as necessary to ascertain all relevant facts and matters of
defense known to the client.”193
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Across the state, system-involved youth and their parents repeatedly raised the
issue of the limited amount of and rushed quality of attorney-client contact,
especially before initial hearings. In fact, 85% of youths interviewed raised the
infrequency and poor quality of client contact as a problem. The consensus was
that conversation was brief – if it took place at all – and focused not on the facts
of the case, investigation, and exploration of potential defenses, but on whatever
“deal” the defense attorney and the prosecutor had agreed upon. In one county,
two youths said that they only got a chance to speak with their lawyers about
five minutes before their hearings, and that this brief contact did not allow them
to feel that their attorneys knew them or their side. Another youth in that same
county reported that she met with her attorney the day of court, for about one
hour, during which the lawyer kept telling her “fake things” that she did not
believe, but that she did not feel comfortable asking questions. She felt like the
lawyer was there to get it over and done with. He did not go over her rights, and
told her to just admit. A third youth said
that she wished that her lawyer would “take
the case and facts from the juvenile’s point
of view, and try to put themselves in our
shoes.” A young man in a different county
“Attorneys are
said that he never knew what was going to
supposed to be there to
happen in court before he got there.
help you in court and
Another youth told investigators that his
fight for you.”
lawyer was the public defender, who he said
–Youth
is “not really a lawyer, just someone who
sits there and yells at you.” She has been
his lawyer for two years and he says she
doesn’t stay in contact with him and is very
busy. By and large, most of the children had very little interaction with their
attorneys outside the courtroom.
System stakeholders, like a probation officer in one county, observed that “the
children and parents express frustration that they don’t talk to their attorneys
more often.” A public defender in one county admitted that the defense attorneys
did not spend much time with the children beyond the time the attorneys felt
was necessary to prepare for whatever hearing was pending. The public
defender added that the attorneys did not routinely visit the clients in detention
or in their homes. A probation officer in a different county said she did not see a
lot of communication between attorneys and their clients when she is in court,
and thought that defense attorneys could do a better job explaining the process
to clients and make it less scary for the kids and their families. A defense
attorney in another county admitted that when the defendant comes into court
for their first hearing, he oftentimes hasn’t talked to them at all, and has to talk
to them at counsel table while proceedings are occurring; he explained that his
ability to form a relationship with his clients is constrained by how little time he
has.
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There were some youths and parents who were satisfied with the amount of
contact they had with the defense attorney in advance of hearings. One youth
expressed satisfaction with his attorney, saying that the public defender called
him within 2 or 3 days of the petition being filed, and he went to the public
defender’s office, where the public defender explained the system and the
alternatives. He said his public defender stayed in touch throughout his case,
even calling him to see how he was doing while he was in inpatient treatment.
Although since that initial meeting he usually meets his public defender in the
hallway just before court, he was not dissatisfied with that arrangement, partly
because of the relationship they had. Another youth in that same county said
that the public defender is “awesome.” The public defender explained things to
him, like the meaning of “dismissed” or “deport.” For his subsequent hearings,
the public defender told him what to expect, and made the arguments that the
youth wanted him to make. A young woman in another county said that her
attorney “was very good at explaining her rights” during their meetings before
her court hearings. She also had the feeling that “he tried very hard and did
everything he could for me.”
The remarks of the youth who were satisfied with their attorneys highlight how
adequate client and case preparation serve to protect youths’ due process rights.
First, it is important to building a relationship with a youth. Or, as a judge put
it: “It pisses me off that some bar attorneys don’t seem to recognize their clients
when they come to court.” It is clear to him that many attorneys do not meet
with their clients before they come to court. “You can’t develop a rapport in 15
minutes,” he said. More pointedly, building this kind of relationship ensures
that the youth’s voice is not lost in the shuffle as the case progresses. As one
probation officer explained, private attorney-client consultations are extremely
“important because there are so many other players that there needs to be an
attorney acting on behalf of a child.” Although defense counsels may understand
their role to represent the express interest of their clients, the very limited time
that they spent with their clients prior to a court proceeding necessarily
diminished their ability to make sure their clients understood the nature of the
proceedings and made informed choices about waiving their rights to various due
process protections throughout the course of the case. Finally, it is important
that the youth understands what is happening in his case. It was clear from
talking to youth and reviewing the case files that many of the youth who
complained of too little contact did not have a full understanding of the rights
they had given up, the potential consequences, or the ongoing proceedings. Few
of them accurately recounted what types of hearings they had, what matters
they were charged with, and how their cases were resolved.
In addition, if the youth don’t get the information they need from their
attorneys, they will get it from someone else, like the probation officer who said
that she feels that at times, she takes on the responsibility of making sure the
juveniles understand the courtroom process, by asking questions such as “do you
understand what’s going on? Do you have questions?” and then trying to answer
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the questions. A probation officer’s case perspective is likely to be much different
from the perspective of the youth’s attorney, who can give legal advice that the
probation officer cannot. Or they will guess. An open line of communication also
calms children’s anxiety. As one detention center staff member relayed, the
facility would have an easier time operating if youth were more prepared before
they go to court, because youth prefer to deal with concrete facts and concepts -specific time frames and possible placements for detention, possible witness
statements and testimony, and possible programs or release conditions, for
example – instead of the unknown.
Contact with Detained Clients

As might be expected in light of the infrequent contact between attorneys and
their clients in the community, the attorneys did not routinely communicate
with or visit their clients in detention either. One youth told assessment team
investigators that the public defender she had did not visit her or call her in
detention at all. She communicated with her lawyer through her father.
Exacerbating matters, many youth were detained in counties far from their
homes, families, and communities. As one detention center staff member
relayed, because there are no detention facilities in her county, juveniles from
her county needing to be detained are sent either to one of two nearby facilities.
Both are too far for attorneys to make any kind of regular visit to their clients.
Another detention center staff member reported that local attorneys visited on a
more frequent basis, and out of county attorneys called at least once per week,
and that generally, the frequency of visits and calls depended on the seriousness
of the offense; in other words, youth charged with more serious offenses received
more visits and calls from their attorneys than youth charged with relatively
minor offenses. On the whole, however, children in detention complained of the
same lack of communication that children in the community reported.
It is important to note that the lack of contact with detained clients does not
have systemic roots. Chapter 12 of Title 83 of the Nebraska Minimum Jail
Standards for Juvenile Detention Facilities provides that a detention facility’s
written procedures must detail juveniles’ access to their attorneys; chapter 14
provides that indigent juveniles “shall be provided with writing supplies and
postage for all letters to their attorneys, the courts, government officials, or
officials of the confining authority,”194 and that “Juveniles shall be allowed to
make a reasonable number of telephone calls to their attorneys, caseworkers,
probation or parole officers, and counselors at the juvenile’s expense unless the
juvenile has no funds.”195 It further states that privileged telephone calls shall
not be monitored or revoked as a disciplinary measure.196
In accordance with these provisions, assessment team investigators found that
detained youth are able to call their attorneys upon request at detention centers
and both YRTC facilities. At one detention center, the resident handbook given
to youth upon arrival states that the youth has a right to access to legal
representation and the courts, and the Director himself stated that he permits
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youth to call an attorney upon request. Defenders are permitted visitation upon
calling or arrival at this detention facility. The YRTC residential facility also
affords the same rights to detained youth. Upon admission, each youth receives
a Youth Rulebook which expressly states “Girls shall be allowed access to legal
counsel. The facility administrator or his designee shall assist girls in making
confidential contacts with their attorneys or their authorized representatives.
Such contacts may include telephone communication, uncensored
correspondence, and visits.” Youth interviewed by investigators also stated that
although they do not usually contact their attorneys, they are aware they have
the right to do so if necessary. In one facility, assessment team investigators
were informed that youth were allowed to phone their attorneys only on certain
days. When asked whether youth would be allowed to receive or make calls on
days outside those certain days, assessment team investigators were told they
would be.
Parents and Case Preparation

The attorney-parent relationship is a difficult tightrope to walk. A public
defender in one county reported a common complaint in juvenile defense work –
that a big impediment to zealous representation is dealing with parents who are
angry that she represents the child, not the parents. Ethical canons are clear
that even when the parents are paying the attorney, a juvenile defense attorney
represents the child who is alleged to have broken the law, not the child’s
parents. The attorney has a duty of loyalty and of confidentiality to the child,
not the child’s parents. This arrangement is appropriate because, if the child is
found involved, the child, and not the child’s parents, will suffer the loss of
liberty or other penalty that the court imposes. Still, it would be struthious to
take the position that a child’s parent or guardian is less than integral to the
successful disposition of the child’s case. In most instances, because the parent’s
willing participation is key to the child’s progress, the success of the case
depends on the parent. And, while it often happens that a youth can fail to meet
his release conditions, get in more trouble at a detention placement, or otherwise
worsen his legal status without his parent’s help, it hardly ever happens that a
youth will complete probation successfully, or otherwise improve his legal status
without his parent’s support. Accordingly, the defender has to develop an
independent, cohesive, and, most importantly, confidential attorney-client
relationship with the client, while still enlisting the child’s parent or guardian as
an ally in the case. Parents need to be just as informed and empowered in
juvenile cases as the youth facing allegations.
Assessment team investigators observed that, for the most part, defense
attorneys did not manage the flow of information to their juvenile clients’
parents. One contract attorney said he solved this problem in retained cases by
having the juvenile sign a release in their initial client meeting allowing the
attorney to talk to the parents. In one county, assessment team investigators
observed as the public defender spoke to the mother and sister of his juvenile
client. The child’s mother did not speak English, so the child’s sister was
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translating. The public defender explained process and plea deal to mother and
sister before he explained them to his own client. Another youth told
assessment team investigators that, throughout the life of her case, she never
met with the attorney alone, and felt the attorney focused more on her mother’s
interests and goals for the case than hers. A detained youth said that her lawyer
did not visit her or call her while she was in detention, and communicated with
her exclusively through her father.
Systemic Barriers to Adequate Client and Case Preparation
Inadequate Courthouse Facilities

Across the state, there were few courthouses with facilities that allowed
confidential communications between defense attorneys and their juvenile
clients. Defense attorneys had confidential discussions with their clients in
courtrooms, in hallways, and in waiting areas. Bailiffs walked in and out of
court during private conversations. Sometimes, the judge was in the courtroom
during these discussions, cutting off conversations by calling court to order.
Other times, the parents were sitting at the same table, and it looked like the
defense attorney was talking to both the parent and youth at the same time. In
one county, the configuration of the furniture discouraged even courtroom
conversations. The single counsel table, with almost no space between the
respondent, defense counsel and the prosecutor, limited the ability of defense
counsel to have any confidential communication with the client before, during or
after the hearing. At that same courthouse, the close proximity of the clerk’s
office and chambers to the courtroom allowed conversations to float into the
courtroom before and after the hearing unless both doors are shut which they
rarely were. The county practice also seemed to interfere: in counties with
adequate facilities, often public defenders reported that the practice was that
defense attorneys did not use them. For example, the public defender in one
county said there were conference rooms available in the courthouse, but often
they spoke to their clients in the hallways. In another county, assessment team
investigators observed a meeting space across the hall from the courtroom for
private conversations, but did not see this used once by defense attorneys.
High Percentage of Pleas

It is likely that the fact that so many cases
are resolved by admission contributes to the
lack of client and case preparation that “I didn’t do what they said,
assessment team investigators observed. but I graduate next week
Like many other states’ criminal systems, and I just want to get it over
Nebraska’s juvenile system relies on the with and get probation.”
prevalence of pleas to ensure judicial
-Youth
economy. Most juvenile cases are resolved
at the initial hearing, often without counsel.
And, even if the case is not resolved at the first hearing, almost every case is
resolved short of trial. The child can admit to the offense – plead guilty – or
plead no contest. This high incidence of resolution short of trial is such a
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prevalent fact of practice that system participants – including defense attorneys
– reported that, in most cases, the defense attorney would negotiate the plea
agreement without talking to the client, discuss it with the client in the five
minutes before the court hearing, and then walk into court and enter the plea.
B. Pre-trial Detention and Probable Cause Determinations
Preparation and Client Contact

The process for detention hearings, relatively uniform throughout the state, is
skewed so that defense attorneys did not have a meaningful opportunity to
consult with new clients before their detention hearings. Sixty-five percent of the
investigators observed problems arising out of detention advocacy, including
issues such as appointment of counsel, periods of excessive detention for youth
awaiting adjudication or probation violation hearings, and the absence of
attorney-client contact prior to the detention hearing. In a new filing in the case
of a detained youth, the initial hearing is held within 48 hours. In some
counties, defense attorneys are not present at initial detention hearings. Youth
are read their rights before the hearing. If a youth wants counsel, the hearing is
continued.
In most counties, defense attorneys learned of their new appointments just
moments before the hearing. In one county, a public defender reported that the
detention hearing was set for 8:30 a.m. so he had only a few minutes to talk with
the youth and his parents before the hearing; this defender could have benefited
from having his hearing set later in the day. On a typical detention hearing day,
the public defenders in one county reported that they may be notified of their
appointment and hearing about a half hour before the hearing itself. Often they
are not able to meet with the client until just minutes before the hearing, unless
of course they were representing the individual on a separate charge. A contract
attorney in another county acknowledged that, despite this systemic barrier,
attorneys understand that they have an obligation to meet their clients before
the detention hearing, and comply with that obligation. Defense attorneys
employed different, creative means to talk to their clients before detention
hearings. In two counties, the public defenders interviewed their clients by
phone with the help of the office paralegal, who took screening intake
information. In another county, contact with a detained client was typically
done at the courthouse or by telephone. In fact, in one county, the public
defender reported that some judges allow waiver of the detention hearing,
because the judge knows that the public defenders have such a short lead time
before the hearings.
Use of Secure Detention

Stakeholders had the impression that a small percentage of youth were placed in
secure detention facilities. System participants offered several reasons for the
perceived sparing use of secure detention. First, the cost of secure detention is
very expensive. For counties that have no detention facility, the child is
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detained in another county’s facilities; this out of county placement requires
payment for housing and transportation to and from hearings. Second, there are
very few secure detention facilities throughout the state. This reality means
that secure detention does not appear to be used much because the facilities are
inconveniently distant. For one county, the closest facility is a two and a half
hour drive away, and that facility charges $280/day to house a youth. Finally,
participants reported that there is a strong desire to keep juveniles out of
detention and in the local community despite a lack of treatment resources and
facilities in the region. As a result, children are not frequently detained but are
usually released to parents with terms including curfew, school attendance, and
ankle monitors.
As noted earlier, however, a May 2008 study of secure juvenile detention
practices in Douglas County by the Institute for Law and Policy Planning
revealed that at least in Douglas County, “where the bulk of Nebraska’s youth
population resides, detention of youth is overused (both in terms of high
admissions and excessive lengths of stay) due to a long-standing lack of
management and coordination.” The overreliance on secure detention
documented in this study persists despite its many negative impacts on public
safety and public resources, and despite declining youth population levels, crime,
and even arrests and admissions. These costs inure to the detriment of youth in
countless ways. For example, according to this report, many youth wait over 50
days simply to receive evaluations. And, at any one time, five to ten percent of
the youth detained in the Douglas County Youth Center are truants, detained
merely for missing school. Also, annually, nearly 200 probation supervision
cases involve truants. The dangers of this type of net-widening: once exposed to
offenders through their detention, supervision, and treatment, these truants and
other detained minors are more likely to reoffend, and to recidivate with serious
offenses.
The importance of the pre-trial detention decision in both the life of the child,
and in the life of the child’s case, cannot be overstated. The detention decision is
critical to the client’s ability to prepare for trial. A detained client cannot assist
as well in preparing for trial, and does not make as good an impression on the
court, as a client who is on release status. In addition, a comprehensive
literature review from the Justice Policy Institute found that time in detention
can lead to negative mental and physical health outcomes. For example, “one
psychologist found that for one-third of incarcerated youth diagnosed with
depression, the onset of the depression occurred after they began their
incarceration, and another suggests that poor mental health, and the conditions
of confinement together conspire to make it more likely that incarcerated teens
will engage in suicide and self-harm.” 197 Detention also correlates with limited
education opportunities and future earnings potential.198 Importantly, evidence
suggests that time spent in detention increases the likelihood that a child will
recidivate.199 In fact, detention, as a predictor of future criminality, has been
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found to be more reliable than gang affiliation, weapons possession, or family
dysfunction.200
Risk Assessment Instrument and Fifth Amendment Protection

Probation, and not the police, county attorney, or judge, decides whether a child
should be placed in secure detention upon being taken into custody. As probation
officers in several different counties explained the process, a probation officer is
assigned to intake at regular intervals for a certain period, usually a week at a
time. When police take a youth into custody, they call the intake probation
officer to the police station. Upon arrival, the probation officer gets the police
officer’s version of what happened. To gather as much information as possible to
determine release, the probation officer will then interview the youth, asking
about the youth’s home life, school life and other social factors, as well as the
circumstances of the alleged offense, to complete a statewide Risk Assessment
Instrument (RAI). Several probation officers estimate that, the final detention
determination is 75% at the probation officer’s discretion; if there is a high score,
the probation officer will recommend detention. The probation officer can
override the score, and make a recommendation contrary to what the score
suggests, “when their judgment tells them to,” as one probation officer explained.
It is unclear whether the child’s statement about involvement of the offense is
used in accordance with the child’s Fifth Amendment rights. That is, it is
unclear whether youths receive Miranda warnings before the probation officer
asks them about their involvement; whether they are allowed to choose not to
talk about the offense at all; or whether they are advised that they are allowed
to choose to talk about it only in the presence of an attorney. One probation
officer stated that when she is determining detention, the youth must talk about
the offense for the risk assessment, and there is no confidentiality. Probation
intake in another county has agreed to not ask about the facts of the case or the
crime, since there is no attorney present. One prosecutor in another county
admitted that she uses statements youth made to probation officers upon arrest
and intake procedure against youth, but only at detention hearings.
Detention Hearing Advocacy

Across the state, detention hearings had an informal feel, with the focus on the
issue of placement instead of on the issue of whether the statutory criteria for
detention are met. The detention hearing has two discrete parts: the probable
cause determination, and the detention decision. But in several of the hearings
observed, there was no in-court discussion of probable cause regarding the
underlying law violation. Instead, the focus of the probable cause hearing is the
recommendation of probation, the basis for the recommendation, and whether
there is a less restrictive alternative to detention.
When a child was in secure detention, the defense attorney usually argued for
the child to either be placed at home with family, or in the alternative, to be
placed in a less restrictive environment. If the child was Native American, the
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options expanded due to the relationship to the tribe. The public defender in one
county was observed making strong arguments from the documents that secure
detention was not warranted, but there was no discussion of how inappropriate
the petitioning of the truancy and law violation were for this neglected youth.
Several defense attorneys said that, if the recommendation is for an OJS
placement, they forego any argument because they know that they will lose, and
ask for immediate adjudication or plea at detention hearing so time in detention
is minimized. From this common statement, it is clear that, despite defense
attorneys’ arguments, probation officers have the most power in the courtroom.
Asked whose argument holds the most weight in detention issues, one judge
answered, revealingly, that “the court hears and considers arguments of all
parties but the court has the probation officer’s evaluation and
recommendation.”
C. Investigation and Discovery
Investigation can make or break a case. Prompt and thorough investigation and
diligent pursuit of discovery are crucial to the fair administration of justice,
whether the case goes to adjudication
or the child admits to the offense. If
the case goes to adjudication, the
“[I]’ve got to confess, I don’t
utility of speaking to adverse
see lawyers bringing
witnesses,
preparing
defense
witnesses, photographing the scene of
witnesses in—or even
the crime, and subpoenaing relevant
affidavits.”
documents and other tangible evidence
-Juvenile Court Judge
is the heart of the case inside the
courtroom. The child’s fully informed
appraisal of the strengths and
weaknesses of his case relative to the
government’s and his ability to make an informed decision about whether to
admit are equally important to the heart of the case outside the courtroom – the
child’s experience of the (un)fairness of the juvenile justice system, and his
feeling about whether he has been, as Gault intended, a full and fair participant
in his case. Investigation provides an important opportunity to allow the child to
take charge of his case and to see that his attorney is allied to his interests.
Unfortunately, Nebraska’s juvenile defenders do not engage in vigorous
discovery that tests the strength of the government’s case. As one judge
remarked, “I’ve got to confess, I don’t see lawyers bringing witnesses in—or even
affidavits.”
System participants offered several reasons for this lack of
independent pre-trial investigation. Undoubtedly the fact that so many cases
are resolved with plea agreements is a major factor contributing to the lack of
investigation of juvenile cases. Add the cost of investigators to the high number
of pleas, particularly in the present turbulent economic climate, and
investigators seem like an even more convenient corner to cut. Finally, a
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common belief that juvenile cases are not serious enough or complex enough to
require investigation means juvenile cases are not investigated. As one
assistant public defender told assessment team investigators, “I’ve never had a
case where it was that serious or where there was that much doubt about what
happened,” so his office does not use investigators on juvenile cases at all.
Open discovery practices may also contribute to the lack of investigation. A
public defender reported that defense attorneys in his county did not have any
problems getting discovery, because the prosecutor in that county had an open
file policy.
Discovery mechanisms included filing motions, asking for
depositions, and calling the county attorney. A prosecutor in another county
also related that she has an open file discovery practice. Juveniles in adult court
are not as lucky. A prosecutor in a third county explained that “discovery is
tricky” with attorneys of juveniles in adult court, because the child has to waive
his right to a preliminary hearing to get to District Court to file a motion to
transfer the case to juvenile court. While open file policies are admirable, they
do not relieve defense attorneys of their independent ethical obligation to
conduct a prompt and thorough investigation into their clients’ cases.
D. Motions Practice
Pre-trial motions, like motions for
discovery and motions to suppress
“[I]f an attorney representing
statements, identifications, or tangible
a juvenile thinks they have a
evidence, are often critical components
legitimate reason to file a
of an adequate defense. Unfortunately,
motions practice is very limited across
motion, I want them to file it.”
Nebraska. Most defenders reported that
-Juvenile Court Judge
they do not routinely file any sort of
motions, whether oral or written. A
prosecutor in one county said that she
might have a pre-trial evidentiary hearing every couple of months.
An assistant public defender in another county concurred that pretrial motions
are a rarity; he said he files a pretrial motion maybe 3-4 times a year. Usually
this motion is a reverse waiver to juvenile court, or a suppression motion. A
prosecutor in another county stated flatly, “There is not a lot of motion practice
in juvenile cases.” One judge guessed that there was a pre-trial evidentiary
hearing once every two months.
System participants offered several reasons for the apparently intermittent
motions practice. One public defender related that he did not file motions in
every case or as a discovery tool; that he filed them only in cases where he felt he
had a very clear, winnable issue; and as a consequence, all the cases in which he
filed motions to suppress were dismissed. Another public defender offered that
she had never filed a motion to suppress because instances of custodial
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interrogation are rare, and so few statements need to be challenged on
voluntariness grounds. In one county where assessment team investigators
spoke with two defenders, they reported that neither of them filed many pretrial
motions. One said he filed suppression motions when he’s going to trial; the
other said she had filed some suppression motions, usually in drug possession
cases, challenging the legality of the search. A defender in another county
offered a commonly cited reason: he said he rarely filed motions because he fully
expected to lose. As proof, he said the only motion to suppress he had ever had
granted in his county, in over 15 years of practice, was one where there was a
Nebraska case exactly on point saying that the police officer couldn’t do exactly
what he did. Another commonly cited reason: there is no reason to file a motion
in law violation cases because “usually the kid has done something wrong.”
Defenders also reported that they had filed discovery motions with varying
degrees of success. In one county, the public defender reported that he filed a
motion for discovery in every case. The public defender in another county talked
about how filing a discovery motion backfired, to the horrible detriment of the
youth: in a case that was going to trial, the public defender filed discovery
motions, and, in response, the county prosecutor told the defense attorney that
she would dismiss the case and re-bring it in adult court if the child did not
admit in juvenile court.
The unifying factor in all these proffered reasons is the agreement that motions
should be filed judiciously. An attorney in one county hedged, saying “There is
some motion practice, but it is not abused.” She added that most of the motions
filed by attorneys in her county – perhaps because they are the least
controversial – are to change placement. It is interesting that, though advocates
perceived a need to monitor their motions practice, the statements from the
bench were to the contrary. As a judge who said he does not see many motions
brought before him, other than once in awhile for a detention hearing remarked,
“If an attorney representing a juvenile thinks they have a legitimate reason to
file a motion, I want them to file it.”
E. Competency Determinations
System participants reported very different levels of engagement on the issue of
competency. As the judge in one county explained, Nebraska uses the Duskey
standard for adult competency. If the issue of competency is raised, then the
proceedings are suspended, and the parties hire mental health experts to do
competency evaluations. The public defender in that county reported that the
public defender’s office is aggressive about arguing competency, but that the
private attorneys never raise the issue. The public defender also complained that
the evaluator that the court was using was an adult psychiatrist and didn’t know
much about adolescence, and so the evaluator found even the most obviously
incompetent youth to be competent. In stark contrast, most other counties
seemed to have little to no competency-related litigation. A judge in one county
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reported that he generally does not see competency raised as an issue; a contract
attorney in that county said that he has never had an issue with competency; the
prosecutor agreed, saying that competency motions are rare. The judge in a
different county similarly reported that very few cases raise the issue of
competency and both judges in that county seemed to agree that the most
pertinent cases where competency may be an issue are cases where the juveniles
are under the age of 12. When asked about the issue of competency, the
prosecutor in another county talked about not guilty by reason of insanity pleas,
not understanding the difference.
In instances when competency was raised, participants cited a similar
resolution: the judge in one county explained that in one case, when the youth
was found incompetent, the county attorney dismissed the delinquency charges
and then filed a 3(a) “no fault of the parent” dependency petition with placement
in the home in order to get the youth needed services. When she was directed
specifically to competency to assist counsel, she said that if the child has a low
IQ (70 – 80), she’ll dismiss the delinquency charges and just prosecute on the
status offense, “deports,” or a 3A no fault. Similarly, a public defender in another
county reported that when a client has a cognitive disability, he can usually get
the case dismissed or reduced to a “no fault.” If that doesn’t work, he moves for
appointment of a GAL for his client. Another public defender in that same
county said she has filed a motion on competence and her office paid for a
psychological evaluation. She mentioned age, as well as cognitive disability, as a
factor she considers in determining whether to raise competency. She also looks
for dismissal.
F. Adjudication
Each year only a handful of law violation cases go to trial in Nebraska. The
more common practice –with or without counsel – is for the child to admit the
allegations, so that the cynosure of the case is reaching an appropriate
disposition and service-delivery package, which can become litigious. There was
virtually unanimous agreement on this point. In one county, the public defender
reported that he had had five trials in 18 months; the prosecutor in that county
agreed that there had been very few law violations trials in the 15 months that
he has been in the office. A public defender, contract attorney, prosecutor, and
clerk magistrate in another county all reported that at least 95% of the cases in
that county are resolved short of trial, so that there are usually five trials a year.
A judge in another county said that juvenile adjudicatory trials are infrequent,
that there is minimal litigation in his courtroom, and that most of it is
“disposition involved.” A contract attorney in another county said that trials are
“nearly non-existent” in his county. The judge in that county noted that most
youth who do not plead out at their initial hearing (prior to receiving counsel) do
so eventually, after an agreement is reached between the parties. He said that
juvenile trials are rare—he may have presided over one every few months. An
assistant public defender in that same county confirmed their perceptions: he
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has had only one juvenile case go to trial in the nearly four years he’s been with
the office.
Reasons offered to explain the low number of trials varied. The prosecutor in
one county opined that the reason children did not go to trial was that “the
parents want the children to take responsibility for their acts.” But both defense
attorneys and county attorneys reported that they did not want to try cases that
they knew would lose. As a public defender in one county put it, even though the
prosecutor in his courtroom does not like to go to trial, and the judge does not
penalize children for going to trial, he does not go to trial unless there is a good
factual or legal dispute, because “otherwise, a trial just drags out the process.” A
defense attorney in another county put a finer point on the same explanation,
arguing that there is no use in going to trial because a guilty verdict is a
certainty: “The judges advise you of your rights, they jump through all the
hoops—but unless you have a right to a jury, you’re going to be found guilty. The
concept of ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’ has a different meaning over here than it
does here [in other places.]” Another public defender explained, “From the bench,
there’s a lot more best-interest type decision-making than beyond a reasonable
doubt decision-making when it comes to kids.” A prosecutor in one county offered
the flip side of this argument, saying that he will only go to trial on cases that
are close, because he feels he has a defense-oriented judge. And in fact, very few
defense attorneys reported winning trials; and very few prosecutors reported
losing any trials. Almost no one goes to trial because no one wants to lose.
Prosecutors seemed to think that it was not worthwhile to take law violations to
trial because Nebraska’s indeterminate sentencing scheme means, as one county
attorney summed it up, “It doesn’t matter what they are convicted of, the
sentence is the same.” Prosecutors in another county explained that law
violation hearings were less adversarial than the abuse/neglect hearings, in
which the youth’s liberty is not at stake, because defense attorneys know that
whatever the child is convicted of, “the sentence is the same, so why go to trial?”
This rationale is a bit counterintuitive, as, at least from the defense’s
perspective, the fact of indeterminate sentencing could also be offered to explain
a culture of vigorous trial advocacy. Accordingly, this commonly held belief
reveals that prosecutors lack a clear understanding of the defense role in law
violation proceedings.
Although the prosecutors reported that they did not go to trial because the
charges did not make a difference with respect to sentencing, defense attorneys
and youth reported the charges mattered to them quite a lot – and that, no
matter what prosecutors say, the charges matter to prosecutors as well. Public
defenders across the state reported that prosecutors routinely overcharge cases,
charging the most serious possible charge along with a much less serious charge,
to encourage pleas. As one public defender noted, there is a “disincentive to
have trials with multiple charges,” that encourages admissions over
adjudications.
A youth in another jurisdiction told assessment team
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investigators that he ultimately chose not to take his case to trial for fear that he
would be convicted of several serious charges instead of one minor charge.
Participants also posited that the low number of trials is a symptom of
Nebraska’s healthy juvenile justice system – clear evidence that the system
works. Both prosecutors and defense attorneys talked about how they “get along
[so] well” that they can “reach a plea deal” in the vast majority of cases. One
contract attorney reported that he does not go to trial very often because he “gets
what he wants” from the county attorney. He added that contested hearings are
generally disposition related, like a hearing on a motion to compel DHHS for
services. The prosecutor in another jurisdiction said that she thinks “the results
are more just” without going to trial because youths are getting “the help they
need” and DHHS has the money for programs. “They all want the same thing.”
A prosecutor in another county said that generally, juveniles in his county plead
to what they would get sentenced to if (or, as he would argue, when) they were
found guilty.
This plea culture has permeated practice so thoroughly that defense attorneys
rarely advise their clients to go to trial. One defense attorney explained, “Kids
always come in wanting to fight it. It’s a hard conversation to have: ‘yeah, maybe
you didn’t do it, but the chances are you’ll be found guilty, so you’re just putting
it off by fighting it.’ It gets frustrating.” He takes only a very small percentage of
his juvenile cases to trial in his county, because he cannot get a fair trial from
his judge. A youth from a different county reported that she has admitted to all
four of her minor in possession of alcohol cases, even though two times she was
actually drinking and two times she was not; her lawyer told her that the fact
that she was not drinking did not matter since there was alcohol in the room she
was in. She thinks she was in the wrong place at the wrong time, was convinced
that having a trial would help, and believed she did not do anything wrong.
Another youth in the same county, when asked if he had ever talked to his
lawyer about going to trial or what a trial is, said he just keeps going to court
until he says he is guilty or the case is “dropped.” He never talked to his
attorney about going to trial.
G. Disposition
Disposition is perhaps the most important stage of the youth court process, the
“heart of the juvenile justice system.”201 Certainly, based on observations and
reports from Nebraska’s stakeholders, Nebraska’s juvenile justice system is set
up to be more of a service-delivery system than a court system that protects the
due process rights of youth accused of crime. However, actual observation of
dispositions belied stakeholders’ statements about the importance of nuanced
and responsive disposition packages designed to help a court-involved youth
become a law-abiding citizen. A contract attorney in one county reported the oftrepeated experience of having the vast majority of his cases – especially first
offenses – plead and proceed directly to disposition.
Assessment team
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investigators observed the same rapid resolution of cases in another jurisdiction,
in which the case proceeded directly from adjudication to disposition. Defense
counsel presented no information, evidence, or background on his client.
Even in cases in which the disposition hearing was convened after the court had
ordered and reviewed a predisposition report, there was little advocacy by
defense attorneys on behalf of their clients in court. A public defender in one
county explained that he believes that a lot of advocacy is not necessary at
disposition, since there is nothing to argue if there is a probation or OJS referral.
A probation officer in the same county noted that she does not see a lot of
communication between attorney/client when she is in court. In one example,
counsel argued that this was her client’s first time in court and requested
probation. The county attorney requested random drug testing and defense
counsel did not object. Participants in another county told assessment team
investigators that an expert could be hired for disposition but is rarely done.
One probation officer told assessment team investigators that she has not had a
contested disposition or revocation in her three years with the probation
department. A probation officer from another county said that defense attorneys
have rarely objected to her office’s recommendations for a minor’s disposition.
She has never been cross-examined at a dispositional hearing where she made a
sentencing recommendation.
In one county, where assessment team
investigators were observing a defense attorney who was reputed to be one of the
best in the area, they were surprised to find that no written disposition report
had been submitted by the defense, no family or friends were called as
witnesses, no experts were hired to rebut the pre-disposition report, and there
was no defense-developed community-based disposition package.
Some defense attorneys took the opportunity to work behind the scenes, but by
and large, defense attorneys missed opportunities to advocate for their clients
outside of court as well. One contract attorney reported that he sentences his
clients the day they walk in his office, meaning he starts to diagnose their
disposition needs immediately so that he can have a plan in place by the time
they are sentenced. A defense attorney in another county said he took a similar
approach to disposition advocacy, saying that he refers clients to community
service work, for example, right after arraignment, so that he can argue to the
judge at disposition that the client has already started community service. He
might also get them signed up for anger management or errors in thinking
classes before disposition.
But, by and large, these were the exception, and not the rule. A probation officer
in one county told assessment team investigators that she is completely open to
having an attorney involved in the disposition process, but “they never offer.”
She observes that attorneys don’t communicate the disposition orders to their
clients. She stated that defense attorneys could do a better job explaining the
process to clients and make it less scary for the kids and their families. A
probation officer in another county related that she has never had a defense
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attorney ask to be present at her pre-sentencing report interviews. One
probation officer across the state said that occasionally, an attorney will contact
her for information about their recommendations. However, counsel’s
involvement at disposition is not likely. A probation officer in another county,
when asked to describe the role of defense counsel in disposition, answered,
“None.” He elaborated that “There are no issues regarding conditions of
probation, and I never hear from defense attorneys.”
In practice, the defense attorney’s role at disposition is very unclear, ranging
from an expressed interest advocate to the proverbial potted palm. One contract
attorney delineated the roles this way: “Attorneys do not help with the
disposition plan - that is probation’s job. Attorneys will sometimes object to the
services recommended by probation, but we do not come up with the plan.” In a
different case, the defense attorney acted as both defense counsel and GAL at
the disposition hearing. The county attorney asked for a reprimand (a common
occurrence for minor charges in juvenile court) but the public defender chimed in
and said that the child’s mother wanted drug and alcohol testing for the child,
conditions that the child likely did not want. In a case in another county, the
public defender acted as a traditional, expressed interest counsel, arguing for
what the youth wanted, even though the attorney was certain, and had warned
the child that, the child would likely be sent to YRTC. The public defender
argued for a less restrictive placement. In yet another variance on the defense
role in disposition, the court told the mother of a youth who had been released to
his mother’s custody pending disposition with an OJS referral, that if he violated
any of his release conditions prior to the next hearing, she should call the county
attorney and the judge would order the juvenile’s lock-up without a hearing.
Perhaps predictably in light of the lack of defense advocacy, probation officers
enjoy an enormous amount of deference at disposition. A public defender in one
county suggested that the judges will follow the recommendation of probation
regarding the disposition at least 8 out of 10 times. In several counties, the
prosecutor did not even attend disposition hearings – the probation officer served
as the de facto representative of the state’s position. And a prosecutor in a
county that does require the county attorney’s presence at disposition told
assessment team investigators that at disposition, she usually agrees with the
probation officer’s recommendations. Probation officers all across the state said
that defense attorneys rarely argue against their recommendations. Public
defenders who argued for alternatives based on different conclusions from the
probation officer’s disposition report, rather than developing a dispositional
package for the judge on their own, are considered particularly effective.
In this context, defense advocacy at disposition has been artificially limited to
the four corners of the predisposition report. Generally, the predisposition
report is filed with the judge about two days before disposition. The probation
office handles the compilation of the report exclusively. For example, in one
county, one person in the probation office does all probation predisposition
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reports. He does about 20 to 25 per month. He has the child and parent fill out
extensive questionnaires, meets with them for one to two hours, and collects
relevant records. Defense counsel has access to this report in advance and can
challenge it or argue against the recommendation. An expert could be hired for
disposition but this is rarely done. Accordingly, these reports have taken on an
enormous importance. One disposition hearing for a case in which a juvenile
charged as an adult was transferred back to juvenile court jurisdiction shows the
enormous importance of the predisposition report. At this hearing, the judge
announced that he had read the 28-page OJS report that he received the day
before the hearing three times and asked if the parties had seen it. The County
prosecutor then asked that the report be marked and admitted into evidence.
Defense did not object and the report was the only evidence submitted to the
court. There was a very short discussion of the report’s recommendation of
commitment to the Youth Rehabilitation Treatment Center for Boys in Kearney,
Nebraska, and then the youth was committed. In light of the fact that this report
sets the hearing agenda and priorities, it is critical to note that, in at least some
counties, the public defender must go to the judge to get the report, and can read
it only in chambers. Defense attorneys are not allowed to take the report out of
the judge’s chambers, and they generally do not review it with their clients.
They can take notes, and review the recommendations with clients before court
that way. Certainly, this arrangement impedes defense efforts to advocate
zealously at disposition hearings.
H. Probation
Probation Department Structure

Probation is not a county agency; it is a division of the state judiciary, so
probation officers report to the Supreme Court. There are 15 districts of
Nebraska State probation. Probation officers supervise law violators and some
truants, though usually DHHS supervises status offense cases. The division of
labor between the juvenile probation department (Office of Probation
Administration – run by the State Court Administrator’s office), the Office of
Juvenile Services, a division of the Department of Health and Human Services’
Office of Protection and Safety, and the part of DHHS that supervises wards of
the state in abuse and neglect cases seemed imprecise to assessment team
investigators. There did not seem to be clear standards on which agency
supervised which kind of cases at different stages.
In some counties, probation officers are assigned to adult or juvenile caseloads;
in others, they had both adult and juvenile clients. Juvenile probation officers
do not follow the case from beginning to end. The jobs of intake, pre-disposition
assessment, and supervision are all divided among different officers. Juvenile
probation officers do not specialize in a certain phase of the case. That means,
for example, that probation officers rotate through intake; in some districts, this
means that probation officers have intake as infrequently as once every three
months, because probation officers throughout the district will share intake
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duties for all the counties. Many juvenile probation officers do not become
involved in a specific case at all until they are assigned the predisposition
investigation report. Probation officers do specialize in the type of supervision,
so that there are community-based intervention officers for youths who require
little supervision, and medium/high supervision probation officers.
In one county, probation did not provide pre-sentencing reports; probation
officers first saw the youth after they were sentenced to probation, and
conditions of probation were decided by the court. In most cases, however, after
the intake process, a juvenile probation officer would become involved in a case
when the court ordered a pre-disposition report. In the pre-disposition report –
and system participants stated that typically a judge would order an
investigation after adjudication before disposition in cases in which disposition
did not immediately follow adjudication or a plea – probation officers make
recommendations as to the appropriate sentence. These reports contain
information on a youth’s background, school history, drug/alcohol history, peer
interactions, and use of free time, as well as interviews with the youth’s parents,
and a risk assessment score. Because in most counties, probation officers are
assigned to individual youths only after disposition, the probation officer is not
in court at disposition. Instead, the pre-disposition report is admitted into the
record and frames the discussion.
Probation Officers’ Discretion

At every stage of the case, probation officers have a great deal of discretion. In
the beginning of the case, probation officers have the power to take youths into
custody and detain them. Probation also prepares the pre-disposition report,
which contains recommendations concerning risk level and appropriate
disposition conditions, including the intensity of probation (high, medium, or low
risk), how often the child will be called in for urine tests, various treatment
programs, evaluations, and therapy.
Once a child is under probation’s
supervision, the probation officer has the authority to order curfews, order a
tracking bracelet, or mandate other programming or changes in release
conditions without returning to court. In one county, a probation officer
described “gang sweeps,” an activity probation officers do in conjunction with the
local police department. She explained that “if we’re afraid a kid is really
getting into the gang lifestyle, we’ll do room checks at his house, to see if he has
any paraphernalia.” According to this probation officer, the decision on who
might be gang-involved and whose house needs to be searched is entirely up to
probation and police officers. When assessment team investigators asked her
how they justify the search legally (e.g. if the youths or parents ever refuse
consent to search), she explained that probation orders releases to be signed by
youth and their parents consenting to allow their home to be searched.
In some counties, it is up to the probation officer to decide to request an OJS
evaluation; an OJS evaluation takes 30 days, an additional month during which
a detained child must remain detained if the child is being evaluated. In the
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post-disposition phase, unless a youth has been taken into custody on allegations
of committing a new offense, in which case, in most counties, the probation
officer is required to file a violation, probation officers have broad discretion in
filing violations. Although many of their decisions are based on the results of
various assessment instruments, the interpretation and implementation of the
results of these instruments fall squarely within probation’s purview.
Role of Probation outside the Courtroom

Juvenile probation officers wear many different hats: they make sure that the
juveniles comply with court orders, parental rules and counseling
recommendations; they complete the pre-dispositional investigations and report
their recommendations to the court; and they set up probation conditions based
on the YLS score determined by the OJS evaluation and the PDI. Additionally,
probation largely handles the issuance of orders for detention when a juvenile
continues to get into trouble. Probation officers reported that their focus shifted
depending on the stage of the case. For example, one probation officer reported
that she sees her role at intake as making sure both the juvenile and society are
safe. As an ongoing probation officer, she views her role as “leading a juvenile in
the right direction,” involving them with appropriate programs, surrounding
them with positive peers, and being a sounding board for the youths on her
caseload. Another probation officer runs the boys and girls groups at the
probation office, and considers herself an advocate to get services. Another
probation officer, when asked about how she viewed her role as a juvenile
probation officer, responded that she tries to help the youths on her caseload
comply with their probation order. She also looks out for other areas she thinks
they need help with that aren’t addressed on the probation order-and will
sometimes add or modify conditions to their order without going to court and
having the judge modify the order formally. No defense attorney has ever
challenged her unilateral actions.
Role of Probation in the Courtroom

Commensurate with their broad discretion outside the courtroom, probation
officers enjoy an enormous amount of deference inside the courtroom. One public
defender suggested that 8 out of 10 times, judges follow the recommendation of
probation regarding the disposition. He added, “Everything is so dependent on
the juvenile probation officer making a recommendation and assessments being
done.” Probation officers recognized the influence they have. One probation
officer said she feels she does have some power, because she knows the Judge
takes her recommendations seriously. A probation officer in another county
went further, saying that “judges almost always follow the probation officer’s
recommendation,” and even explaining that probation officers can talk to judges
in chambers about cases. A probation officer in one county stated that the
strength of the juvenile system lies in the fact that the judge trusts her
judgment and takes her advice, adding that she doesn’t really see much benefit
from juvenile defense services. The judge in that same county, when asked
whose argument holds the most weight in detention issues, answered that the
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court hears and considers arguments of all parties, but that the court has the
probation officer’s evaluation and recommendations. Probation officers across
the state agreed that they have more control over the outcome of the case than
the defense attorney does, because the judge gives the most weight to their
recommendations.
I. Post-Disposition
Absence of Appellate Advocacy

Appeals of law violation cases are very rare. Except for a smattering of mentions
– for example, one prosecutor angrily told assessment team investigators about a
law violation case she had up on appeal with the public defender she works with
– appeals are virtually non-existent in juvenile court. One judge could recall only
one juvenile appeal since 2003, and it was not even in the judge’s own county. A
public defender in another county remarked that he is working on his second
appeal in the thirteen years he has been a public defender. A public defender in
that same county told assessment team investigators that she has not had an
appeal, although she wanted to bring a sufficiency of the evidence appeal for one
case, but the client declined.
Review Hearings

The practice with respect to post-disposition review hearings varies from county
to county. While the probation officer in one county remarked that it “stood out
for her” that juvenile defense attorneys “seem to disappear after the
dispositional hearing,” another one county builds in regular post-disposition
follow-up by courts and defenders through semi-annual review hearings. In this
county, which offers a viable model practice on this point, law violation and
status offense cases are closed by the public defender's office at the first
disposition. The office opens a "Review" file to monitor any case activity during
the six month (sometimes more often) review hearings in the juvenile court. In
other words, if a child is placed on probation, then the matter is closed, but can
be re-opened upon an allegation of a probation violation. Judges can also
schedule probation reviews at intervals ranging from 45 days to about six
months. If a child is committed, his case is scheduled for review hearings every
six months, and stays on the attorney’s active case list. A review of the case files
in one county indicated that these types of cases typically stretched across years,
with numerous court hearings and continuances for changes in placements or
additional evaluations. Finally, for youths pending placement, some counties
hold a placement review every two weeks, because, as one judge admitted, “some
kids wait a couple of months at the juvenile hall” for a mental health bed or
substance abuse treatment bed to come open. Not only do youths wait for
services, as one attorney explained, “she gets frustrated in law violation cases
when children get locked up and have to wait 60-90 days in the detention center
for an evaluation,” because “children do not even get credit for this time in
detention center.” At review hearings, the court can convene all the necessary
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parties, review the youth’s progress, and make changes to the child’s disposition
package, adding or subtracting treatment as the case demands.
Although these review hearings are an important and admirable facet of
Nebraska’s post-disposition monitoring scheme, it is unclear whether youth
receive meaningful, individualized representation at these post-disposition
hearings. In theory, these review hearings allow public defenders to hold
probation and DHHS accountable in ensuring that youths in out of home
placements receive the services from which they can benefit, and enable closer
monitoring of conditions of confinement. But, in practice, there are systemic
flaws that undermine the goals of these review hearings. First, many system
participants believe that the attorney’s role changes at post-disposition:
according to one judge, at the post-disposition stage, the child’s attorney becomes
more that of a guardian ad litem, instead of a defense attorney. In addition, as
the judge in one county recounted, the public defender does not have contact
with the youth before the day of the hearing, so that the attorney-youth contact
is not meaningful. Despite these review hearings, absent an appeal, no real
advocacy exists once a case is disposed of in juvenile court.
Probation Revocation

The vast majority of youth is placed on probation with terms and conditions.
Probation officers do have discretion with respect to filing violations. As a
probation officer in one county confirmed, youths are automatically violated if
they commit a new law violation; otherwise, not necessarily. Sometimes,
probation officers use intermediate sanctions. “If it’s a technical violation, we
really try to work with them to get them back on track,” she explained. But,
once an allegation of a probation violation is lodged, for several reasons, the
accused youth is likely to have probation revoked. First, the lack of resources in
close proximity to the youths’ homes often means they have difficulty complying
with court orders once placed on probation. In addition, defense advocacy is
almost nonexistent. As one probation officer reported, he has never heard of a
contested probation revocation hearing.
In another county, despite the
probation officer’s belief that 90% of probation violations had defense
participation, assessment team investigators observed a probation violation
hearing at which there was no defense attorney.
Parole Revocation

Nebraska’s juvenile justice system also allows for parole hearings for committed
youth. Much like parole hearings in adult criminal court, juvenile parole
hearings are completely extrajudicial. The parole revocation process consists of
caseworkers stating their opinion, usually that a youth should go back to a
detention facility. There is a local preliminary hearing with a supervisor in
Health and Human Services. If they come back to Kearney, they are given
counsel, usually from the local public defender’s office, and have a hearing to
determine if their parole will be revoked. The hearing is with the caseworker,
the Director and another person from the facility. Youth have the option to
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waive the hearing after talking with the public defender. Virtually all youth
waive this hearing. One defense attorney who handles all the parole revocation
hearings for juveniles committed to a particular facility stated that he advocates
for the client’s expressed interest, and will often communicate there is nothing
more he can do, unless a less restrictive option becomes available. Often, as a
result of violations of parole, many children ended up with multiple placements
and years of supervision from very minor charges.
III.

Systemic Barriers to Just and Balanced Outcomes

A. Ethical and Role Confusion
The professional rules of responsibility,
and
relevant
legal
scholarship,202
“From the bench,
professional standards and guidelines203 are
there’s a lot more bestunanimous that juvenile defense attorneys
have an ethical duty to advocate for the
interest type decisionclient’s expressed interests, as opposed to the
making than beyond a
client’s best interests as determined by the
reasonable doubt
attorney, the judge, the prosecutor, the
decision-making when
probation officer, or the client’s parents.
it comes to kids.”
These roles are very distinct, with different,
-Public Defender
often opposing, ethical mandates. Ethical
canons require defense counsel to act in the
child’s expressed interest, serving as the
child’s voice in court proceedings and
zealously advocating for what the child wants. In contrast, the GAL, unmoored
from the child’s expressed interest, acts in the child’s best interest. In other
words, the GAL can substitute her own
judgment for the child’s, and advocate for
what she believes should happen in the case,
regardless of the child’s wishes. Juvenile
“Just be a lawyer. We
defenders owe their clients the same ethical
need real lawyers in
duties of loyalty, communication, and
juvenile court. We need
confidentiality that adult criminal defense
lawyers who understand
attorneys owe their clients, and are bound by
the nuts and bolts of
the Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the
lawyering.”
ethical code for attorneys, to “zealously assert
the client’s position under the rules of the
-Juvenile Court Judge
adversary system.”204
Although the practice varies from county to
county, Nebraska attorneys representing
youths in law violation hearings often act as both legal counsel and GAL for the
child. Role confusion among defenders was identified as a significant problem by
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over two thirds of the investigative team, and some investigators highlighted
questionable ethical conduct. A judge expressed his frustration with defense
counsel saying “Just be a lawyer. We need real lawyers in juvenile court. We
need lawyers who understand the nuts and bolts of lawyering.” Many defense
attorneys expressed a clear understanding that their mandate was to serve their
clients’ expressed interests. The public defenders in one office were very
adamant that they were expressed interest attorneys, and that they followed
through on what their clients wanted to do in the cases. A contract attorney in
that same county reported that she views her role with law violations cases the
same way she does with adult criminal defendants – serving the client’s
expressed interest. A public defender in another county described her role as
being an advocate for the child, and acting on the child’s stated interests. She
added that she does keep the child’s best interests in mind, and tries to advise
her clients about their rights and consequences for different actions, “but in the
end it’s their decision and I will argue what is their position.” Another contract
attorney in a different county, who practices in both Iowa and Nebraska, was
able to provide a unique perspective on the workings at his courthouse. He said
he considers it his role to give legal advice (here’s what should happen), and
practical advice (here’s what will happen in this particular county), and then
leave it up to the client to decide what to do. Defense attorneys in a different
county summed up their role this way: “Our role as advocate allows us to help
kids feel like they matter in the system and that they feel like they have a voice
in the court.”
Through their actions, defense attorneys across the state showed that they
erroneously thought that their role was to act in the client’s best interest. For
example, in one instance of courtroom
observation, during a hearing, a defense attorney
who was acting as both defense counsel and GAL
“He (lawyer) did
to the same client on the same matter asked a
what he thought was
client’s mother what she thought would be helpful
best for me, not what
in the case. The client’s mother said she wanted
I wanted.”
drug and alcohol testing done, and the attorney
- Youth
requested it, without checking with the client,
and without going over any of his client’s rights
with respect to drug and alcohol testing. At this
point, he was clearly acting in the youth’s best interests. One public defender
said that as GAL, he argues best interests, and as counsel, the youth has input
in the decisions, but that ultimately, he did not see a lot of difference between
the two roles. A youth in another county, who had been represented by a public
defender, felt that her lawyer did not do a good job representing her, because “he
did what he thought was best for me, not what I wanted.” She said she did not
have a chance to tell him her version of what happened; that the witnesses
testified under oath but her lawyer did not ask them any questions; and that her
lawyer did not argue for the things she wanted. In some counties, particularly
because the vast majority of youths charged with felonies are charged in adult
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criminal court, leaving misdemeanants and status offenses in delinquency court,
the practice of juvenile defense is virtually non-existent, substituted largely by a
“best interests” GAL practice.
One contract attorney stated that he believes he and other attorneys are able to
separate out the roles. Different attorneys offered ways to resolve the conflict
that many individual defense attorneys have – and that Nebraska’s juvenile
justice system encourages – over the nature of defense counsel’s ethical mandate
in law violations. One contract attorney reconciled the roles by stating, frankly,
“I honestly believe I know what’s best,” and he can always convince his clients to
see the case the way he does. “Attorneys want what is best for the juvenile,” he
added. A public defender from another county also said that he leaned toward
expressed interest over best interest. However, he hedged, saying that in a case
where what a juvenile client wanted conflicted with what he believed would be
in their best interest, and the juvenile didn’t have an adult around, he would ask
the judge to appoint a GAL to represent the minor’s best interest. Assessment
team investigators from several cites mentioned that they constantly had to
remind the attorneys that they wanted to learn about their representation of
juveniles charged with crimes rather than their representation of juveniles in
child welfare cases.
As in many other states, other stakeholders also muddle the defense attorney
and guardian ad litem roles. The explanation offered by a probation officer in
one county is typical: as a probation officer, he feels it is his job to safeguard the
best interests of a child, and thinks that every system participant – including
defense counsel – should collaborate as part of a team for the child. He noted
that the juvenile public defender in his county has an “adversarial” concept –
defined as advocating for what the client wants – and this viewpoint interferes
with the ideal team approach he described. In another county, when assessment
team members asked the probation officers to describe the role of the public
defenders, one said “to argue for what the children want,” and the other said “to
represent the children’s best interests,” but they both agreed with one another as
if they’d said the same thing. One of the probation officers explained, saying he
believes the public defenders “care about the well being of the child, as opposed
to trying to get them off.” The other added that the juvenile defense attorney in
their county is a “good mix” between a public defender and guardian ad litem.
One clerk magistrate said that he thinks that there is a need for separate legal
counsel in a proceeding. “From minute one,” he explained, “it’s a better sense of
security for the kid.”
B. Impact of High Caseloads
Although the sizes of caseloads varied, by and large, defense attorneys reported
that although they could adequately handle their caseloads, they could name
benefits from having smaller caseloads. It should be noted, however, that in a
recent report measuring the workload of public defenders in one county, the case
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weight for juvenile cases, representing the average amount of time an attorney
spends representing a client for certain types of cases, was 3.5 hours. In
contrast, the case weight for juvenile drug court cases was 14.5 hours; for cases
involving violent felonies, 13.5 hours; for felony drug and property cases, 11.2
hours; and for child support/paternity cases, 2.2 hours.205 An attorney in one
county reported a juvenile caseload, including law violations and status offenses,
of about 160 open cases; another in the same county had about 184. A public
defender in another county reported handling 400 cases each year; sixty of these
were appointments in juvenile law violations and in abuse and neglect cases. A
public defender in another county commented on the usefulness of caseload caps,
saying that she thought that things had gotten more manageable after caseload
standards were implemented there, so that if public defenders go over the
caseload in a given month, all the new cases are referred to the conflicts
attorneys.206
System participants blamed high caseloads for many practice deficiencies. One
judge surmised that since the public defender and the prosecutor have heavy
caseloads and are busy, they both take steps to “reach accords and get to
adjudication quicker.” One defense attorney explained that his ability to form a
relationship with his clients is constrained by the lack of time he has. He
admitted that when the defendant comes into court for their first hearing, he
oftentimes has not talked to them at all, and has to talk to them at counsel table
while proceedings are rushing by. A public defender in a different county said
that the public defenders felt that their large number of cases meant that they
lacked resources for lengthy investigations, experts, and social workers.
Caseload demands constitute “one of the most pressing issues facing indigent
defense programs,” and wreak significant disparities in the quality of
representation between paying clients and indigent clients.207 High caseloads
also adversely impact indigent juvenile clients more than indigent adult clients.
Public defenders who handle caseloads of both criminal and delinquency cases,
and contract attorneys who handle juvenile cases along with other types of
possibly more lucrative cases, often triage cases, so that defenders focus most of
their attention on other cases at the expense of their delinquency clients.208
C. The Culture of Juvenile Court
Informal, Non-adversarial Nature

Law violation proceedings are infused with an informal, non-adversarial nature
that facilitates less than zealous defense advocacy. The juvenile public defender
in one county, a former felony attorney, said he “felt handcuffed in many
respects.” He was used to a more adversarial system in adult court and people
were “shocked” by his aggressiveness in trying to get matters dismissed. In
another county, assessment team investigators observed that the attorneys did
not stand when they addressed the court, and the probation officers were sworn
in at the table and spoke from their seats. Often law violations took place in
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smaller hearing rooms that had tables, chairs and pews for the participants,
instead of a judge’s bench, witness box, and counsel table set apart in the well of
the courtroom away from
spectators. The informality
“Children in Nebraska don’t have
made the hearings resemble
a meeting rather than a
much political power, and therefore
court hearing. In another
don’t have the resources available to
county, a defense attorney
them. Nebraska is a great place to
said that everyone knows
grow up as a kid, unless the kid gets in
their juvenile clients aren’t
trouble – then they don’t have squat.”
going to get due process.
– Court Appointed Juvenile Defender
“The judges advise you of
your rights, they jump
through all the hoops—but
unless you have a right to a
jury, you’re going to be found guilty. The concept of ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’
has a different meaning here.”
Second-class Status

In part because of the informality, juvenile court was accorded second class
status across the state. Defense attorneys across the state reported that the
overall courthouse culture looks down on juvenile court practice. As one public
defender told assessment team investigators, “Juvenile delinquency cases are
the poor stepchild in the state.” Juvenile court is considered a treatment court;
or, as one county attorney remarked, it is a “discovery process for adult cases;”
or, as another county attorney explained, it is “more about rehabilitation” than
vigorous advocacy. The remarks of a county attorney in one county are
particularly telling: at the beginning of the interview, she asked if the interview
was about the juvenile jury trial issue, and was told no. She then walked over to
close the door, and stated that “juvenile jury trials would be such a waste of
time.”
Reliance on Quick Case Processing

Quick case processing is an important goal in Nebraska’s juvenile system. For
example, according to the judge in one county, they hold “Big Monday” every
Monday. The aim of Big Mondays is to try to dispose of as many cases as possible
as quickly as possible. In another example discussed earlier, in at least one
county, the first appearance hearings are mass adjudications or “cattle calls” in
which the judge reviews the rights of all the youth once, and then asks each
individual youth if he or she waives his or her rights. This reliance on quick case
processing enables a juvenile court culture that considers zealous advocacy an
impediment to rehabilitation. 209
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To that end, the juvenile system seems to rely on systemic mechanisms that
facilitate judicial economy, often at the expense of a youth’s due process rights.
First and most glaringly, waiver of counsel certainly shortens the case
processing time. In addition, whether because in many cases the child and
parents wanted to resolve the matter as quickly as possible, or because judges
and other courtroom actors subtly encouraged youths to plead, the large number
of pleas means that juvenile court cases are fast-tracked. And, even these pleas
were rushed, with the typical practice seeming to be a checklist approach by all
system players. In addition, many cases proceed straight to disposition, without
adjourning for a pre-disposition investigation report. Also, both the defense and
the prosecution have large caseloads that demand that they dispose of cases
more quickly.
Some system participants perceived this quick case processing as a strength of
Nebraska’s juvenile system.
Stakeholders, including defense attorneys,
expressed the belief that delay does not help the child – especially if the case
seems to be headed towards some period of detention – so it is more prudent to
try to get everything resolved at arraignment, get services in place as quickly as
possible, and speed the youth through the process. The thinking behind this
strategy is obvious: the quicker the child begins disposition, the quicker the child
finishes disposition, and with as little invasiveness from the state as possible. In
addition, a significant amount of research says that adolescents experience the
passage of time differently from adults, so that the connection between an
offense and a sentence fades quickly as the time between the two points
increases. Any lesson that might be gleaned concerning accountability and
responsibility is lost. If the juvenile is detained, there is added potential for
harm.210
While it is true that there are significant disadvantages to allowing youths to
languish as their cases shuffle through the process, it is also true that youths’
due process rights cannot be allowed to take a back seat to judicial economy.
However, as Pathways: Reducing Unnecessary Delay, a publication of the Annie
E.
Casey
Foundation’s
Juvenile
Detention Alternatives Initiative, points
out, the goal should be elimination of
“At 9 a.m. I can have 5
unnecessary delay, not quick case
adjudication hearings and
processing for its own sake: in other
can make 5 deals in a few
words, “the end goal is not speed; it is
minutes.”
improved justice. All of the sites’
-Public Defender
experiences underscored the pitfall of
speeding up case processing as an end in
itself; . . . The key [is] eliminating wasted
time, whether time between events—
court hearings, generally—or the time taken for the events themselves.”211
Delay is not necessarily synonymous with disruption in the justice system. And,
“in fact delay — orderly, rational delay — can enhance the justice process.”212
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D. Resources
Many participants expressed frustration that there are virtually no resources
within the county to help delinquent youth, either pre-adjudication or postdisposition. Much of this is due to funding. The lack of resources in close
proximity to the youths’ homes often means youths have difficulty complying
with court orders once placed on probation. As one county attorney elaborated,
“Children in Nebraska don’t have much political power, and therefore don’t have
the resources available to them.”
Experts

The use of experts in juvenile law violation cases appears to be extremely rare.
There may be several reasons for the sparing use of experts. First, there is the
issue of access: if a public defender needs an expert, he must ask the court. Of
course, there are serious strategic disadvantages to having to file a motion with
the court for expert funds. Asking the judge, who is also the fact finder in law
violation cases, to approve an expert witness voucher, requires the defense
attorney to reveal enough of his legal theory to justify the expense of an expert.
Taking this step will hurt the defense case immeasurably if, for example, the
defense attorney later uncovers evidence that demands a change in the legal
theory, or if the expert’s evaluation does not support the defense theory and so
the expert is ultimately not called to testify. Second, there is the issue of
compensation: if the court grants a motion for expert services, the county must
pay for it. One defense attorney suggested that, in the county public defenders
contract, the County Board create a fund for this expense with court
involvement. Whatever the reason, juvenile defense attorneys are not using
expert witnesses in their law violation cases. The judge in one county could not
recall an expert being used in front of him in any of his several counties.
According to a prosecutor in another county, “Rarely, if ever, is an expert called
to testify in a delinquency proceeding.”
Pay Parity

According to the Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System, and the Ten
Core Principles for Providing Quality Delinquency Representation through Public
Defense Delivery Systems, there should be resource parity between defense
counsel and the prosecution. System stakeholders reported that, either there is
no resource disparity between the public defender and county attorney offices, or
there is a resource disparity, but the existing pay gap is closing. According to a
2008 report investigating the workload at a particular Nebraska public defender
office, comparisons of paralegal and support staff indicated differences between
prosecutors and defense attorney resources. In another county, a defense
attorney pointed out that the issue boils down to political will: when assessment
team investigators asked about pay and public defender resources, the attorney
said the last public defender did not make equal pay a priority, so the defender
was being paid substantially less than the county attorney. The current public
defender has made equal pay a priority, so pay scales are much closer now.
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Attorney Fees

Several investigators reported that a majority of public defenders have part-time
private practices to help supplement their income. In one county, both the public
defender and the county attorney have private practices. In another county, a
public defender often works on the weekends to accommodate his county
caseload along with his private clients.
Fees allocated for juvenile court-appointed attorneys vary depending on the
county’s indigent defense delivery system. Counties with no public defender who
assign court-appointed attorneys on a case-by-case basis pay approximately $45 $75 an hour. There is no cap on the number of hours that attorneys can bill for a
single case. In one county, a defense attorney admitted to taking court
appointments in criminal cases to supplement his private practice.
Contract public defenders submit a bid to the county for a fixed salary in
exchange for providing representation to indigent clients. One judge noted that
contract public defenders are viewed as independent contractors, who are hired
by the County Board, and who receive no benefits. Once a contract is accepted by
the County Board, there is no reopener clause or case cap provision to
accommodate an increase in caseload.
Elected public defenders in counties with more than 170,000 inhabitants are not
permitted to have a private practice and must therefore dedicate all their time to
the delivery of indigent defense services.213 Any assistant public defender in
such an office is also barred from having a private practice, as long as their
annual salary is equal to that of an assistant county attorney with comparable
ability and experience.214 The majority of public defenders interviewed did not
identify pay parity as an issue.
Resources for Public Defender Offices

In Nebraska, each of the state’s counties is charged with organizing its own
indigent defense system. Pursuant to state statute, counties with a population
greater than 100,000 must have elected public defenders; this requirement
affects just three of Nebraska’s 93 counties. Most funding is county-based;
however, the Nebraska Commission on Public Advocacy provides limited legal
services and resources to assist counties through its capital litigation and
appellate divisions and major case resource center.215 In cases involving the
Commission on Public Advocacy, counties are not responsible for any costs of the
defense.216 The Commission, which was created by the state legislature in 1995,
“consists of nine attorneys appointed by the governor from a list of attorneys
submitted by the executive council of the Nebraska State Bar Association after
consultation with the board of directors of the Nebraska Criminal Defense
Attorneys Association.”217 The Commission appoints a chief counsel to manage
the office.
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In 2001, the Commission was allowed to reimburse counties for 25% of their
felony case representation costs if they met Commission-developed standards
and guidelines.218 In FY 2002 the Commission received funding, but, before the
Commission could begin reimbursing the counties, due to a state budget deficit,
the funding was removed from the Commission’s budget. That money is yet to be
reinstated.219
In the 2004 legislative session the Commission successfully sought to change the
way in which it is funded.220 Now the Commission is funded by filing fees. “An
across-the-board increase in the filing fee in criminal and civil cases was enacted
to create non-general revenue funds for the Commission.”221 The purpose of this
change was to allow the Commission to continue the programs that were already
staffed.
A 2005 report from the Spangenberg Group details the following budgetary
information for the Commission:
The total amount received in FY 2005 from non-general revenue
sources was $1,074,414. Of this, $845,781 was appropriated for the
Commission’s operating budget, and the remainder was deposited
into a cash fund for future use. In FY 2006, $1,150,704 was
collected from nongeneral revenue sources, and of this, $936,879
was appropriated for the Commission’s operating budget, with the
remainder deposited into a cash fund for future use.222
Many system participants expressed the impression that public defender offices
were under-resourced. A public defender in one county reported that, the public
defender’s office seems to run low on resources. The judges in that same county
agreed, telling assessment team investigators that the public defenders and
privately appointed attorneys do a very good job of being prepared for the cases,
but the system does not have all the funding necessary to provide for defense
services. An attorney in a different county observed that the public defenders are
always lacking in services and resources. In another county, both defenders
interviewed believed that an increase in resources would allow them to be more
diligent.
E. Training
Juvenile Defense Attorneys

Most juvenile public defenders had significant legal experience before they began
to do juvenile defense work. However, nearly 74% of investigators reported that
stakeholders do not receive juvenile specific training on a regular basis, with
some openly stating they have never participated in any formal training prior to
practicing juvenile defense. In one public defender office, one was new and had
been in the office for 18 months; the other was on rotation from the felony
division and had been in the juvenile division a few months. A public defender
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in another county had been an attorney for 19 years, starting out as a prosecutor
and then working as a defense attorney for the last 13 years. In another public
defender office, assessment team investigators met with several attorneys who
have been doing juvenile work for many years; the least experienced of the group
had six years of juvenile experience. Another public defender has been an
attorney for 14 years, handling juvenile cases since 2000; another in the same
office has practiced for 28 years, handling juvenile cases since 1999.
Contract attorneys had a similar depth of experience. One contract attorney has
been an attorney for 15 years. He has a private practice near the courthouse.
He has private cases and takes court-appointed cases. He began as a criminal
defense attorney and then started taking juvenile cases. Another contract
attorney reported that he has been doing public defense work for his firm for
approximately three years.
A contract attorney in another county told
assessment team investigators that he has been practicing law for 28 years. One
defense attorney, who has been the elected public defender in his county for over
30 years, also works as conflict counsel in surrounding counties.
Training: Lack of Juvenile-Specific Training

Despite this depth of experience, defense attorneys uniformly reported that there
were very few opportunities for training on juvenile-specific issues, and that
juvenile-specific defender education and training would be helpful. For example,
one assistant juvenile public defender said that he has never had any juvenilespecific legal training, but thinks “it would be a great thing to attend an event
where he could pick people’s brains” on difficult legal and ethical issues related
to juvenile practice. Another public defender in that same county agreed that
there is a need for specialized training for representing juveniles. Even other
system stakeholders, like probation officers, saw the merits of juvenile lawspecific training for defense attorneys. One probation officer suggested that
juvenile public defenders should be only those attorneys who have an interest in
working with juveniles in particular.
Faced with few juvenile training opportunities, most juvenile defense attorneys
learned on the job. A public defender in another county pointed out a common
training tack: instead of formal training for attorneys new to the juvenile
division, a new attorney would shadow a senior attorney, so training was mainly
courtroom observation. A contract attorney in another county reported that he
trained himself largely by watching people and attending juvenile seminars; he
thinks a mentor program would be helpful.
Nebraska practitioners had suggestions for improving training for practice in
juvenile delinquency court. For example, several defense attorneys suggested
that the state bar should have more juvenile-specific trainings, and that the
trainings should be held in different parts of the state. As a defense attorney in
one county explained, the reason he has not had any training on juvenile issues
is that almost all attorney trainings are held in Lincoln or Omaha, both more
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than five hours away by car. Attending trainings in these locations would
become very expensive as the costs for gas, a hotel stay, meals, materials, missed
time from work and the training registration fee add up. A contract attorney
went so far as to suggest that juveniles would benefit from having attorneys
appointed that practice juvenile law exclusively. A probation officer believed
that juvenile representation is compromised because “a lot of defenders
represent both youths and adults, but they do not know how to make the
transition to advocating for a juvenile.” Finally, one judge suggested that efforts
should be made to normalize training opportunities for both contract attorneys
and public defenders. As he explained, “public defenders get needed training, but
the private attorneys do not have the same training opportunities or do not avail
themselves of any training opportunities.”
While there is considerable overlap between the role of the juvenile defender and
the role of the criminal defense attorney, juvenile defense practice requires a
unique set of skills, knowledge, and training.223 In addition to understanding
criminal law and procedure, juvenile law and procedure, and trial advocacy,
juvenile defenders must be trained in areas of law that intersect juvenile
delinquency work, including dependency, education, public benefits, and
immigration.224 Juvenile defense attorneys need to be able to address the unique
issues impeding the fair treatment of youth of color, girls, and lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender youth in delinquency courts.225 Moreover, defenders
who represent youth must understand normative adolescent development, as
well as the impact of disabilities and trauma on development. 226 As an everexpanding body of research has shown, and the United States Supreme Court
has acknowledged, adolescents differ from adults in critical ways that affect both
the legal issues in a case227 and the attorney-client relationship.228 Continuous
training on these and other issues is critical. Unfortunately, many juvenile
defenders receive minimal training at best.
Perhaps the new continuing legal education requirements slated to begin in
2010 will provide an opportunity to address the deficiency in training on
juvenile-specific issues for juvenile court practitioners. Attorneys told
assessment team investigators that there were on-going CLE opportunities from
the Bar Association, but none focused on juvenile matters. County attorneys
have an on-going 20 hour/year CLE requirement, two of which must be on child
abuse, but they do not get any specialized training on juvenile issues. However,
beginning in 2010, Nebraska will join the 43 other states that have mandatory
continuing legal education. Pursuant to Nebraska Supreme Court Rule §3-401,
active Nebraska State Bar Association members are mandated to earn ten credit
hours at annual education sessions starting January of 2010. Two credits each
year must be in the area of professional responsibility, which is defined as
instruction in the following areas: legal ethics; professionalism; diversity in the
legal profession; malpractice prevention; recognizing and addressing substance
abuse and mental health issues in the legal profession; Nebraska Supreme Court
Rules Relating to Discipline of Attorneys; ethical standards as they relate
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directly to law firm management; and duties of attorneys to the judicial system,
public, clients, and other attorneys. Neb. Ct. R. § 3-401.2(J). Perhaps the
Nebraska State Bar Association will offer some training with a juvenile focus
that intersect with this requirement. All system stakeholders could benefit from
training in several practice skills areas, including other ancillary topics
suggested by Nebraska practitioners such as: what happens at YRTC-Geneva;
special education issues; adolescent development and Roper v. Simmons, 543
U.S. 551 (2005).
Juvenile Court Judges

While judges have substantial legal experience before they take the bench, most
do not have any specific juvenile training before they hear juvenile cases.
Judicial vacancies are filled by the governor, who receives recommendations
from a committee concerning judicial appointments. Once appointed, a judge
faces a retention hearing three years after appointment and then every six years
thereafter. Assessment team investigators spoke with judges with many years of
experience. Judges had a range of employment experience, with some judges
being former defense attorneys; others being former county attorneys; and others
with experience on both sides of counsel table. Most judges, like the judge in one
county, said that they had never received any juvenile law-specific training since
in all their years on the bench. Only two of the judges interviewed, however,
mentioned attending juvenile-specific trainings. Two judges, in the same county,
talked about attending regular mandatory juvenile justice training. Additionally,
these two judges felt qualified to handle juvenile matters because they assist
with CASA training where they explain their roles to all members of the system.
These judges also engage in training with the Through the Eyes of the Child
Initiative, a program in the state of Nebraska that focuses largely on abuse and
neglect cases. All the judges handled dockets that include both delinquency and
abuse/neglect cases.
In counties in which there is a single judge handling juvenile law violation and
status offender matters, that judge will often develop an expertise in a family – a
very specific expertise which should not be mistaken for expertise in juvenile
matters. For example, the judge in one county has been on the bench for many
years, and is well-known throughout the community. Many conversations
demonstrated that participants and the community have a great deal of respect
and admiration (and a bit of protectiveness) for the Judge. Because of the
Judge’s length of service and his use of an on-the-bench computer, which
appears to access statewide data, the Judge has extensive knowledge of the
accused, the accused’s family and, the accused’s circumstances. Both defenders
in this county lamented that, because of the nature of small counties, the Judge
they are appearing in front of has extensive knowledge of the client, families and
activities in the community. As a result they can predict what the Judge will do
and it is difficult to change his opinion with advocacy. The parent in another
county told assessment team investigators that she liked the judge she appeared
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before, and said that that judge was the judge “for all five of her kids.” Judges in
that county had all been on the bench for several years.
There was no evidence that judges presiding over specialized juvenile courts
received more, better, or even any juvenile-specific training. Still, stakeholders
in counties in which juvenile cases were heard by county court judges often
recommended that their counties should create their own specialized juvenile
court. The clerk magistrate in one county stated that he would like to see a
separate juvenile court system in all counties, noting that in many counties,
there are specialized courts for everything except juvenile matters. He also
believed that separate juvenile judges should be assigned to these courts. Based
on cost and demand, he realizes that a separate court in every county is unlikely,
and suggested that, instead, a specialized juvenile court could be established for
a 3-county radius. He suggested establishing specialty courts would allow
stakeholders to focus more on the juvenile, with a judge who has had specialized
training. The judge in another county was supportive of the idea of creating a
specialized juvenile court, but thought there weren’t enough cases in his county
to justify a dedicated judge; he also stated that whoever was chosen to preside
over a dedicated juvenile court would probably have a lot of “windshield time”
driving from county to county. In another county, a judge who has been on the
bench for 10 years told assessment team investigators that he has a lot of
experience with juvenile cases and would be interested in being the dedicated
juvenile court judge. This judge endorses the idea of a dedicated juvenile court
because, the judge opined, in a specialized juvenile court, a judge can really
invest time in careful consideration of each youth’s individual circumstances, but
he thinks there would be logistical problems. The detention center administrator
in another county stated that he would like to see more juvenile courts, but,
again, noted that such a court does not seem feasible in small areas. Finally, the
public defenders in one county expressed a desire for a separate juvenile court,
as they felt such a court would allow them to handle the matters before one
highly specialized judge who would, theoretically, be well-versed in juvenile
issues.
Probation Officers

Probation officers had a similar depth of overall experience, but a dearth of
specific juvenile training. Most juvenile probation officers had college degrees,
and many either had a master’s degree or were working towards one. Most also
had mixed caseloads of adults and juveniles. Of all the probation officers
interviewed by assessment team investigators, only two mentioned juvenilespecific training. One, who had been with
the probation department for nine years
talked about attending a week-long
“[T]reatment is inadequate.”
training on juvenile-specific issues, and
-Juvenile Prosecutor
the other, in a different county, talked
about periodically attending trainings on
evidenced based programming for
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offenders. The rest, though many of them had been with the probation office for
several years – one for five years, another for seven years, another for nine
years, and another for ten -- had not attended any juvenile-specific trainings on,
for example, working with clients with special education needs, understanding
adolescent development, using age-appropriate language and interviewing skills.
Most reported, as one probation officer who had been with the department for
four years did, that they had never been required to attend any juvenile-specific
training courses.
F. Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Lack of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Treatment Programs

Stakeholders reported overwhelmingly that Nebraska’s juvenile system suffers
from a severe lack of mental health and substance abuse services. Specifically,
nearly 70% of investigators found that stakeholders commented on the absence
of adequate mental health resources within their jurisdictions, and the
detrimental impact this has on youth. Nebraska does not have a juvenile mental
health facility. Nebraska also does not have any state-run chemical dependency
programs except at the YRTC’s. Assessment team investigators in every county
reported that stakeholders listed the dearth of services for youths struggling
with mental health and substance abuse issues as one of the most glaring
problems of Nebraska’s juvenile system. A contract attorney in one county
complained that, in mental health cases, the judge in his county is favorable to
treatment, but there are no facilities nearby. Observing that there is a lack of
mental health beds, a judge in that same county estimated that over half of the
youths he sees have mental health issues. A judge in another county remarked
that there is a huge and urgent need for state run chemical dependency and
mental health in-patient and out-patient services for youth. The detention
center administrator in one county identified mental health services as the
biggest need for residents. The detention center administrator in another county
talked about the overall lack of placements and funding for children with mental
health issues, lack of funding and resources for drug and alcohol addictions and
lack of programs for anger management as a huge burden on the facility, as it
tries to deal with these very serious issues in a concentrated population of
youths. The prosecutor in another county, when asked if there is sufficient
available treatment, replied “treatment is inadequate.” As an example, she
explained that her county and one of the adjacent counties share one
psychiatrist versed in juvenile issues. The public defender, judges, and detention
center administrator in another county cited the lack of any available programs
to help juveniles deal with significant mental health or addiction issues as a
searingly important problem. The probation officer in another county named the
lack of resources for children with mental health needs as one of the biggest
weaknesses in that county’s juvenile system. There is a dire need for state run
chemical dependency and mental health in-patient services for youth.
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In addition to a lack of inpatient treatment programs, there is also a dearth of
community-based options for youths who are released pending trial or
disposition or who are placed on probation.
When assessment team
investigators asked about services available for the youths in his county, one
judge listed the Boys and Girls Home, Boys Town, and a drug treatment
program affiliated the boys’ juvenile prison as his only real options to get
services for kids. He mentioned nothing about community-based services. He
appeared to feel constrained in his dispositional orders to sending youths where
there are existing contracts with DHHS. “It’s all controlled by state funding,” he
explained. A defense attorney in that same county, who was able to list a
handful of community-based programs, concurred, stating that in his experience,
the first time a youth is adjudicated delinquent, the youth will typically be put
on some form of probation with community service and a requirement that the
youth pass in school. “The second time around, however,” he continued, “the
judges around here have much less tolerance. Things get stepped up, and
instead of probation, the youth is most likely going to get involved in OJS—
which means an out-of-home placement, because there aren’t enough placement
options for kids.” A probation officer in that same county reported that she
sometimes has to send youths to another city just to get them into programs that
don’t exist in her county. Another probation officer lamented the paucity of
programming with, “All we want to do is keep [kids] from graduating to the
adult penitentiary – but our toolbox is shallow.” As one contract attorney
summed it up, “Nebraska is a great place to grow up as a kid, unless the kid gets
in trouble – then they don’t have squat.”
Reliance on the Juvenile Court to Access Treatment Services

Unfortunately, as many system participants explained, youths often become
system-involved, in both the law violation and status offense cases, to get sorelyneeded services that they could not otherwise get in the community. Prosecutors
in one county admitted this openly, explaining that there is a lack of mental
health and substance abuse services, and that families often come to the county
attorney’s office asking them to file an “ungovernable” petition or a 3(a) “through
no fault of the family” petition so that the youth can receive services. A
probation officer in that same county told assessment team investigators that, in
their experience, obtaining Medicaid money is an issue for families, so youths
and their families will allow the youth to be committed to access money through
Medicaid for services they could not access on probation. A detention center
administrator in another county offered a different perspective, pointing out that
his particular detention facility does not have a mental health professional on
site, and overall resources are lacking. He explained that detention in a juvenile
facility is often the last resort for kids who are severely mentally ill.
The inability to access these services crosses class and income level. As
evidenced by the recent press surrounding Nebraska’s “Safe Haven” law, people
are desperate for services for their children. Stakeholders in several counties
made references to Nebraska’s recent national notoriety due to the “Safe Haven”
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law, which was designed to keep new parents from abandoning newborns in
unsafe places; they reported that the law wasn’t written well, and so parents of
teens were dumping them at hospitals because of an inability to get mental
health or substance abuse services. Stakeholders told assessment investigators
that there is definitely a shortage of these services and many middle class
families wind up enmeshed in the juvenile justice system because they cannot
afford or their insurance will not cover the scarce services.
Beyond the fact that there are very few out-patient or community-based options,
the fact that youths on probation have to pay for their services, while youths who
are committed do not, exacerbates the problem of families being encouraged to
use the juvenile system to access services. One probation officer, frustrated by
the paucity of resources for youth in her county, pointed out the glaring
inconsistency that, in her county, parents pay for probation services, even if they
have been sufficiently indigent to qualify for a public defender. A probation
officer in another county opined that the cost to the defendants may be one
reason these community services are not used more frequently; more services are
available through OJS. As one contract attorney observed, since youth need to
have money to last on probation, poor children are more likely to end up
committed and in detention.
Quality of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services

Stakeholders gave terrible reviews of the Magellan, an HMO corporation that
manages mental health care services funded by Medicaid. As one judge
explained, Magellan is “the gatekeeper who tells you if you can or cannot spend
state money.” In one county, the probation officer, judge, juvenile facility
director, and the special education teacher at juvenile detention facility had
nothing but negative reports about Magellan. As a result, they thought, many
youth languish in the juvenile detention facility awaiting mental health
placement or services, because the probation officers, therapists, and attorneys
are battling Magellan to get placements and services approved. A judge in
another county explained that, while he could simply override the denial of
services, order that the services be provided, and enforce the order with the
threat of a contempt finding, this approach is not practical. Two judges in
another county also expressed frustrations over Medicare screeners and getting
funding to pay for needed treatment. Nearly every interviewee in another
county, when discussing trying to get services to youths, lamented Magellan’s
involvement in the process. One judge called the process Magellan uses to make
these determinations, foolishness, just foolishness:” Another judge put it simply:
“The money needs to follow the child, not the agency.” Magellan makes these
determinations based purely on a “paper review,” so they do not meet any of the
children face to face and have no individual knowledge of the children for whom
they are making these recommendations. A defense counsel in this county told
us that the judge in this county actually has issued contempt orders on Magellan
because they refuse to follow his order re services, and that, when faced with a
contempt threat, they sometimes relent. Another judge in this county also
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complained about how Magellan’s authority curtails his discretion to order
appropriate services.
Stakeholders also expressed frustration about OJS and DHHS’s handling of
requests for services. One judge had such strong feelings about OJS that the
assessment investigator observed that the judge “turned nearly every point in
the interview back to his frustrations with OJS.” As the judge explained, OJS
has too much control over what happens in a case. The Judge is frustrated that
his “ability to use tools” is diminishing, and that, in his opinion, everything that
happens in a case is driven by money. In court in this same county, the judge
remarked, on the record, “I see this all the time: OJS is requesting dismissal
before the child has completed services.” A contract attorney in this same county
remarked that “the system works fine when people do what is expected of them,
but often DHHS is not doing their job.” He explained, “HHS blames clients for
behavior they do every day,” meaning HHS workers do not call clients back; or
show up late for appointments; or do not follow through with referrals; or in
other ways make promises to the court that they do not keep. The prosecutor in
that same county was also critical of DHHS/OJS because she thinks that the
agencies are both trying to keep their numbers low and are kicking kids out of
care; she said there was a recent study that showed a massive amount of kids
were placed out of home and this behavior is a reaction to that study. There
used to be 7 to 8 levels of placement and now there are only 3 levels, and this
change, according to this prosecutor, gives them “massively broad power.”
G. Overreliance on Juvenile Court
Juvenile Court as a Dumping Ground for the Dependency System

As in many jurisdictions around the country, stakeholders observed a great deal
of overlap between the populations in the abuse and neglect and law violation
cases. One public defender summed up this common sentiment with, “Way too
many kids cross over [from dependency to law violations],” often for minor
offenses in group homes or foster placements (i.e. breaking furniture, “terrorist”
threats, etc.), and that there are certain group homes and residential treatment
facilities that are “notorious” for “using the police department for time-outs.”
She added that if a dependent child is sent to one of those facilities “it’s only a
matter of time” before a charge is filed against them in delinquency.
Juvenile Court as a Dumping Ground for the School System

Similarly, stakeholders noted a large influx of cases from school as well.
According to 60% of the investigative team, multiple stakeholders expressed
frustration that the juvenile courts were being used as a way for the schools to
deal with truant youth. There are several ways in which school serves as a
gateway to involvement in juvenile court. First, as in many jurisdictions around
the country, it was observed to be typical for a child to enter the system as a
truant and, during the course of the truancy case, to be petitioned with a law
violation and land in detention. Truancy charges are brought based on the
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number of periods the child misses at school rather than the number of days – a
very literal interpretation of truant behavior that can result in inflated numbers
of truancy cases, as there is little distinction between the child for whom cutting
class signals developmentally appropriate rebellious behavior, and the child for
whom missing school is symptomatic of a larger, more serious issue. There are
also a large number of status offense and truancy notifications filed; defense
attorneys in one county reported that between 50% and 70% of their cases were
status offenses and truancy. The clerk magistrate in another county said that he
had a “constant caseload” of “uncontrollables,” youths who are cited with status
offenses.
In addition, stakeholders reported that often children will have minor offenses,
mess up a school-related probation condition, and get committed. Also,
assessment team investigators heard about many school based incidents that
were prosecuted as disturbing the peace by fighting or “mutual consent assault,”
or third-degree assault. Stakeholders in several counties found a correlation
between an increase in school-related referrals and placement of law
enforcement officers in schools.
Prosecutors seemed to have wide-ranging discretion in deciding whether to
prosecute school-based cases. Some prosecutors reported taking a hard line on
not prosecuting school incidents. Others offered reasons for taking the exactly
opposite position, and prosecuting all school-related cases, like the prosecutor
who explained that, after Columbine, juvenile prosecutors are more reluctant to
exercise discretion on school cases. Another county attorney told assessment
team investigators that her office had “pledged” to enforce rules on fighting in
school by filing assault charges. One prosecutor in a large county said she would
sometimes hold onto a truancy report and wait to see if the truancy improves
and, petition the case only if the truancy does not improve; in addition, the
prosecutors in this county expressed some annoyance with the number of
truancy cases that they handle, stating that “Well-run schools don’t send
truancy referrals over to us.” The prosecutors complained that some of the
schools are “pretty sloppy” about researching the reasons behind the absences
before forwarding them on. They also agreed that the truancy cases were
“widening the net” and bringing youths into juvenile justice system who really
should not be there. It should be noted, however, the defense attorneys in this
same county characterized the county attorney’s office as being “super
aggressive” on status offenders and truant youth. One public defender said “it’s
always been like that here,” but that the supervising County Attorney in the
juvenile unit has increased the prosecutions of youth for truancy, and that the
local public school system automatically sends referrals on any youth who has
missed 20 days of school.
The danger of this influx of school referrals, of course, is net-widening. As one
judge noted, the school cases are a big problem in his county because he is seeing
cases coming before him that should not be screened into court; interestingly, he
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specifically mentioned “scuffles” at school as an example of the kinds of cases
that should not see the inside of a courtroom. The dictates of the NCJFCJ
Guidelines are very clear on collaboration between school and court systems: “It
is critical for juvenile delinquency court judges to demonstrate judicial
leadership and engage school systems to collaborate with the juvenile
delinquency court to commit to keeping school misbehavior and truancy out of
the formal juvenile delinquency court.”229 The Guidelines suggest several
different means to this end: “by ensuring early identification of, and appropriate
educational assistance for, youth with learning disabilities; by early
identification of attendance problems and immediate engagement by the school
and community to address the underlying issues causing the problem; through
teacher training in behavior management, the impact of poverty on
communication and interrelationships of children and families, and deescalating conflict; and by ensuring the school is following federal and state laws
on expulsion and suspension.”230
H. Transfer to and Prosecution in Adult Court
Overreliance on Transfer to Adult Court

Almost 75% of the investigators expressed serious concern with the direct file
process in Nebraska, noting that stakeholders commented on how frequently 1517 year olds are charged as adults, entering guilty pleas without consulting
counsel and with little understanding of the consequences. Older juveniles
charged with felonies are frequently charged directly in the district court, at
which point their options are to 1) petition the court to be returned to the
juvenile court or 2) face trial as adults. Stakeholders across the state reported
that the de facto cutoff age for juvenile court jurisdiction, even though the
statute allows otherwise, is 16 years old. As one defense attorney explained: “If
you’re 16 or 17 years old and have anything significant at all as far as a charge
in [this] county, it’s standard practice to file in adult court.
The prominence of this practice is exacerbated by several factors. First, each
county operates so independently of other counties that the counties are
essentially completely autonomous, and there is no larger oversight, monitoring,
or any other check to counter this practice. In addition, the perception of how
many youths were charged in adult court varied widely. For example, in one
county in which the clerk magistrate told assessment team investigators he did
not have any statistics on the number of juveniles charged as adults, the number
of transfer hearings, or the number of cases transferred back to juvenile court,
stakeholders who were asked the exact same question, “how often are juveniles
prosecuted in adult criminal proceedings,” answered both “seldom” and “often.”
Similarly, when asked about the frequency with which cases are transferred
back to juvenile court jurisdiction, participants in this same county answered
either “often” or “rarely.” Finally, the county attorney, who makes the decision of
not just whether, but also where, to file a particular case, has enormous
discretion to make this decision.
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Direct file transfer laws undermine the explicit purpose of juvenile courts by
discounting
the
well-established
research on adolescent development,
which indicates that youth are
“[I]f the juvenile is acting
categorically less culpable for their
actions than adults.231 In addition,
like an adult he should be
studies show that transfer policies
charged as an adult.”
actually increase recidivism.232 Youth
-Juvenile Prosecutor
facing transfer need the assistance of
counsel to help protect them from the
serious
negative
consequences
associated with being tried in adult
court. As a report from the Campaign for Youth Justice explained, “[t]he best
way to prevent youth from entering the adult criminal system . . . is to have
effective legal advocates to help make the case for keeping the youth in the
juvenile justice system.”233
Prosecutorial Discretion and No Minimum Age

In Nebraska, the county attorney decides whether or not to file the charges on a
juvenile as an adult. The burden then shifts to the juvenile to move for a transfer
back to juvenile court using the factors set forth in statute. System participants
across the state reported that generally, once a youth turns 16 years old, the
youth is almost certain to be charged as an adult in district court if the charge is
a jail-eligible offense; some people reported youths as young as 15 years old
being charged in district court. The prosecution has wide-ranging discretion to
choose which case will handle a given juvenile’s case. Moreover, the system
works so that the prosecution’s discretion is virtually untrammeled on this point.
For example, there is no age limitation, as Nebraska’s statute does not delineate
a minimum age for bringing a case in adult criminal court. Although one of the
statutory factors in determining whether a case should be brought in criminal
court is maturity, maturity is a subjective assessment, vulnerable to almost any
justification. In addition, any felony is eligible to be prosecuted in Nebraska
criminal court. Also, assessment team investigators discerned no standard,
statewide set of guidelines for prosecutors in making this decision. A prosecutor
in one county, when asked how she decides who is charged in juvenile court and
who is charged in adult criminal court, appeared flustered, saying “it really
depends on the case,” and could not give a number of how many direct cases she
files. She elaborated that if the case is a first degree sexual offense she will likely
file, (unless the youth is younger than 16, in which case, she will examine the
case more closely, but will not rule out bringing the case in district court), and
she will look at the seriousness of the offense. If it is a driving offense and the
juvenile is 16 or older, she will file the case in adult court. It usually depends on
the alleged offense, age, and the youth’s record in juvenile court. She mentioned
that 16-17 year olds are in a “gray area” —there’s nothing in her opinion that
juvenile court can do for them anymore, so they are more likely to be charged as
adults. A prosecutor in a different county, when asked the same question,
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answered that he will direct file a case on all juveniles 16 years or older who
commit a traffic or drinking offense. His rationale: “if the juvenile is acting like
an adult he should be charged as an adult.” A third prosecutor, asked the same
question, responded that she direct files only serious cases, in consultation with
an adult criminal attorney in her office.
Transfer as a Tool in Negotiations

The disturbing frequency with which the threat of adult court prosecution is
used in plea and other negotiations goes hand-in-hand with the prosecutor’s
broad discretion on the transfer decision. Participants across the state reported
that, as the judge in one county and the public defender in another county
explained, the defense and prosecution often work out deals in transfer hearings
that a transfer to juvenile court will be granted in exchange for an admission to
charge(s) as a juvenile. Transfer was also used to avoid responding to motions or
other examples of zealous advocacy. For example, in one county, the public
defender reported that, for a recent case that was going to trial, when the public
defender filed discovery motions, the county prosecutor said that she would
dismiss the case and re-bring it in adult court if the child did not admit in
juvenile court.
In another example, a prosecutor told assessment team
investigators that “discovery is tricky” with attorneys of juveniles in adult court
because the child has to waive his right to a preliminary hearing to get to
District Court to file a motion to transfer the case to juvenile court. One public
defender summed up a sentiment expressed by many defense attorneys as the
appropriate response to the broad prosecutorial discretion and use of transfer in
negotiations: “If we’re going to bother having a juvenile system, then make it
hard and fast. That’s the only way it’s not going to get jerked around. If you are
[a certain] age, you are a juvenile; if you are [over a certain] age, you are an
adult.”
Access to Counsel at Transfer Hearings or Adult Court Proceedings

In some counties, there is automatic appointment of counsel in transfer hearings
or in adult court proceedings in which juveniles have been charged in district
court. In other counties, however, participants reported that most juveniles in
adult court waive their right to counsel.
However, assessment team
investigators also observed many hearings in which youths whose cases had
been filed directly in district court proceeded in their hearings unrepresented.
For example, a probation officer relayed that, when she went with one of her
clients to the child’s adult hearing to tell the child to ask for transfer to juvenile
court, the child did not have an attorney, and the county attorney took the child
and the parent outside to the hall and asked them to plead out.
Quality of Representation at Transfer Hearings or Adult Court Proceedings

In at least two counties, youth in direct file cases are represented by adult
misdemeanor of felony public defenders, instead of public defenders from the
juvenile unit. In one of those offices, the adult defenders often confer with a
senior juvenile defense attorney, who showed assessment team investigators a
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sample brief for use in transfer hearings; in the other, the office does not have a
policy of automatically challenging all direct-filed cases, and the adult defense
attorneys do not automatically notify the juvenile unit attorneys if their clients
are arrested and direct filed. The adult public defenders are responsible for filing
and arguing the transfer motion. Many stakeholders agreed, as the probation
officer in one county explained, that it is often faster to plead in adult court
because if the case involves a fine, the matter is resolved quickly.
Across the state, participants had varying ideas as to how successful defense
attorneys were in having direct file cases transferred back to juvenile court. A
defense attorney in one county was of the opinion that once a matter is filed as
an adult case, it is very difficult to transfer it back to Juvenile Court. He
explained that the county court judge who hears the motion to transfer the case
back to Juvenile Court is the same judge who has heard all the juvenile cases
the youth has previously had. “The judge will have the history and you have a
pretty good idea what he will do.” A defense attorney in another county
explained that he had successfully petitioned to remand a case back to juvenile
court in January of this year. In another county, a judge observed that defense
attorneys do not file many motions to transfer a case back to juvenile court. The
Judge stated that the main reason is “the county attorney does a good job of
deciding who to take to adult court. He is fair.” Of course, the decision about
filing a motion to move jurisdiction to juvenile court should be made in accord
with the client’s wishes, whether or not the judge or other system participants
perceive the prosecutor as being “fair.” In other counties, participants stated
that they had the impression that a lot of cases are transferred to juvenile court.
There are few evidentiary transfer hearings, as most juvenile cases that land in
adult court are the result of direct file. There was evidence that defense attorneys
take these hearings very seriously, and go to effort to mount a defense for their
clients. A judge in one county explained that, although the attorneys appearing
before him generally do not call experts, they will usually call parents and teachers
to testify, and present letters to the court. The public defender in another county
told assessment team investigators that occasionally evidence is put on in the form
of court appointed evaluations and family member testimony in order to ensure the
judge that the most appropriate venue would be juvenile court. In a third county,
the public defender hired and worked closely with a nationally-renowned child
development expert in the case of a youth charged with murdering a close family
member.
I.

Status Offenders

A status offender is defined as any juvenile who, “by reason of being wayward or
habitually disobedient, is uncontrolled by his or her parent, guardian, or
custodian; who deports himself or herself so as to injure or endanger seriously
the morals or health of himself, herself, or others; or who is habitually truant
from home or school. ”234
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Whether the result of truancy or difficulties stemming from the home
environment, status offenses are routine in almost all counties visited. Although
seemingly minor in the possible consequences, a majority of youth interviewed
stated that the first charge that landed them in the juvenile justice system was a
status offense. As several investigators observed, it was typical for a child to
enter the system as a truant and during the course of the truancy case, be
petitioned with a law violation and end up in detention.
While no provision of the Nebraska Juvenile Code expressly states that juvenile
status offenders can be detained, there are implied references in several sections
indicating that the detainment of status offenders is permitted. Any juvenile
who a peace officer reasonably determines is a runaway from his or her parent or
guardian may be taken into temporary custody by the officer without a
warrant.235 When a juvenile is in the temporary custody of a peace officer and a
probation officer is called to determine whether detainment is necessary, any
juvenile subject to the court’s jurisdiction, with the exception of a status
offender, can be detained in an adult facility separate from adult inmates for a
time not to exceed 6 hours.236 This section protects status offenders from
incarceration in an adult facility, but does not specifically exclude this
population from other means of juvenile detention.
Several stakeholders in many counties reported that youth do not request the
assistance of counsel when charged with a status offense. In one county, a judge
thought that most status offense cases were generally “not defensible” and that
youth will come in and just waive counsel and admit to get the case over with
and go home. In another county, a prosecutor stated that approximately 10-25%
of her caseload consists solely of status offenses.
Status offense filings are often used to garner funds to assist youth who
otherwise would be unable to afford services. In one county, a probation officer
explained that if law enforcement finds a child is “uncontrollable” they make a
referral to DHHS, which has the money, before the case gets to court. The youth
is then assigned a DHHS caseworker. If the youth is sentenced to probation and
things are not working, the judge will refer the case to OJS for an evaluation,
where Medicaid funding becomes available.
J. Race, Class and Gender
Disproportionate Minority Contact

The fact of disproportionate minority contact (DMC) in Nebraska’s indigent
defense system has been extensively researched and documented. In January
2003, in one of the most comprehensive reports of its kind, the Nebraska
Minority and Justice Task Force released a report that concluded a two-year
study of the Nebraska court system and legal profession.237 The 40-member Task
Force was established by the Nebraska Supreme Court and Nebraska State Bar
Association. The 206-page report found that Nebraska’s racial and ethnic
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minorities are overrepresented among those arrested and incarcerated and
underrepresented among those employed in the state’s legal system. In
Nebraska, minority youth, including African American, Hispanic, Native
American, and Asian, represent 14% of the population, 19% of all juvenile
arrests, 40% of commitments, and 44% of those in secure detention. These
numbers mean that youths of color are more likely to be arrested than white
youths, and are much more likely to remain detained than white youths.238
However, while a number of stakeholders reported that they perceive a problem
with DMC, others – sometimes in the same county – reported that they did not
see any such problem. Still others reported that they saw overrepresentation,
but did not think race-based decision making was the cause.
Although one public defender estimated that 50% of her clients were black and
10-15% were Hispanic, many stakeholders expressed a concern that they have
noticed an increase in the number of Latino youth in Nebraska’s juvenile justice
system. In one county, while the prosecutor stated that he does not believe that
DMC is an issue, the judge and clerk magistrate both remarked that they believe
that Latino youths are disproportionately represented in Nebraska’s juvenile
justice system. In another county, assessment team investigators observed that
most of the youth present in drug court were Latinos.
In other counties, stakeholders expressed concern about the relatively high
number of Native American youths in juvenile court. One public defender stated
that, in her county, which has a small Native American population, of the
minorities in the juvenile justices system, the largest race represented is Native
American children. A defense attorney from another county related that a high
percentage of his serious felony clients are Native American from the Oglala
Sioux Reservation. A clerk magistrate in a third county told assessment team
investigators that she believed that about 50% of the juveniles arrested are
Native American.
Stakeholders offered different explanations for their observations. The judge in
one county said that he believed that “the police absolutely, without a doubt,
target Hispanic youth;” the clerk magistrate in that same county attributed a
perceived rise in the Latino youth population to a “growing number” of
“increasingly violent” gangs. The clerk magistrate also remarked that Latino
youth seem to be pulled over more frequently for very minor infractions, like
driving without an operator’s license. The prosecutor in another county posited
that there is an influx of minorities, mostly Latinos and some Somalis, due to a
nearby meat processing plant, which is a source of jobs. He continued that he
doesn’t see juveniles treated differently due to race, but that more minorities are
arrested and charged due to socioeconomic conditions, and often have more
probation violations. A judge in another county proffered that, rather than race
or class, he feels that the type of parent a child has is the factor that determines
which youth will end up in his courtroom.
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Their suspicions are supported by empirical research and legislative initiatives.
For example, in 2001, Sen. Matt Connealy of Decatur successfully passed
legislation requiring Nebraska police agencies to collect racial profiling data. It
banned racial profiling by police officers and required that data be collected for
two years, starting in 2002, on all stops made by officers involving a minority.
The deadline was extended through January 2006.239 And in its 2003 study, the
Minority and Justice Task Force also found, not only did Nebraska arrest a
higher percentage of minorities than whites – it also found that Nebraska
arrested a higher percentage of minorities, especially African Americans, than
surrounding states. According to the report, African Americans were, at that
time, five times more like to be arrested than whites and while blacks made up
only 4% of the state’s general population they made up nearly 25% of the prison
population.240
Use of Interpreters

In several counties, assessment team investigators listed the availability of
Spanish-speaking and other interpreters as a strength, likely due to the
successful efforts of the Nebraska Supreme Court Interpreter Advisory
Committee.241 Stakeholders reported that often parents, more often than youth,
need interpreter services. Many counties work to share the interpreter’s services,
and schedule cases that require the interpreter for a particular day to maximize
the use of the interpreter’s time. In one county, the Court has an interpreter
present every Tuesday for Spanish-speaking cases. The assessment team
investigator, a Spanish speaker, noted that “the interpreter was excellent in his
communication abilities” – so good that, in one case, the youth seemed to talk
more openly with the interpreter and trust more in the interpreter’s opinion
than in his attorney. As a judge in another county explained, they try to
schedule the cases that need a Spanish interpreter on Thursdays and have an
interpreter present. They also make interpreters available on a case-by-case
basis for Russian and Vietnamese language speakers. The interpreter in another
county reported that he has translated constitutional rights for both parents and
juveniles. It appears he is one of the only Spanish-speaking interpreters the
county has access to, and he tries to be present at meetings with counsel
whenever possible. He also works with probation to translate for their meetings.
The probation officer in another county reported that the interpreter comes to
her office the third Friday of every month to help with parent conversations.
Assessment team investigators reported seeing brochures about juvenile court in
the waiting area ‐ in English, Spanish, and a few other languages.
LGBT Youth in the System

Generally, there is a dearth of special training surrounding working with
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender youth in the system, and there are no
programs to address the unique needs of LGBT youth. The prosecutor in one
county reported that he sees more recognition of LGBT issues by system
stakeholders, but acknowledged that Nebraska is a “red state,” meaning it votes
Republican, and so at times, there can be a lot of ignorance surrounding LGBT
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issues. He said the local high school has a gay and lesbian club. A probation
officer in another county also reported having a small number of LGBT youth in
his caseload. He said he has received no special training on working with LGBT
youth. In particular, detention center staff told assessment team investigators
that they would like guidance on working with LGBT youth. There are no
statewide policies in effect for relating to this population. They reported the
different ways that they work with LGBT juveniles. One detention center
administrator reported that they would keep LGTB with their own gender but
“they don’t have that;” the administrator in another county reported that an
initial screen is done once the youth arrives at the facility, and they try to be
accommodating. They “may try to pull kids aside, tell them to tone it down a bit
for their safety.” He went on to report that many of LGBT youth are very pretty
open about their gender identity with staff. This particular facility had its own
separate policies for dealing with girls as opposed to boys.
K. Collateral Consequences
There is almost no acknowledgement of the serious collateral consequences of
juvenile adjudications, not in colloquies with the court to waive counsel or to
plead, not in discussions with defense attorneys, and not in plea negotiations
with prosecutors. In one example, in a case in which a juvenile was charged as
an adult for possession of a small amount of marijuana, waived counsel, pled
guilty, and proceeded straight to sentencing for a drug offense, the judge asked
the youth if he planned on going to college. The youth answered yes, and
proudly named his top choice school. The judge then said “You realize that you
have now lost any ability to receive federal funding for financial aid because you
just pled guilty to a drug offense.” In another example, an assessment team
investigator asked a contract attorney about her practices with respect to sealing
and the contract attorney had no knowledge of what it would take to seal a
youth’s record. A public defender in another county explained that if a juvenile
is adjudicated, the judge can order the record, including all police records,
sealed. But if, instead, the juvenile successfully completes diversion, they do not
get an adjudication, but the judge does not have jurisdiction to order the record
sealed. Everyone believes that this provision creates absurd results– it should
be changed to allow sealing of records for children who successfully complete
diversion – but youths are rarely advised of this provision before they enter into
diversion, even if it might not change the decisions of the vast majority of youths
who do diversion.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited caseloads;
Support for entering the case early, and the flexibility to represent the
client in related collateral matters;
Comprehensive initial and ongoing training and availability of resource
materials;
Adequate non-lawyer support and resources;
Hands on supervision of attorneys; and,
A work environment that values the role of the juvenile defender.

In addition, a successful juvenile indigent system is one that recognizes juvenile
defense as a specialty, ensuring that juvenile defenders have the unique skills,
training and resources necessary to do their job. Delinquency cases are highly
complex and a juvenile adjudication carries with it lifelong consequences. Every
child client should have access to qualified, well-resourced defense counsel.
These resources should include the time and skill needed to adequately build the
trust necessary to support the attorney-client relationship.
In pursuit of these goals, the National Legal Aid and Defender Association and
the National Juvenile Defender Center promulgated the following the Ten Core
Principles for Providing Quality Delinquency Representation through Public
Defense Delivery Systems that should be used to guide and measure juvenile
defense systems. They include:
1. The Public Defense Delivery System upholds juveniles’ constitutional
rights throughout the delinquency process and recognizes the need for
competent and diligent representation.
2. The Public Defense Delivery System recognizes that legal representation
of children is a specialized area of the law.
3. The Public Defense Delivery System supports quality juvenile delinquency
representation through personnel and resource parity.
4. The Public Defense Delivery System uses expert and ancillary services to
provide quality juvenile defense services.
5. The Public Defense Delivery System supervises attorneys and staff and
monitors work and caseloads.
6. The Public Defense Delivery System supervises and systematically
reviews juvenile defense team staff for quality according to national,
state and/or local performance guidelines or standards.
7. The Public Defense Delivery System provides and supports
comprehensive, ongoing training and education for all attorneys and
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CHAPTER FOUR

Juvenile defender programs across the nation that appear to be of high quality
have the following characteristics in common:
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support staff involved in the representation of children.
8. The Public Defense Delivery System has an obligation to present
independent treatment and disposition alternatives to the court.
9. The Public Defense Delivery System advocates for the educational needs
of clients.
10. The Public Defense Delivery System must promote fairness and equity for
children.
While there were examples throughout the state indicating that Nebraska’s
youth receive strong advocacy from juvenile defenders when faced with law
violations, large systemic barriers often impede the quality of that
representation. Despite these circumstances, many professionals in the system
have nonetheless employed strategies and developed ideas that help to
strengthen the overall juvenile justice system, thus improving juvenile defense
along the way. Some of the positive environmental and systemic highlights
include:
I.

An Environment Receptive to Change

Nebraska is a state that is able to modify its juvenile indigent defense system
and presents an environment that is receptive to change. Prior to this
assessment, several practitioners within the juvenile justice system published
reports highlighting the deficiencies of the juvenile justice system. These reports
included topics ranging from the quality of indigent defense representation to
the overcrowding of specific juvenile detention centers resulting in serious
consequences for detained youth. Many juvenile justice practitioners, witnesses
to these deficiencies for several years, advocated to the Nebraska Legislature
that an objective, comprehensive assessment of the juvenile indigent defense
system be undertaken. The enactment of Legislative Bill 961, authorizing, in
detail, a study of the juvenile legal defense system, recognized this call for
action.
The Nebraska Legislature is to be commended for recognizing the need for such
an assessment and enabling the process to take place. In addition, investigators
in several counties heard from juvenile defense attorneys and other juvenile
justice practitioners that they would welcome the opportunity to participate in
juvenile specific training to become stronger advocates for their young clients. As
continuing legal education credits become mandatory for attorneys in Nebraska
beginning January 1, 2010, there is a strong possibility that specialized juvenile
defense training will be developed and begin to emerge throughout the state.
II.

Rehabilitative Juvenile Treatment Facilities

In jurisdictions throughout the nation, juveniles are sentenced to serve time in
secure confinement facilities that are not rehabilitative. Many practitioners in
the juvenile justice community believe that the over-incarceration of juvenile
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offenders in secure facilities makes it more likely that juveniles will re-offend
and become part of the adult system. The facilities that house the most
problematic youth in Nebraska, as reported by investigative team members, are
rehabilitative in nature and provide excellent services to the youth sentenced at
disposition to time outside of their home and community. One investigator noted
in her first impressions that “The facility blends into the campus well and to the
untrained eye, it would be almost impossible to know that this was a correctional
center… The parking lot is marked with homemade wooden signs at each
parking space with staff nick names. The facility has a very homey feel to it.”
It appears as though the facilities have appropriately-trained staff, accredited
school programming, access (although limited), to mental health and substance
abuse specialists, and significant recreational activities. Certain youth are
permitted to leave the grounds of the facility for weekend trips, and at one
facility, youth whose families are unable to visit due to transportation and
distance are connected with a local family who visits the child regularly and
takes the youth off grounds. The average stay at these facilities is 4-6 months.
Youth are permitted to have regular contact with their families, and upon
request, with their attorney. There is also a rehabilitation and treatment center
that offers services to young males dealing with substance abuse issues. These
youth receive specialized treatment focusing on their successful reentry to the
community. As these facilities are the worst outcome for a youth involved in a
law violation case, it should be commended that Nebraska has adopted a
rehabilitative treatment system for its juveniles.
III.

Increasing Cultural Awareness

The representative population of the United States is constantly changing as
new generations of immigrant families enter its states in an effort to provide a
better life and future for their families. Nebraska is no exception to these
changes, and in almost every county, investigators observed youth charged with
law violations who spoke English as their second language. The youth were often
able to speak English without a problem, but the parents of the child required
the use of interpreters to understand the court process. Interpreters were
available in every case where there was a perceived language barrier. Access to
court interpreters and the cultural sensitivity this displays is integral to
upholding the fairness of the system. The availability and use of interpreters to
aid a defender in a case is invaluable and can only strengthen the level of
advocacy provided.
IV.

Separate Juvenile Courts

Nebraska has separate juvenile courts in three of its 93 counties, which
represent the majority of the state’s population. The ability of judges, defenders,
county attorneys and all other juvenile court personnel involved with a separate
juvenile court to interact daily with juvenile issues exclusively demonstrates an
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awareness that juvenile law is a specialized area of practice. This approach is so
crucial to the juvenile justice system that its practice should be explored
throughout Nebraska. Investigators and juvenile court participants in several
counties recommended that separate juvenile courts be established to serve the
juveniles in their respective jurisdictions. This promising approach must serve
the state as a whole, and not just the juveniles who live in heavily populated
areas. The creation of specialized juvenile courts and an acknowledgement of
juvenile law as a unique area of practice can only assist defenders and clients
who encounter these systems on a daily basis.
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This assessments calls for collaborative action to address systemic deficiencies in
the juvenile legal defense system and urges a renewed commitment to ensuring
that youth have a meaningful opportunity to be heard in delinquency
proceedings. Juvenile defenders alone cannot solve these problems. The Core
Recommendations that are set forth below are followed by Implementation
Strategies. These recommendations and strategies require the support of all
branches of state and local government and communities in order to succeed.
They include:
Core Recommendations:
1. Revise Nebraska’s Juvenile Code
For several reasons, Nebraska’s juvenile code should be relocated and
renumbered together in one section that is easily accessible to juvenile
defenders. First, it should be reformed for the sake of clarity. As it stands,
Nebraska’s juvenile court provisions are scattered throughout Nebraska’s
statute. The Supreme Court itself has called Nebraska’s juvenile code “a
maze of statutory redundancy.” In re Interest of A.M.H, 233 Neb. 610, 619
(NE 1989). A consolidated and revised code could also take into account
the ever-expanding body of adolescent development psychology and other
social scientific research that illuminate the impact that legal practices
have on children and youth - including practices concerning, for example,
waiver of counsel, interrogation, review of Miranda warnings, and
competency.
2. Increase Youth’s Access to Counsel
The right to counsel in delinquency proceedings is a constitutional right.
Fundamental fairness requires that defense counsel: is appointed early in
the youth’s case; has a meaningful opportunity to consult with the youth,
investigate and test the strength of the government’s case, explain
potential short- and long-term consequences of a conviction, and review
the sufficiency of the case prior to the court’s accepting a plea agreement;
and is afforded facilities, including interview rooms or other private areas
in the courthouse, to hold confidential client meetings. Regardless of the
alleged offense, youth who would not otherwise be able to vote,
drink, marry, or enter into binding legal contracts should not be able to
enter into plea agreements or navigate their cases without the assistance
of counsel. In addition, the fact that the length of detention does not
necessarily correlate with the severity of the charge, since many youth
charged with minor offenses end up detained for long periods of time
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because of probation violations or because they are awaiting placement,
means that the severity of the charge is unrelated to the need for defense
counsel.
Accordingly, Nebraska should either prohibit juvenile waiver of counsel
altogether, or follow the leads of Florida and Washington, whose Supreme
Courts have recently enacted juvenile court rules requiring that youth
have a meaningful opportunity to consult with counsel about the waiver
decision before being allowed to waive counsel. Limits on the waiver of
counsel will lead to improvements in many other areas. For example, the
early and timely availability of counsel at detention hearings will
discourage the troubling practice of allowing youth to enter pleas at the
initial hearing in law violations, of employing mass arraignments, and
will complement insufficient judicial colloquies with a defense explanation
of plea provisions.
3. Address Ethical and Role Confusion
The Nebraska Supreme Court Commission on Children in the Courts
should clarify the ethical and role confusion that characterizes juvenile
court practice in many counties. Consistent with the American Bar
Association’s (ABA) Model Rules of Professional Conduct, the Institute for
Judicial Administration/ABA Juvenile Justice Standards, and the
National Coalition of Juvenile and Family Court Judges Delinquency
Court Guidelines, the Commission on Children in the Courts should take
the position that youth in law violation proceedings must be represented
by defense attorneys who advocate for the clients’ stated interest and
protect their clients’ due process rights, and acknowledge that juvenile
courts are adversarial fora in which zealous advocacy is expected and not
penalized.
4. Reduce the Overreliance on Transfer to Adult Criminal Court
The cases of the vast majority of 15- and 16-year olds charged with
felonies are direct filed in adult criminal court. The 2007 research study
conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention showed that
transfer policies are largely unsuccessful, as they do not lead to either
specific deterrence (i.e., they do not prevent the transferred youth from
reoffending) or general deterrence (i.e., they do not prevent youth who
may have observed the example of the transferred youth from
reoffending). The authors added that “The findings in this report indicate
that transfer policies have generally resulted in increased arrest for
subsequent crimes, including violent crime, among juveniles who were
transferred compared with those retained in the juvenile justice system.
To the extent that transfer policies are implemented to reduce violent or
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other criminal behavior, available evidence indicates that they do more
harm than good.”242
There is another troubling result of Nebraska’s overreliance on the use of
direct file provisions. The system that is left when all the felonies are
transferred out is the second class juvenile system tilted towards a nondue process based courtroom culture and best interest practice that
encourages pleas and discourages zealous, client-based legal advocacy. It
is easier for a “kiddie court” mentality to thrive when most of the cases
processed in juvenile court are misdemeanors. The sense that there are no
real consequences for the youth is buttressed by the impression that most
youth get probation – although their liberty is easily jeopardized if they
are accused of violating a court order. Limiting the use of direct file
provisions might have the ancillary benefit of changing a juvenile court
culture that diminishes youth’s rights.
5. Establish Ongoing Oversight and Monitoring
Nebraska’s indigent defense systems have been subjected to numerous
studies throughout the past two decades. “The Indigent Defense System
in Nebraska,” also referred to as the Spangenberg Report, was released in
1993 and identified 23 areas in need of improvement.243 In 1995, L.B. 646
was signed into law, creating the Commission on Public Advocacy to
provide assistance to counties in major cases by offering the services of
staff attorneys.244 In 2004, the Nebraska Minority and Justice Task
Force/Implementation Committee published “The Indigent Defense
System in Nebraska: An Update.” This extensive study compared the
state of indigent defense to the recommendations outlined in the
Spangenberg Report more than ten years prior, and found some
improvements but also highlighted several deficiencies still present in the
delivery of indigent defense services. Although the state of juvenile
indigent defense was not the focus of any of these reports, it was the focus
of a 2006 report by the Attorneys Representing Children and Youth, a
subcommittee of the Nebraska Supreme Court Commission on Children in
the Courts, titled, “Legal Representation in Delinquency and Status
Offense Cases in Nebraska.” That report, finalized three years ago,
contains many of the recommendations included in this report.
A mechanism or commission should be created to provide ongoing
oversight and monitoring of the juvenile defense system in Nebraska to
ensure the equitable and fair distribution of resources; to collect data; to
promulgate and implement best practice standards; to ensure the
availability of juvenile defender-specific training; and to identify, develop,
and implement specific policies and practices that will improve juvenile
defense as required.
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Implementation Strategies:
1. The Nebraska Legislature should:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Enact a code provision that allows for the development and use of
graduated sanctions for probation violations that casts detention,
either as a sanction or while awaiting placement, as a last resort.
Allocate more funding for judicial resources, and create more
judgeships, so that the pressures of judicial economy are not so
onerous as to require immediate plea agreements, lack of
advisements, and mass arraignments. Concomitant with these
resources, additional resources also need to be allocated to juvenile
defenders and prosecutors accordingly.
Promulgate guidelines on the length of stay in detention for youth
awaiting service placements or those held on probation violations.
Increase access to and improve the quality of mental health and
substance abuse services available for system-involved youth by
providing appropriate additional funding.
Increase access to and improve the quality of pre-trial and postdisposition community based services by providing appropriate
additional funding.
Amend discovery provisions to allow filing of ex parte motions for
funds for experts in law violation cases.
Enact a code provision creating the automatic sealing of juvenile
records for youth who have not been rearrested for two years after
the end of the completion of their disposition, and for adult court
convictions where the youth was younger than 21 years of age at
the time of conviction; and,
Replace direct file provisions with provisions that allow transfer to
adult criminal court only after a hearing before a judge;
If the legislature will not repeal direct file provisions:
o Create a minimum age for direct file in adult criminal court;
o Create a narrowly-delineated list of specific crimes for which
direct file is eligible;
o Prohibit judges from considering a previous finding that a
youth is not amenable to rehabilitation from being allowed as
evidence in a subsequent amenability proceeding.

2. The Nebraska Supreme Court should:
•
•

Adopt a court rule that allows a youth to waive counsel only after
the youth has had a meaningful opportunity to fully consult with
counsel about the consequences of waiving.
The Nebraska Supreme Court Commission on Children in the
Courts should clarify the different roles of the juvenile defense
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•

•

•
•

•

attorney and the guardian ad litem, possibly in the form of a
standard or court rule adopted by the Court.
In order to use resources most effectively, deploy attorneys where
most needed, and to improve the overall functioning of the juvenile
defense system, the Supreme Court should create a mechanism to
collect an additional range of data included but not limited to: the
number of youth who waive counsel; the number of cases that result
in plea agreements; the number of youth charged in juvenile court
but transferred to adult criminal court; the number of youth
charged in adult criminal court; the number of youth charged with
first-time offenses in adult criminal court; the number of youth
charged with misdemeanors in adult criminal court; and the
number of youth transferred from adult criminal court to juvenile
court.
The Nebraska Supreme Court Commission on Children in the
Courts should promulgate and adopt practice standards that:
o Clearly describe the role of juvenile defense counsel in law
violation cases;
o Clearly describe the role of GALs in dependency cases;
o Proscribe attorneys from acting as both defense counsel and
GALs in a single case; and
o Proscribe attorneys from acting as both defense counsel and
GAL for a single client, even in different cases.
Require people practicing in juvenile court to devote two of their
newly-mandated CLE hours to juvenile-specific training in order to
be allowed to appear on juvenile cases each year;
Convene defenders, judges and others to draft a model waiver
colloquy that is age-appropriate and grounded in principles of
adolescent development for use by judges in juvenile proceedings;
and,
The Nebraska Supreme Court’s Judicial Branch Education
Committee, which govens education for judges, court employees and
probation officers, should offer juvenile-specific training.

3. Juvenile Court Judges should:
•

•
•

Provide, in age-appropriate language, comprehensive plea
colloquies that advise the child about each of the rights the child is
relinquishing, and verify that the child understands the
consequences of relinquishing those rights prior to accepting any
waiver of counsel or guilty plea, in accordance with State v. Shulte,
687 N.W. 2nd 823, 827 (Neb. 1997), prevailing law, and rules.
Insist on decorum and respect in the courtroom, discouraging the
“kiddie court” mentality.
Fully honor the due process rights of the youth before the court and
encourage a culture of zealous defense advocacy; and,
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•

Insist that school officials make every reasonable effort to address a
given student’s truancy issues before filing a case, and, if the school
has not complied, dismiss the case.

4. Chief Public Defenders and Public Defender Offices should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicate appropriate resources, including funding for training and
professional development, access to investigators, social workers,
and support staff, for juvenile defense attorneys.
Work with the legislature to ensure resource and pay parity for
juvenile defense attorneys.
Ensure a work environment that values due process and cuts out
the “kiddie court” mentality so pervasive in juvenile courts.
Implement appropriate supervision structure for juvenile defense
attorneys and require periodic performance reviews.
Adopt a case tracking system that logs and helps defenders
remember to file motions at different points throughout their
juvenile cases.
Ensure adequate support for post-disposition representation.
Ensure representation at probation violation hearings; and,
Provide professional support and camaraderie to contract attorneys.

5. Public Defender and Contract Attorneys should work together
to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a state-based juvenile defense resource center.
Create a model juvenile court training that focuses on juvenilespecific topics, including adolescent development and education.
Create mentoring opportunities, whereby newer attorneys are
mentored by more experienced attorneys familiar with juvenile
court practice.
Add juvenile-specific trainings to the statewide trainings held for
judges, prosecutors, and probation officers – in particular, for those
handling juvenile cases.
Coordinate efforts across counties to share resources, information,
and training opportunities; and,
Receive training on the overlap and unique differences between
status offender and delinquency cases.

6. Prosecutors should:
•
•

Develop uniform criteria for prosecutors for the cases in which
transfer to adult criminal court is appropriate.
Disallow the use of transfer or direct file as plea negotiation tools;
and,
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•

Develop criteria concerning what school cases should be brought
and which should be diverted, so that the vast majority of school
cases, including minor assaults, are not referred to juvenile court.
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American Bar Association
Juvenile Justice Standards
Standards Relating to Counsel for Private Parties
PART I. GENERAL STANDARDS
Standard 1.1. Counsel in Juvenile Proceedings, Generally. The participation of
counsel on behalf of all parties subject to juvenile and family court proceedings is
essential to the administration of justice and to the fair and accurate resolution of issues at
all stages of those proceedings.
Standard 1.2. Standards in Juvenile Proceedings, Generally.
(a) As a member of the bar, a lawyer involved in juvenile court matters is bound to
know and is subject to standards of professional conduct set forth in statutes,
rules, decisions of courts, and codes, canons or other standards of professional
conduct. Counsel has no duty to exercise any directive of the client that is
inconsistent with law or these standards. Counsel may, however, challenge
standards that he or she believes limit unconstitutionally or otherwise improperly
representation of clients subject to juvenile court proceedings.
(b) As used in these standards, the term "unprofessional conduct" denotes conduct
which is now or should be subject to disciplinary sanction. Where other terms are
used, the standard is intended as a guide to honorable and competent professional
conduct or as a model for institutional organization.
Standard 1.3. Misrepresentation of Factual Propositions or Legal Authority. It is
unprofessional conduct for counsel intentionally to misrepresent factual propositions or
legal authority to the court or to opposing counsel and probation personnel in the course
of discussions concerning entrance of a plea, early disposition or any other matter related
to the juvenile court proceeding. Entrance of a plea concerning the client's responsibility
in law for alleged misconduct or concerning the existence in law of an alleged status
offense is a statement of the party's posture with respect to the proceeding and is not a
representation of fact or of legal authority.
Standard 1.4. Relations with Probation and Social Work Personnel. A lawyer
engaged in juvenile court practice typically deals with social work and probation
department personnel throughout the course of handling a case. In general, the lawyer
should cooperate with these agencies and should instruct the client to do so, except to the
extent such cooperation is or will likely become inconsistent with protection of the
client's legitimate interests in the proceeding or of any other rights of the client under the
law.

Standard 1.5. Punctuality. A lawyer should be prompt in all dealings with the court,
including attendance, submissions of motions, briefs and other papers, and in dealings
with clients and other interested persons. It is unprofessional conduct for counsel
intentionally to use procedural devices for which there is no legitimate basis, to
misrepresent facts to the court or to accept conflicting responsibilities for the purpose of
delaying court proceedings. The lawyer should also emphasize the importance of
punctuality in attendance in court to the client and to witnesses to be called, and, to the
extent feasible, facilitate their prompt attendance.
Standard 1.6. Public Statements.
(a) The lawyer representing a client before the juvenile court should avoid personal
publicity connected with the case, both during trial and thereafter.
(b) Counsel should comply with statutory and court rules governing dissemination of
information concerning juvenile and family court matters and, to the extent
consistent with those rules, with the ABA Standards Relating to Fair Trial and
Free Press.
Standard 1.7. Improvement in The Juvenile Justice System. In each jurisdiction,
lawyers practicing before the juvenile court should actively seek improvement in the
administration of juvenile justice and the provision of resources for the treatment of
persons subject to the jurisdiction of the juvenile court.

PART II. PROVISIONS AND ORGANIZATION OF LEGAL SERVICES
Standard 2.1. General Principles.
(a) Responsibility for provision of legal services. Provision of satisfactory legal
representation in juvenile and family court cases is the proper concern of all
segments of the legal community. It is, accordingly, the responsibility of courts,
defender agencies, legal professional groups, individual practitioners and
educational institutions to ensure that competent counsel and adequate supporting
services are available for representation of all persons with business before
juvenile and family courts.
(i)

Lawyers active in practice should be encouraged to qualify
themselves for participation in juvenile and family court cases
through formal training, association with experienced juvenile
counsel or by other means. To this end, law firms should
encourage members to represent parties involved in such matters.

(ii)

Suitable undergraduate and postgraduate educational curricula
concerning legal and nonlegal subjects relevant to representation in
juvenile and family courts should regularly be available.

(iii)

Careful and candid evaluation of representation in cases involving
children should be undertaken by judicial and professional groups,
including the organized bar, particularly but not solely where
assigned counsel-whether public or private-appears.

(b) Compensation for services.
(i)

Lawyers participating in juvenile court matters, whether retained
or appointed, are entitled to reasonable compensation for time and
services performed according to prevailing professional standards.
In determining fees for their services, lawyers should take into
account the time and labor actually required, the skill required to
perform the legal service properly, the likelihood that acceptance
of the case will preclude other employment for the lawyer, the fee
customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services, the
possible consequences of the proceedings, and the experience,
reputation and ability of the lawyer or lawyers performing the
services. In setting fees lawyers should also consider the
performance of services incident to full representation in cases
involving juveniles, including counseling and activities related to
locating or evaluating appropriate community services for a client
or a client's family.

(ii)

Lawyers should also take into account in determining fees the
capacity of a client to pay the fee. The resources of parents who
agree to pay for representation of their children in juvenile court
proceedings may be considered if there is no adversity of interest
as defined in Standard 3.2, infra, and if the parents understand that
a lawyer's entire loyalty is to the child and that the parents have no
control over the case. Where adversity of interests or desires
between parent and child becomes apparent during the course of
representation, a lawyer should be ready to reconsider the fee
taking into account the child's resources alone.

(iii)

As in all other cases of representation, it is unprofessional conduct
for a lawyer to overreach the client or the client's parents in setting
a fee, to imply that compensation is for anything other than
professional services rendered by the lawyer or by others for him
or her, to divide the fee with a layman, or to undertake
representation in cases where no financial award may result on the
understanding that payment of the fee is contingent in any way on
the outcome of the case.

(iv)

Lawyers employed in a legal aid or public defender office should
be compensated on a basis equivalent to that paid other
government attorneys of similar qualification, experience and
responsibility.

(c) Supporting services. Competent representation cannot be assured unless adequate
supporting services are available. Representation in cases involving juveniles
typically requires investigatory, expert and other nonlegal services. These should
be available to lawyers and to their clients at all stages of juvenile and family
court proceedings.
(i)

Where lawyers are assigned, they should have regular access to all
reasonably necessary supporting services.

(ii)

Where a defender system is involved, adequate supporting services
should be available within the organization itself.

(d) Independence. Any plan for providing counsel to private parties in juvenile court
proceedings must be designed to guarantee the professional independence of
counsel and the integrity of the lawyer-client relationship.
Standard 2.2. Organization of Services.
(a) In general. Counsel should be provided in a systematic manner and in accordance
with a widely publicized plan. Where possible, a coordinated plan for

representation which combines defender and assigned counsel systems should be
adopted.
(b) Defender systems.
(i)

Application of general defender standards. A defender system
responsible for representation in some or all juvenile court
proceedings generally should apply to staff and offices engaged in
juvenile court matters its usual standards for selection, supervision,
assignment and tenure of lawyers, restrictions on private practice,
provision of facilities and other organizational procedures.

(ii)

Facilities. If local circumstances require, the defender system
should maintain a separate office for juvenile court legal and
supporting staff, located in a place convenient to the courts and
equipped with adequate library, interviewing and other facilities.
A supervising attorney experienced in juvenile court representation
should be assigned to and responsible for the operation of that
office.

(iii)

Specialization. While rotation of defender staff from one duty to
another is an appropriate training device, there should be
opportunity for staff to specialize in juvenile court representation
to the extent local circumstances permit.

(iv)

Caseload. It is the responsibility of every defender office to ensure
that its personnel can offer prompt, full and effective counseling
and representation to each client. A defender office should not
accept more assignments than its staff can adequately discharge.

(c) Assigned counsel systems.
(i)

An assigned counsel plan should have available to it an adequate
pool of competent attorneys experienced in juvenile court matters
and an adequate plan for all necessary legal and supporting
services.

(ii)

Appointments through an assigned counsel system should be
made, as nearly as possible, according to some rational and
systematic sequence. Where the nature of the action or other
circumstances require, a lawyer may be selected because of his or
her special qualifications to serve in the case, without regard to the
established sequence.

Standard 2.3. Types of Proceedings.
(a) Delinquency and in need of supervision proceedings.
(i)

Counsel should be provided for any juvenile subject to
delinquency or in need of supervision proceedings.

(ii)

Legal representation should also be provided the juvenile in all
proceedings arising from or related to a delinquency or in need of
supervision action, including mental competency, transfer,
postdisposition, probation revocation, and classification,
institutional transfer, disciplinary or other administrative
proceedings related to the treatment process which may
substantially affect the juvenile's custody, status or course of
treatment. The nature of the forum and the formal classification of
the proceeding is irrelevant for this purpose.

(b) Child protective, custody and adoption proceedings. Counsel should be available
to the respondent parents, including the father of an illegitimate child, or other
guardian or legal custodian in a neglect or dependency proceeding. Independent
counsel should also be provided for the juvenile who is the subject of proceedings
affecting his or her status or custody. Counsel should be available at all stages of
such proceedings and in all proceedings collateral to neglect and dependency
matters, except where temporary emergency action is involved and immediate
participation of counsel is not practicable.
Standard 2.4. Stages Of Proceedings.
(a) Initial provision of counsel.
(i)

When a juvenile is taken into custody, placed in detention or made
subject to an intake process, the authorities taking such action have the
responsibility promptly to notify the juvenile's lawyer, if there is one,
or advise the juvenile with respect to the availability of legal counsel.

(ii)

In administrative or judicial postdispositional proceedings which may
affect the juvenile's custody, status or course of treatment, counsel
should be available at the earliest stage of the decisional process,
whether the respondent is present or not. Notification of counsel and,
where necessary, provision of counsel in such proceedings is the
responsibility of the judicial or administrative agency.

(b) Duration of representation and withdrawal of counsel.
(i)

Lawyers initially retained or appointed should continue their
representation through all stages of the proceeding, unless

geographical or other compelling factors make continued participation
impracticable.
(ii)

Once appointed or retained, counsel should not request leave to
withdraw unless compelled by serious illness or other incapacity, or
unless contemporaneous or announced future conduct of the client is
such as seriously to compromise the lawyer's professional integrity.
Counsel should not seek to withdraw on the belief that the contentions
of the client lack merit, but should present for consideration such
points as the client desires to be raised provided counsel can do so
without violating standards of professional ethics.

(iii)

If leave to withdraw is granted, or if the client justifiably asks that
counsel be replaced, successor counsel should be available.

PART III. THE LAWYER-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP
Standard 3.1. The Nature Of The Relationship.
(a) Client's interests paramount. However engaged, the lawyer's principal duty is the
representation of the client's legitimate interests. Considerations of personal and
professional advantage or convenience should not influence counsel's advice or
performance.
(b) Determination of client's interests.
(i) Generally. In general, determination of the client's interests in the proceedings,
and hence the plea to be entered, is ultimately the responsibility of the client after
full consultation with the attorney.
(ii) Counsel for the juvenile.
[a]Counsel for the respondent in a delinquency or in need of supervision
proceeding should ordinarily be bound by the client's definition of his or
her interests with respect to admission or denial of the facts or conditions
alleged. It is appropriate and desirable for counsel to advise the client
concerning the probable success and consequences of adopting any
posture with respect to those proceedings.
[b]Where counsel is appointed to represent a juvenile subject to child
protective proceedings, and the juvenile is capable of considered judgment
on his or her own behalf, determination of the client's interest in the
proceeding should ultimately remain the client's responsibility, after full
consultation with counsel.
[c]In delinquency and in need of supervision proceedings, where it is
locally permissible to so adjudicate very young persons, and in child
protective proceedings, the respondent may be incapable of considered
judgment in his or her own behalf.
[1] Where a guardian ad litem has been appointed, primary
responsibility for determination of the posture of the case rests with the
guardian and the juvenile.
[2] Where a guardian ad litem has not been appointed, the attorney
should ask that one be appointed.
[3] Where a guardian ad litem has not been appointed and, for some
reason, it appears that independent advice to the juvenile will not
otherwise be available, counsel should inquire thoroughly into all
circumstances that a careful and competent person in the juvenile's

position should consider in determining the juvenile's interests with
respect to the proceeding. After consultation with the juvenile, the parents
(where their interests do not appear to conflict with the juvenile's), and any
other family members or interested persons, the attorney may remain
neutral concerning the proceeding, limiting participation to presentation
and examination of material evidence or, if necessary, the attorney may
adopt the position requiring the least intrusive intervention justified by the
juvenile's circumstances.
(iii)

Counsel for the parent. It is appropriate and desirable for an attorney to
consider all circumstances, including the apparent interests of the juvenile,
when counseling and advising a parent who is charged in a child
protective proceeding or who is seeking representation during a
delinquency or in need of supervision proceeding. The posture to be
adopted with respect to the facts and conditions alleged in the proceeding,
however, remains ultimately the responsibility of the client.

Standard 3.2 Adversity of Interests.
(a) Adversity of interests defined. For purposes of these standards, adversity of
interests exists when a lawyer or lawyers associated in practice:
(i)

Formally represent more than one client in a proceeding and have a
duty to contend in behalf of one client that which their duty to
another requires them to oppose.

(ii)

Formally represent more than one client and it is their duty to
contend in behalf of one client that which may prejudice the other
client's interests at any point in the proceeding.

(iii)

Formally represent one client but are required by some third person
or institution, including their employer, to accommodate their
representation of that client to factors unrelated to the client's
legitimate interests.

(b)Resolution of adversity. At the earliest feasible opportunity, counsel should
disclose to the client any interest in or connection with the case or any other
matter that might be relevant to the client's selection of a lawyer. Counsel should
at the same time seek to determine whether adversity of interests potentially exists
and, if so, should immediately seek to withdraw from representation of the client
who will be least prejudiced by such withdrawal.
Standard 3.3. Confidentiality.
(a) Establishment of confidential relationship. Counsel should seek from the outset
to establish a relationship of trust and confidence with the client. The lawyer

should explain that full disclosure to counsel of all facts known to the client is
necessary for effective representation, and at the same time explain that the
lawyer's obligation of confidentiality makes privileged the client's disclosures
relating to the case.
(b) Preservation of client's confidences and secrets.
(i)

Except as permitted by 3.3(d), below, an attorney should not
knowingly reveal a confidence or secret of a client to another,
including the parent of a juvenile client.

(ii)

Except as permitted by 3.3(d), below, an attorney should not
knowingly use a confidence or secret of a client to the
disadvantage of the client or, unless the attorney has secured the
consent of the client after full disclosure, for the attorney's own
advantage or that of a third person.

(c) Preservation of secrets of a juvenile client's parent or guardian. The attorney
should not reveal information gained from or concerning the parent or guardian of
a juvenile client in the course of representation with respect to a delinquency or in
need of supervision proceeding against the client, where (1) the parent or guardian
has requested the information be held inviolate, or (2) disclosure of the
information would likely be embarrassing or detrimental to the parent or guardian
and (3) preservation would not conflict with the attorney's primary responsibility
to the interests of the client.
(i)

The attorney should not encourage secret communications when it
is apparent that the parent or guardian believes those
communications to be confidential or privileged and disclosure
may become necessary to full and effective representation of the
client.

(ii)

Except as permitted by 3.3(d), below, an attorney should not
knowingly reveal the parent's secret communication to others or
use a secret communication to the parent's disadvantage or to the
advantage of the attorney or of a third person, unless (1) the parent
competently consents to such revelation or use after full disclosure
or (2) such disclosure or use is necessary to the discharge of the
attorney's primary responsibility to the client.

Disclosure of confidential communications. In addition to circumstances
specifically mentioned above, a lawyer may reveal:
(i)

Confidences or secrets with the informed and competent consent of
the client or clients affected, but only after full disclosure of all
relevant circumstances to them. If the client is a juvenile incapable

of considered judgment with respect to disclosure of a secret or
confidence, a lawyer may reveal such communications if such
disclosure (1) will not disadvantage the juvenile and (2) will
further rendition of counseling, advice or other service to the
client.
(ii)

Confidences or secrets when permitted under disciplinary rules of
the ABA Code of Professional Responsibility or as required by law
or court order.

(iii)

The intention of a client to commit a crime or an act which if done
by an adult would constitute a crime, or acts that constitute neglect
or abuse of a child, together with any information necessary to
prevent such conduct. A lawyer must reveal such intention if the
conduct would seriously endanger the life or safety of any person
or corrupt the processes of the courts and the lawyer believes
disclosure is necessary to prevent the harm. If feasible, the lawyer
should first inform the client of the duty to make such revelation
and seek to persuade the client to abandon the plan.

(iv)

Confidences or secrets material to an action to collect a fee or to
defend himself or herself or any employees or associates against an
accusation of wrongful conduct.

Standard 3.4. Advice and Service with Respect to Anticipated Unlawful Conduct. It
is unprofessional conduct for a lawyer to assist a client to engage in conduct the lawyer
believes to be illegal or fraudulent, except as part of a bona fide effort to determine the
validity, scope, meaning or application of a law.
Standard 3.5. Duty to Keep Client Informed. The lawyer has a duty to keep the client
informed of the developments in the case, and of the lawyer's efforts and progress with
respect to all phases of representation. This duty may extend, in the case of a juvenile
client, to a parent or guardian whose interests are not adverse to the juvenile's, subject to
the requirements of confidentiality set forth in 3.3, above.
PART IV. INITIAL STAGES OF REPRESENTATION
Standard 4.1. Prompt Action to Protect the Client. Many important rights of clients
involved in juvenile court proceedings can be protected only by prompt advice and
action. The lawyers should immediately inform clients of their rights and pursue any
investigatory or procedural steps necessary to protection of their clients' interests.
Standard 4.2. Interviewing the Client.
(a) The lawyer should confer with a client without delay and as often as necessary to
ascertain all relevant facts and matters of defense known to the client.

(b) In interviewing a client, it is proper for the lawyer to question the credibility of
the client's statements or those of any other witness. The lawyer may not,
however, suggest expressly or by implication that the client or any other witness
prepare or give, on oath or to the lawyer, a version of the facts which is in any
respect untruthful, nor may the lawyer intimate that the client should be less than
candid in revealing material facts to the attorney.
Standard 4.3. Investigation and Preparation.
(a) It is the duty of the lawyer to conduct a prompt investigation of the circumstances
of the case and to explore all avenues leading to facts concerning responsibility
for the acts or conditions alleged and social or legal dispositional alternatives.
The investigation should always include efforts to secure information in the
possession of prosecution, law enforcement, education, probation and social
welfare authorities. The duty to investigate exists regardless of the client's
admissions or statements of facts establishing responsibility for the alleged facts
and conditions or of any stated desire by the client to admit responsibility for
those acts and conditions.
(b) Where circumstances appear to warrant it, the lawyer should also investigate
resources and services available in the community and, if appropriate, recommend
them to the client and the client's family. The lawyer's responsibility in this
regard is independent of the posture taken with respect to any proceeding in
which the client is involved.
(c) It is unprofessional conduct for a lawyer to use illegal means to obtain evidence or
information or to employ, instruct or encourage others to do so.
Standard 4.4. Relations with Prospective Witnesses.
The ethical and legal rules concerning counsel's relations with lay and expert witnesses
generally govern lawyers engaged in juvenile court representation.
PART V. ADVISING AND COUNSELING THE CLIENT
Standard 5.1. Advising the Client Concerning the Case.
(a) After counsel is fully informed on the facts and the law, he or she should with
complete candor advise the client involved in juvenile court proceedings
concerning all aspects of the case, including counsel's frank estimate of the
probable outcome. It is unprofessional conduct for a lawyer intentionally to
understate or overstate the risks, hazards or prospects of the case in order unduly
or improperly to influence the client's determination of his or her posture in the
matter.

(b) The lawyer should caution the client to avoid communication about the case with
witnesses where such communication would constitute, apparently or in reality,
improper activity. Where the right to jury trial exists and has been exercised, the
lawyer should further caution the client with regard to communication with
prospective or selected jurors.
Standard 5.2. Control and Direction of the Case.
(a) Certain decisions relating to the conduct of the case are in most cases ultimately
for the client and others are ultimately for the lawyer. The client, after full
consultation with counsel, is ordinarily responsible for determining:
(i)

the plea to be entered at adjudication;

(ii)

whether to cooperate in consent judgment or early disposition plans;

(iii)

whether to be tried as a juvenile or an adult, where the client has that
choice;

(iv)

whether to waive jury trial;

(v)

whether to testify on his or her own behalf.

(b) Decisions concerning what witnesses to call, whether and how to conduct crossexamination, what jurors to accept and strike, what trial motions should be made,
and any other strategic and tactical decisions not inconsistent with determinations
ultimately the responsibility of and made by the client, are the exclusive province
of the lawyer after full consultation with the client.
(c) If a disagreement on significant matters of tactics or strategy arises between the
lawyer and the client, the lawyer should make a record of the circumstances, his
or her advice and reasons, and the conclusion reached. This record should be
made in a manner which protects the confidentiality of the lawyer-client
relationship.
Standard 5.3. Counseling. A lawyer engaged in juvenile court representation often has
occasion to counsel the client and, in some cases, the client's family with respect to
nonlegal matters. This responsibility is generally appropriate to the lawyer's role and
should be discharged, as any other, to the best of the lawyer's training and ability.
PART VI. INTAKE, EARLY DISPOSITION AND DETENTION
Standard 6.1. Intake and Early Disposition Generally. Whenever the nature and
circumstances of the case permit, counsel should explore the possibility of early diversion
from the formal juvenile court process through subjudicial agencies and other community

resources. Participation in pre- or nonjudicial stages of the juvenile court process may be
critical to such diversion, as well as to protection of the client's rights.
Standard 6.2. Intake Hearings.
(a) In jurisdictions where intake hearings are held prior to reference of a juvenile
court matter for judicial proceedings, the lawyer should be familiar with and
explain to the client and, if the client is a minor, to the client's parents, the nature
of the hearing, the procedures to be followed, the several dispositions available
and their probable consequences. The lawyer should further advise the client of
his or her rights at the intake hearing, including the privilege against selfincrimination where appropriate, and of the use that may be made of the client's
statements.
(b) The lawyer should be prepared to make to the intake hearing officer arguments
concerning the jurisdictional sufficiency of the allegations made and to present
facts and circumstances relating to the occurrence of and the client's responsibility
for the acts or conditions charged or to the necessity for official treatment of the
matter.
Standard 6.3. Early Disposition.
(a) When the client admits the acts or conditions alleged in the juvenile court
proceeding and, after investigation, the lawyer is satisfied that the admission is
factually supported and that the court would have jurisdiction to act, the lawyer
should, with the client's consent, consider developing or cooperating in the
development of a plan for informal or voluntary adjustment of the case.
(b) A lawyer should not participate in an admission of responsibility by the client for
purposes of securing informal or early disposition when the client denies
responsibility for the acts or conditions alleged.
Standard 6.4. Detention.
(a) If the client is detained or the client's child is held in shelter care, the lawyer
should immediately consider all steps that may in good faith be taken to secure
the child's release from custody.
(b) Where the intake department has initial responsibility for custodial decisions, the
lawyer should promptly seek to discover the grounds for removal from the home
and may present facts and arguments for release at the intake hearing or earlier. If
a judicial detention hearing will be held, the attorney should be prepared, where
circumstances warrant, to present facts and arguments relating to the jurisdictional
sufficiency of the allegations, the appropriateness of the place of and criteria used
for detention, and any noncompliance with procedures for referral to court or for

detention. The attorney should also be prepared to present evidence with regard
to the necessity for detention and a plan for pretrial release of the juvenile.
(c) The lawyer should not personally guarantee the attendance or behavior of the
client or any other person, whether as surety on a bail bond or otherwise.
PART VII. ADJUDICATION
Standard 7.1. Adjudication without Trial.
(a) Counsel may conclude, after full investigation and preparation, that under the
evidence and the law the charges involving the client will probably be sustained.
Counsel should so advise the client and, if negotiated pleas are allowed under
prevailing law, may seek the client's consent to engage in plea discussions with
the prosecuting agency. Where the client denies guilt, the lawyer cannot properly
participate in submitting a plea of involvement when the prevailing law requires
that such a plea be supported by an admission of responsibility in fact.
(b) The lawyer should keep the client advised of all developments during plea
discussions with the prosecuting agency and should communicate to the client all
proposals made by the prosecuting agency. Where it appears that the client's
participation in a psychiatric, medical, social or other diagnostic or treatment
regime would be significant in obtaining a desired result, the lawyer should so
advise the client and, when circumstances warrant, seek the client's consent to
participation in such a program.
Standard 7.2. Formality, In General. While the traditional formality and procedure of
criminal trials may not in every respect be necessary to the proper conduct of juvenile
court proceedings, it is the lawyer's duty to make all motions, objections or requests
necessary to protection of the client's rights in such form and at such time as will best
serve the client's legitimate interests at trial or on appeal.
Standard 7.3. Discovery and Motion Practice.
(a) Discovery.
(i) Counsel should promptly seek disclosure of any documents, exhibits or other
information potentially material to representation of clients in juvenile court
proceedings. If such disclosure is not readily available through informal
processes, counsel should diligently pursue formal methods of discovery
including, where appropriate, the filing of motions for bills of particulars, for
discovery and inspection of exhibits, documents and photographs, for
production of statements by and evidence favorable to the respondent, for
production of a list of witnesses, and for the taking of depositions.

(ii) In seeking discovery, the lawyer may find that rules specifically applicable to
juvenile court proceedings do not exist in a particular jurisdiction or that they
improperly or unconstitutionally limit disclosure. In order to make possible
adequate representation of the client, counsel should in such cases investigate
the appropriateness and feasibility of employing discovery techniques
available in criminal or civil proceedings in the jurisdiction.
(b) Other motions. Where the circumstances warrant, counsel should promptly make
any motions material to the protection and vindication of the client's rights, such
as motions to dismiss the petition, to suppress evidence, for mental examination,
or appointment of an investigator or expert witness, for severance, or to disqualify
a judge. Such motions should ordinarily be made in writing when that would be
required for similar motions in civil or criminal proceedings in the jurisdiction. If
a hearing on the motion is required, it should be scheduled at some time prior to
the adjudication hearing if there is any likelihood that consolidation will work to
the client's disadvantage.
Standard 7.4. Compliance with Orders.
(a) Control of proceedings is principally the responsibility of the court, and the
lawyer should comply promptly with all rules, orders and decisions of the judge.
Counsel has the right to make respectful requests for reconsideration of adverse
rulings and has the duty to set forth on the record adverse rulings or judicial
conduct which counsel considers prejudicial to the client's legitimate interests.
(b) The lawyer should be prepared to object to the introduction of any evidence
damaging to the client's interest if counsel has any legitimate doubt concerning its
admissibility under constitutional or local rules of evidence.
Standard 7.5. Relations with Court and Participants.
(a) The lawyer should at all times support the authority of the court by preserving
professional decorum and by manifesting an attitude of professional respect
toward the judge, opposing counsel, witnesses and jurors
(i) When court is in session, the lawyer should address the court and not the
prosecutor directly on any matter relating to the case unless the person
acting as prosecutor is giving evidence in the proceeding.
(ii) It is unprofessional conduct for a lawyer to engage in behavior or tactics
purposely calculated to irritate or annoy the court, the prosecutor or
probation department personnel.
(b) When in the company of clients or clients' parents, the attorney should maintain a
professional demeanor in all associations with opposing counsel and with court or
probation personnel.

Standard 7.7. Presentation of Evidence.
It is unprofessional conduct for a lawyer knowingly to offer false evidence or to bring
inadmissible evidence to the attention of the trier of fact, to ask questions or display
demonstrative evidence known to be improper or inadmissible, or intentionally to make
impermissible comments or arguments in the presence of the trier of fact. When a jury is
empaneled, if the lawyer has substantial doubt concerning the admissibility of evidence,
he or she should tender it by an offer of proof and obtain a ruling on its admissibility
prior to presentation.
Standard 7.8. Examination of Witnesses.
(a) The lawyer in juvenile court proceedings should be prepared to examine fully any
witness whose testimony is damaging to the client's interests. It is unprofessional
conduct for counsel knowingly to forego or limit examination of a witness when it
is obvious that failure to examine fully will prejudice the client's legitimate
interests.
(b) The lawyer's knowledge that a witness is telling the truth does not preclude crossexamination in all circumstances, but may affect the method and scope of crossexamination. Counsel should not misuse the power of cross-examination or
impeachment by employing it to discredit the honesty or general character of a
witness known to be testifying truthfully.
(c) The examination of all witnesses should be conducted fairly and with due regard
for the dignity and, to the extent allowed by the circumstances of the case, the
privacy of the witness. In general, and particularly when a youthful witness is
testifying, the lawyer should avoid unnecessary intimidation or humiliation of the
witness.
(d) A lawyer should not knowingly call as a witness one who will claim a valid
privilege not to testify for the sole purpose of impressing that claim on the factfinder. In some instances, as defined in the ABA Code of Professional
Responsibility, doing so will constitute unprofessional conduct.
(e) It is unprofessional conduct to ask a question that implies the existence of a
factual predicate which the examiner knows cannot be supported by evidence.

Standard 7.9. Testimony by the Respondent.
(a) It is the lawyer's duty to protect the client's privilege against self- incrimination in
juvenile court proceedings. When the client has elected not to testify, the lawyer
should be alert to invoke the privilege and should insist on its recognition unless
the client competently decides that invocation should not be continued.
(b) If the respondent has admitted to counsel facts which establish his or her
responsibility for the acts or conditions alleged and if the lawyer, after
independent investigation, is satisfied that those admissions are true, and the
respondent insists on exercising the right to testify at the adjudication hearing, the
lawyer must advise the client against taking the stand to testify falsely and, if
necessary, take appropriate steps to avoid lending aid to perjury.
(i)

If, before adjudication, the respondent insists on taking the stand to testify
falsely, the lawyer must withdraw from the case if that is feasible and
should seek the leave of the court to do so if necessary.

(ii)

If withdrawal from the case is not feasible or is not permitted by the court,
or if the situation arises during adjudication without notice, it is
unprofessional conduct for the lawyer to lend aid to perjury or to use the
perjured testimony. Before the respondent takes the stand in these
circumstances the lawyer should, if possible, make a record of the fact that
respondent is taking the stand against the advice of counsel without
revealing that fact to the court. Counsel's examination should be confined
to identifying the witness as the respondent and permitting the witness to
make his or her statement to the trier of fact. Counsel may not engage in
direct examination of the respondent in the conventional manner and may
not recite or rely on the false testimony in argument.

Standard 7.10. Argument. The lawyer in juvenile court representation should comply
with the rules generally governing argument in civil and criminal proceedings.
PART VIII. TRANSFER PROCEEDINGS
Standard 8.1. In General. A proceeding to transfer a respondent from the jurisdiction
of the juvenile court to a criminal court is a critical stage in both juvenile and criminal
justice processes. Competent representation by counsel is essential to the protection of
the juvenile's rights in such a proceeding.
Standard 8.2. Investigation and Preparation.
(a) In any case where transfer is likely, counsel should seek to discover at the earliest
opportunity whether transfer will be sought and, if so, the procedure and criteria
according to which that determination will be made.

(b) The lawyer should promptly investigate all circumstances of the case bearing on
the appropriateness of transfer and should seek disclosure of any reports or other
evidence that will be submitted to or may be considered by the court in the course
of transfer proceedings. Where circumstances warrant, counsel should promptly
move for appointment of an investigator or expert witness to aid in the
preparation of the defense and for any other order necessary to protection of the
client's rights.
Standard 8.3. Advising and Counseling the Client Concerning Transfer. Upon
learning that transfer will be sought or may be elected, counsel should fully explain the
nature of the proceeding and the consequences of transfer to the client and the client's
parents. In so doing, counsel may further advise the client concerning participation in
diagnostic and treatment programs which may provide information material to the
transfer decision.
Standard 8.4. Transfer Hearings. If a transfer hearing is held, the rules set forth in Part
VII of these standards shall generally apply to counsel's conduct of that hearing.
Standard 8.5. Post-Hearing Remedies. If transfer for criminal prosecution is ordered,
the lawyer should act promptly to preserve an appeal from that order and should be
prepared to make any appropriate motions for post-transfer relief.
PART IX. DISPOSITION
Standard 9.1. In General. The active participation of counsel at disposition is often
essential to protection of clients' rights and to furtherance of their legitimate interests. In
many cases the lawyer's most valuable service to clients will be rendered at this stage of
the proceeding.
Standard 9.2. Investigation and Preparation.
(a) Counsel should be familiar with the dispositional alternatives available to the
court, with its procedures and practices at the disposition stage, and with
community services that might be useful in the formation of a dispositional plan
appropriate to the client's circumstances.
(b) The lawyer should promptly investigate all sources of evidence including any
reports or other information that will be brought to the court's attention and
interview all witnesses material to the disposition decision.
(c) If access to social investigation, psychological, psychiatric or other reports or
information is not provided voluntarily or promptly, counsel should be prepared
to seek their disclosure and time to study them through formal measures.
(d) Whether or not social and other reports are readily available, the lawyer has a
duty independently to investigate the client's circumstances, including such

factors as previous history, family relations, economic condition and any other
information relevant to disposition.
(e) The lawyer should seek to secure the assistance of psychiatric, psychological,
medical or other expert personnel needed for purposes of evaluation, consultation
or testimony with respect to formation of a dispositional plan.
Standard 9.3. Counseling Prior to Disposition.
(a) The lawyer should explain to the client the nature of the disposition hearing, the
issues involved and the alternatives open to the court. The lawyer should also
explain fully and candidly the nature, obligations and consequences of any
proposed dispositional plan, including the meaning of conditions of probation, the
characteristics of any institution to which commitment is possible, and the
probable duration of the client's responsibilities under the proposed dispositional
plan. Ordinarily, the lawyer should not make or agree to a specific dispositional
recommendation without the client's consent.
(b) When psychological or psychiatric evaluations are ordered by the court or
arranged by counsel prior to disposition, the lawyer should explain the nature of
the procedure to the client and encourage the client's cooperation with the person
or persons administering the diagnostic procedure.
(c) The lawyer must exercise discretion in revealing or discussing the contents of
psychiatric, psychological, medical and social reports, tests or evaluations bearing
on the client's history or condition or, if the client is a juvenile, the history or
condition of the client's parents. In general, the lawyer should not disclose data or
conclusions contained in such reports to the extent that, in the lawyer's judgment
based on knowledge of the client and the client's family, revelation would be
likely to affect adversely the client's well-being or relationships within the family
and disclosure is not necessary to protect the client's interests in the proceeding.
Standard 9.4. Disposition Hearing.
(a) It is the lawyer's duty to insist that proper procedure be followed throughout the
disposition stage and that orders entered be based on adequate reliable evidence.
(b) Where the dispositional hearing is not separate from adjudication or where the
court does not have before it all evidence required by statute, rules of court or the
circumstances of the case, the lawyer should seek a continuance until such
evidence can be presented if to do so would serve the client's interests.
(c) The lawyer at disposition should be free to examine fully and to impeach any
witness whose evidence is damaging to the client's interests and to challenge the
accuracy, credibility and weight of any reports, written statements or other
evidence before the court. The lawyer should not knowingly limit or forego

examination or contradiction by proof of any witness, including a social worker or
probation department officer, when failure to examine fully will prejudice the
client's interests. Counsel may seek to compel the presence of witnesses whose
statements of fact or opinion are before the court or the production of other
evidence on which conclusions of fact presented at disposition are based.
(d) The lawyer may, during disposition, ask that the client be excused during
presentation of evidence when, in counsel's judgment, exposure to a particular
item of evidence would adversely affect the well-being of the client or the client's
relationship with his or her family, and the client's presence is not necessary to
protecting his or her interests in the proceeding.
Standard 9.5. Counseling After Disposition.
When a dispositional decision has been reached, it is the lawyer's duty to explain the
nature, obligations and consequences of the disposition to the client and his or her family
and to urge upon the client the need for accepting and cooperating with the dispositional
order. If appeal from either the adjudicative or dispositional decree is contemplated, the
client should be advised of that possibility, but the attorney must counsel compliance
with the court's decision during the interim.
PART X. REPRESENTATION AFTER DISPOSITION
Standard 10.1. Relations with the Client After Disposition.
(a) The lawyer's responsibility to the client does not necessarily end with dismissal of
the charges or entry of a final dispositional order. The attorney should be
prepared to counsel and render or assist in securing appropriate legal services for
the client in matters arising from the original proceeding.
(b) If the client has been found to be within the juvenile court's jurisdiction, the
lawyer should maintain contact with both the client and the agency or institution
involved in the disposition plan in order to ensure that the client's rights are
respected and, where necessary, to counsel the client and the client's family
concerning the dispositional plan.
(c) Whether or not the charges against the client have been dismissed, where the
lawyer is aware that the client or the client's family needs and desires community
or other medical, psychiatric, psychological, social or legal services, he or she
should render all possible assistance in arranging for such services.
(d) The decision to pursue an available claim for postdispositional relief from judicial
and correctional or other administrative determinations related to juvenile court
proceedings, including appeal, habeas corpus or an action to protect the client's
right to treatment, is ordinarily the client's responsibility after full consultation
with counsel.

Standard 10.2. Post-Dispositional Hearings Before the Juvenile Court.
(a) The lawyer who represents a client during initial juvenile court proceedings
should ordinarily be prepared to represent the client with respect to proceedings to
review or modify adjudicative or dispositional orders made during earlier hearings
or to pursue any affirmative remedies that may be available to the client under
local juvenile court law.
(b) The lawyer should advise the client of the pendency or availability of a
postdispositional hearing or proceeding and of its nature, issues and potential
consequences. Counsel should urge and, if necessary, seek to facilitate the
prompt attendance at any such hearing of the client and of any material witnesses
who may be called.
Standard 10.3. Counsel on Appeal.
(a) Trial counsel, whether retained or appointed by the court, should conduct the
appeal unless new counsel is substituted by the client or by the appropriate court.
Where there exists an adequate pool of competent counsel available for
assignment to appeals from juvenile court orders and substitution will not work
substantial disadvantage to the client's interests, new counsel may be appointed in
place of trial counsel.
(b) Whether or not trial counsel expects to conduct the appeal, he or she should
promptly inform the client, and where the client is a minor and the parents'
interests are not adverse, the client's parents of the right to appeal and take all
steps necessary to protect that right until appellate counsel is substituted or the
client decides not to exercise this privilege.
(c) Counsel on appeal, after reviewing the record below and undertaking any other
appropriate investigation, should candidly inform the client as to whether there
are meritorious grounds for appeal and the probable results of any such appeal,
and should further explain the potential advantages and disadvantages associated
with appeal. However, appellate counsel should not seek to withdraw from a case
solely because his or her own analysis indicates that the appeal lacks merit.
Standard 10.4. Conduct of the Appeal.
The rules generally governing conduct of appeals in criminal and civil cases govern
conduct of appeals in juvenile court matters.
Standard 10.5. Post-Dispositional Remedies: Protection of the Client's Right to
Treatment.
(a) A lawyer who has represented a client through trial and/or appellate proceedings
should be prepared to continue representation when post-dispositional action,

whether affirmative or defensive, is sought, unless new counsel is appointed at the
request of the client or continued representation would, because of geographical
considerations or other factors, work unreasonable hardship.
(b) Counsel representing a client in post-dispositional matters should promptly
undertake any factual or legal investigation in order to determine whether grounds
exist for relief from juvenile court or administrative action. If there is reasonable
prospect of a favorable result, the lawyer should advise the client and, if their
interests are not adverse, the client's parents of the nature, consequences, probable
outcome and advantages or disadvantages associated with such proceedings.
(c) The lawyer engaged in post-dispositional representation should conduct those
proceedings according to the principles generally governing representation in
juvenile court matters.

Standard 10.6. Probation Revocation; Parole Revocation.
(a) Trial counsel should be prepared to continue representation if revocation of the
client's probation or parole is sought, unless new counsel is appointed or
continued representation would, because of geographical or other factors, work
unreasonable hardship.
(b) Where proceedings to revoke conditional liberty are conducted in substantially the
same manner as original petitions alleging delinquency or need for supervision,
the standards governing representation in juvenile court generally apply. Where
special procedures are used in such matters, counsel should advise the client
concerning those procedures and be prepared to participate in the revocation
proceedings at the earliest stage.
Standard 10.7. Challenges to the Effectiveness of Counsel.
(a) A lawyer appointed or retained to represent a client previously represented by
other counsel has a good faith duty to examine prior counsel's actions and
strategy. If, after investigation, the new attorney is satisfied that prior counsel did
not provide effective assistance, the client should be so advised and any
appropriate relief for the client on that ground should be vigorously pursued.
(b) A lawyer whose conduct of a juvenile court case is drawn into question may
testify in judicial, administrative or investigatory proceedings concerning the
matters charged, even though in so doing the lawyer must reveal information
which was given by the client in confidence.
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to reequire that a child be givven a meaningful
oppoortunity to confer withh counsel before
b
waivving his or her right to coounsel and thhat all
suchh waivers bee in writing.. The Comm
mittee
also proposed new subdivvision (b)(3) requirring that wheen a child ennters a plea or is
beinng tried for a delinquent act, the written
waivver of counsel be suubmitted “inn the
pressence of a parent, legaal custodiann, responnsible adult relative, or attorney
a
assiigned
by the
t court too assist the child, who shall
verify on the written
w
waiveer that the child's
deciision to waivve counsel haas been discuussed
withh the child annd appears too be knowingg and
voluuntary.” SeeeFla. R. Juvv. P. 8.165(bb)(3).
These proposalss were unannimously reecommennded to the Committee by The Fllorida
Bar's Commissiion on the Legal Needds of
Chilldren (Comm
mission), an interdiscipllinary
stateewide comm
mission whoose mission is to
studdy the legal needs of chhildren in Fllorida
and recommendd ways to help
h
childrenn appearring in Floridda courts. The Commisssion's
20022 report adddressed thee legal needds of
childdren accordiing to five priority
p
areas: (1)
reprresentation; (2)
( treatmentt and servicees; (3)
conffidentiality; (4) educatioon and the roole of
The Florida Barr; and (5) tecchnology annd the
courrt. With regard to reppresentation, the
Com
mmission adopted the Representtation
Subccommittee's Report, which madde a
num
mber of recom
mmendationns to improvve the
reprresentation of
o children in
i Florida coourts.
The Commissioon noted thhat a distuurbing
mber of chiildren waive their righht to
num
counnsel in delinquency procceedings*4644 and
draffted the prooposed amendments to rule
8.1665(a) to provvide standardds to be used be-
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fore a child in delinquency proceedings may
waive his or her right to counsel. Final Report of The Florida Bar Commission on the
Legal Needs of Children 5, 12-13, appendix
A (2002).FN1 Additionally, both the Steering
Committee on Families and Children in the
Court (Steering Committee) and the Florida
Public Defender Association (FPDA) supported the proposals. After considering the
Committee's report and hearing oral argument, the Court adopted the amendment to
rule 8. 165(a) requiring all waivers of
counsel to be in writing, as well as new subdivision (b)(3). However, the Court ultimately deferred consideration of the proposed amendment requiring prewaiver
consultation with an attorney, stating:
FN1. The proposals submitted to the
Court by the Juvenile Court Rules
Committee were almost identical to
the proposed amendments drafted by
the Commission.
Although we believe that consultation with
an attorney prior to waiving counsel is an
important additional safeguard designed to
protect a juvenile's constitutional right to
counsel, we are also mindful of the potential financial impact of this requirement.
We note that one of the recommendations
of the representation subcommittee that
was adopted by the full Commission on the
Legal Needs of Children was to encourage
efforts seeking legislative changes that
would “create” a right to a prewaiver consultation and authorize the public defender
to provide the required consultation. In
fact, in its June 2002 Final Report, the
Commission specifically recommended:
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5. Florida law should specifically create a
right for children to consult counsel,
short of outright appointment for the duration of the case, in the following instances:
a. Regarding waiver of counsel or other
right or legal interest in a delinquency
proceeding, prior to the appointment of
the Public Defender by a judge, or at any
time thereafter where waiver is sought;
....
6. Florida law should specifically authorize
the Public Defender to provide the consultation services outlined in # 5 above.
This recommendation would necessitate
the legislature appropriating additional
funds for the Public Defender to adequately provide consultation services.
These two recommended changes in the law
could be made by amending sections
985.203(1) and 27.51, Florida Statutes
(2004).
Because of the potential financial impact of
the amendment to rule 8.165(a) regarding
consultation with attorneys and our desire
to work cooperatively with the Legislature,
we urge the Legislature to consider the
Commission's recommendations. We also
strongly urge that the voluntary practice
that exists in many jurisdictions in which
consultation with an attorney takes place be
continued and, where possible, expanded in
the interim.
We thus decline to adopt at this time the
portion of rule 8.165(a) regarding consul-
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tation with an attorney prior to a waiver.
We emphasize that we are not rejecting this
proposed amendment to rule 8.165(a), but
are merely deferring its consideration. We
intend to readdress the adoption of the
amendment to rule 8.165(a) at a future time
following the conclusion of the legislative
session. We further take this opportunity to
reinforce that it is critical for delinquency
judges to ensure that any waiver of counsel
by a child is knowingly and voluntarily*465 given, especially prior to accepting
a plea of guilty or nolo contendere.
Amendments to Fla. Rules of Juv. Pro.,
894 So.2d 875, 880-81 (Fla.2005).
Subsequently, given the Court's concerns
regarding the potential financial impact on
the public defenders of requiring a prewaiver
consultation with counsel, the Court directed
the Committee to seek input from the FPDA
concerning this issue. Further, in 2005, the
National Juvenile Defender Center (NJDC)
conducted an assessment of children's access
to counsel in delinquency proceedings in
Florida and issued a report. This report made
some sobering observations. The NJDC reported that (1) even very young children in
Florida's courts routinely waive counsel,
sometimes with subtle encouragement from
judges; (2) that this is done without counsel
being present or any meaningful discussion
of the potential long term disadvantages; (3)
that the rule requiring a written waiver is
generally followed, but seems to be regarded
as a substitute for a meaningful inquiry into
the child's understanding; (4) that the rule
requiring consultation with an adult about the
waiver decision is “routinely flouted,” and
(5) that consultation with a parent may also
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be an inadequate safeguard, given the other
subtle disincentives for exercising the right to
counsel, such as indigence and application
fees, surcharges, complex application forms,
and inadequate oversight of indigence determinations by judges. Patricia Puritz &
Cathryn Crawford, National Juvenile Defender Center, Florida: An Assessment of
Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings 3 (2006),
available at http:// www. njdc. info/ pdf/
Florida% 20 Assessment. pdf. The NJDC's
report also made the following specific
recommendation:
Further restrictions on waiver of counsel
must be established consistent with national standards. Youth should not be permitted to waive counsel without prior
consultation with such counsel. Counsel
should assist the client in making an informed, knowing and voluntary choice and
stand-by counsel should be available in the
event of waiver. It is imperative that youth
understand the long-term consequences of
a juvenile adjudication.
Id. at 4.
Accordingly, on June 22, 2007, the Committee resubmitted the proposed amendment
to rule 8.165(a) to the Court. The Committee's report states that the FPDA continues to
support the proposed amendment and believes there would be only minimal fiscal
impact as a result of public defenders providing a prewaiver consultation in juvenile
dependency proceedings. Additionally, the
Committee notes that several bills in accordance with the Commission's recommendations were introduced in subsequent legisla-
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tive sessions,FN2 and although these bills ultimately failed to pass, the staff analyses for
several of them, relying upon representations
of the FPDA, noted minimal fiscal impact.FN3
The *466 proposed rule amendment at issue
passed the Committee by a vote of fourteen
to five, and was approved by the Executive
Committee of The Florida Bar Board of
Governors by a unanimous vote of ten to
zero.
FN2. See Fla. SB 88 (2007) (died in
Juvenile Justice Committee); Fla. HB
53 (2007) (withdrawn prior to introduction); Fla. HB 7 (2007) (died in
Juvenile Justice Committee); Fla. SB
526 (2006) (passed by Senate but
died in House Judiciary Committee);
Fla. CS for SB 1218 (2005) (died in
Senate Judiciary Committee).
FN3. See Fla. S. Comm. on Judiciary,
SB 88 (2007) Staff Analysis 3-4
(Mar. 7, 2007) (on file with comm.);
Fla. S. Comm. on Crim. Just., SB 88
(2007) Staff Analysis 3-4 (Feb. 1,
2007) (on file with comm.); Fla. S.
Comm. on Crim. Just., SB 526 (2006)
Staff Analysis 2-3 (Jan. 6, 2006) (on
file with comm.); Fla. S. Comm. on
Crim. Just., CS for SB 1218 (2005)
Staff Analysis 2-3 (Apr. 7, 2005) (on
file with comm.). Of course, as acknowledged in these staff analyses,
the potential fiscal impact that cannot
be determined is that which may occur if more children decide not to
waive their right to counsel as a result
of the prewaiver consultation. The
staff analyses noted that according to
the FDPA, in large circuits like the
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Fourth (Jacksonville), the Eleventh
(Miami), and the Thirteenth (Tampa)
there would be no impact because the
common practice is to appoint a public defender to almost all indigent
children. Other circuits that do not
have this practice could realize a
significant increase in caseloads.
After submission to the Court, the proposed
amendment was published for comment in
the July 15, 2007, edition of The Florida Bar
News.One comment was received from the
FPDA in favor of the proposed amendment.
In its comment, the FPDA expressly agreed
to provide the consultation services required
by the proposed amendment. The FPDA also
represented that it believes the fiscal impact
of requiring a prewaiver consultation will be
minimal, and the resulting increase in caseloads that may occur in some circuits if more
children decide not to waive their right to
counsel will not be unduly burdensome. The
FPDA states that “[m]ost [public defender]
offices will be able to absorb the increases
within current staffing levels or with the addition of a minimal number of positions.”
Finally, the FPDA requests that the Court
balance any potential financial impact
against the likelihood that, if the amendment
to the rule is adopted, there will be fewer
reversals on appeal in cases in which a child
has not received legal counsel.
After considering the Committee's report and
the FPDA's comments, we adopt the
amendment to rule 8. 165(a) as proposed by
the Committee. We adopt the amendment
because we agree with the Committee, the
Commission, the Steering Committee, the
FPDA, and the NJDC that consultation with
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an attorney prior to waiving counsel is an
important and necessary procedural safeguard designed to protect a juvenile's constitutional right to counsel.
The substantive right to counsel for children
in juvenile delinquency proceedings is
firmly established under the United States
Constitution and Florida Statutes. In re
Gault, 387 U.S. 1, 36, 87 S.Ct. 1428, 18
L.Ed.2d 527 (1967); § 985.033(1), Fla. Stat.
(2007) (stating that a child is entitled to representation by legal counsel at all stages of
any delinquency proceeding). Florida courts
have a duty to protect that right. Florida Rule
of Juvenile Procedure 8.165 governs the
appointment and waiver of counsel in juvenile delinquency proceedings. This rule
“contains specific guidelines to ensure that
the substantive right of a juvenile to counsel
is protected.” K.E.N. v. State, 892 So.2d
1176, 1179 (Fla. 5th DCA 2005). Part of
protecting and effectuating a child's right to
counsel in juvenile delinquency proceedings
is ensuring that a waiver of that right by the
child is knowing and voluntary. This Court
has noted that “[i]t is extremely doubtful that
any child of limited experience can possibly
comprehend the importance of counsel.”
State v. T.G., 800 So.2d 204, 211 (Fla.2001)
(quoting P.L.S. v. State, 745 So.2d 555, 557
(Fla. 4th DCA 1999)). Especially given the
observations brought to light by the NJDC's
assessment of children's access to counsel in
delinquency proceedings in our courts, it is
clear that additional safeguards are needed.
Accordingly, we conclude that a meaningful
opportunity to consult with counsel before
waiving the right to counsel is a necessary
step in effectuating and protecting the child's
substantive right to counsel.
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*467 Accordingly, we hereby adopt the
amendment to rule 8.165(a) as set forth in the
appendix to this opinion. Additions are indicated by underscoring; deletions are indicated by struck-through type. The amendment shall become effective on July 1, 2008,
at 12:01 a.m.
It is so ordered.
LEWIS, C.J., and ANSTEAD, PARIENTE,
and QUINCE, JJ., concur.
BELL, J., dissents with an opinion, in which
WELLS and CANTERO, JJ., concur.
BELL, J., dissenting.
Although I fully agree that the problem of
juveniles waiving their right to counsel and
entering pleas without an adequate understanding of the implications of that decision
is a substantial issue that must be confronted,
I cannot agree with the amendment to rule
8.165(a). Essentially, this amendment creates
a new, unwaivable right in all juveniles to a
prewaiver consultation with counsel. Such a
change is clearly substantive, not procedural.FN4 And, given the complete absence of any
substantive law upon which to base this new
rule, I do not believe we can or should use
our procedural rulemaking authority to impose such a sweeping mandate. To do so puts
the proverbial cart before the horse.
FN4. This Court has defined substantive law, procedural law, and
judicial procedural rules as follows:
Substantive law prescribes the duties and rights under our system of
government. The responsibility to
make substantive law is in the leg-
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islature within the limits of the state
and federal constitutions. Procedural law concerns the means and
method to apply and enforce those
duties and rights. Procedural rules
concerning the judicial branch are
the responsibility of this Court,
subject to repeal by the legislature
in accordance with our constitutional provisions.
Benyard v. Wainwright, 322 So.2d
473, 475 (Fla.1975); see also Allen
v. Butterworth, 756 So.2d 52, 60
(Fla.2000) (citing In re Rules of
Criminal Procedure, 272 So.2d 65,
66 (Fla.1972) (Adkins, J., concurring)).
On January 27, 2005, we approved all but
one of the Juvenile Court Rules Committee's
2004 recommended changes to the Rules of
Juvenile Procedure. Among the approved
changes was an amendment to rule 8.
165(a) requiring that any waiver by a child of
the right to counsel be in writing.
http://www.westlaw.com/Find/Default.wl?rs=d
fa1.0&vr=2.0&DB=1000006&DocName=FLSTJU
VPR8.165&FindType=LRule 8. 165(b)(3) was

also added to require that (1) the written
waiver of counsel be submitted to the court in
the presence of a parent, legal guardian, responsible adult relative, or attorney assigned
by the court to assist the child; and (2) this
individual must verify that the child's decision to waive counsel has been discussed and
appears to be knowing and voluntary.
The only rule change recommended by the
Committee that we declined to adopt in
January 2005 was the proposed amendment
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to rule 8.165(a) that, in addition to the above
changes, would mandate that every child
consult with an attorney prior to the court
accepting a waiver of the right to counsel.
The reasons we gave at the time for declining
to adopt this mandate were “[b]ecause of the
potential financial impact of the amendment
... and our desire to work cooperatively with
the Legislature.” Amendments to the Fla.
Rules of Juvenile Procedure, 894 So.2d 875,
880-81 (Fla.2005). Now, the majority has
decided to go ahead and adopt this amendment to rule 8.165(a).
Instead of imposing this substantive change
by amending a procedural rule, I believe we
should continue to follow the recommendation of the Commission on the Legal Needs
of Children (the Commission) and, as we did
in January of 2005, encourage efforts seeking
legislative changes that would (as the Commission properly stated) *468 “create” this
new right to a prewaiver consultation and
authorize the public defender to provide the
required consultation. The Commission
recommended changes in Florida law, not in
our rules of procedure. The Commission
rightly understood that a substantive change
in the law would be required in order to address the problem of uncounseled waivers of
the right to counsel.FN5 As we noted in our
prior opinion, in its June 2002 Final Report,
the Commission specifically recommended
that
FN5. The magnitude of a problem
with unrepresented juveniles is highlighted in the June 2002 Final Report of the Florida Bar's Commission
on the Legal Needs of Children. But,
interestingly, the problem discussed
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in this report is not that unrepresented
juveniles were not freely, voluntarily,
and knowingly waiving their right to
counsel. The problem the Commission discusses was related to waiver
of counsel and recidivism. Though an
important social issue, addressing the
problem of recidivism is not the
purpose of rule 8.165. The report
does say that a preliminary finding
that children entitled to legal representation in delinquency cases often
waived that right was “[a]larming to
many commissioners.” Final Report
of the Florida Bar's Commission on
the Legal Needs of Children 7 (2002).
However, when this statement is
viewed in context, the substance of
the presentation being discussed relates to preliminary research on the
relationship between recidivism and
waiver of counsel. Two university
researchers shared with the Commission their preliminary findings on
juveniles transferred to adult court
who have no lawyer because they
have waived their constitutional right
to counsel. What these researchers
found was that
[a]bout five percent of the transfers
(to adult court) and about 23 percent of juvenile retainees with relatively serious offenses had no
counsel of record. There is a representation issue that might be
important to look into a little more,
and it ties with recidivism. Be
careful. The controls haven't been
done. But preliminary results show
that among the transfers to adult
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court who didn't have counsel, 70
percent of them re-offended. And
44 percent of the juvenile justice
retainees re-offended when they
didn't have counsel. In both instances, this is the highest percentage of re-offense. Failure to have
counsel or legal representation is
linked, at least at this basic analysis,
to higher rates of recidivism.
Id.
5. Florida law should specifically create a
right for children to consult counsel, short
of outright appointment for the duration of
the case, in the following instances:
a. Regarding waiver of counsel or other
right or legal interest in a delinquency
proceeding, prior to the appointment of
the Public Defender by a judge, or at any
time thereafter where waiver is sought;
....
6. Florida law should specifically authorize
the Public Defender to provide the consultation services outlined in # 5 above. This
recommendation would necessitate the
legislature appropriating additional funds
for the Public Defender to adequately provide consultation services.
Amendments to Fla. Rules of Juvenile
Procedure, 894 So.2d at 880 (emphasis
added). “These two recommended changes
in the law could be made by amendingsections 985.203(1) and 27.51, Florida
Statutes (2004).” 894 So.2d at 880.
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Legislative enactment of the Commission's
recommended changes to the statutory law
would provide the requisite basis for this
Court to amend rule 8.165. This change in
law also could come from a change in the
case law. Unfortunately, no such change in
the law has occurred. And, absent any case
holding that such prewaiver consultations are
constitutionally or statutorily required,
seeking the statutory changes recommended
by the Commission remains the only proper
means to address this serious public policy
issue. Indeed, this is the only means that
properly respects*469 the separation of
powers mandated by article II, section 3 of
the Florida Constitution. See Boyd v. Becker,
627 So.2d 481, 484 (Fla.1993) (“While the
Florida Constitution grants this Court exclusive rule-making authority, this power is limited to rules governing procedural matters
and does not extend to substantive rights.”)
(citing art. V, § 2(a), Fla. Const.).
Seeking a change in Florida law is not only
the approach the Commission recommended
to solve the problem but also the approach
that resolves the concerns raised by both the
minority report of the Juvenile Court Rules
Committee and the Supreme Court's Steering
Committee on Families and Children in the
Courts (SCFCC). The minority report dissents from this rule amendment because of
the belief that the change is substantive, not
procedural. The SCFCC raised similar concerns.
Unwilling to await the necessary change in
substantive law, the majority has decided to
go ahead and impose this significant change
in a rules case. The majority's rationale for
doing so rests in large part upon three factors
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occurring since our January 27, 2005, decision:
1. The Florida Public Defenders Association continues to support the change. And,
the FPDA believes the change will have
minimal fiscal impact;
2. In its 2005 report, the National Juvenile
Defender Center (NJDC) recommends this
change. (The NJDC is a juvenile defense
bar advocacy group that describes itself as
“created in 1999 to respond to the critical
need to build capacity of the juvenile defense bar and to improve access to counsel
and quality of representation for children in
the justice system.)” National Juvenile
Defender Center, About Us, http:// www.
njdc. info/ about_ us. php; and
3. Proposed legislation supporting this
substantive change in the law failed to pass
during the 2006 and 2007 Florida legislative sessions.
These three factors are an insufficient basis
for this Court to usurp the legislative prerogative to make this policy decision and to
impose the change in a rules case.
Awaiting appropriate changes in the substantive law does not mean that the problem of
inappropriate waivers of the right to counsel
by juveniles cannot be addressed by the
judicial system. As the proponents of this
rule amendment explained at oral argument,
prewaiver consultations with counsel are
currently a common, voluntary procedure in
many areas of the state. These voluntary
procedures are guided by the discretion of the
local trial judge and the cooperative efforts of
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the public defenders, state attorneys, and the
local bar. Until there is a substantive change
in the law, I believe every effort should be
made to encourage all juvenile judges, state
attorneys, public defenders, and local bar
associations to adopt similar means to assist
the trial judge in assuring that any juvenile
who waives the right to counsel does so
freely, voluntarily, and knowingly.
In addition to these internal efforts, it is also
appropriate to pursue changes in the substantive law. Those who are convinced that
the creation of this new right to a prewaiver
consultation is the best public policy should
continue to urge the Legislature to adopt the
Commission's recommendations and make
the funds available to hire any additional
public defenders necessary to provide these
additional services. Otherwise, the change
would have to come in an appropriate case.
But, until the substantive law is changed, this
Court should not use its rule-making authority to, as the Commission phrased it, “create”
an unwaivable right to a prewaiver consultation with counsel. In other words, until the
substantive law is changed, we should *470
not unilaterally transform these voluntary
efforts across the state into a new “duty and
right.”
Finally, I must raise one significant, ancillary
point of concern about the inevitable, unintended consequences of this new mandate.
The creation of this new, unwaivable right to
a prewaiver consultation with counsel will
spawn significant collateral issues not addressed by the proponents or the majority.
The proponents posit that the prewaiver
consultations will result in fewer reversals on
direct appeal. This might be true. However,
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this argument ignores the reality that the
conversion of what is now a voluntary procedure into a mandatory one also will generate collateral challenges to the adequacy of
the prewaiver consultation afforded by the
“consulting counsel.” This newly created
“consulting counsel” will not have the typical
attorney-client relationship with the child.
The nature of this new relationship and the
scope of duties expected of this “advisory
counsel” will have to be developed by case
law. Moreover, when a child (who at the time
of his collateral proceeding will often have
become an adult) challenges the nature and
scope of any advice given by his “consulting
counsel,” ascertaining what actually transpired between the two will be subject to an
uncertainty of proof even greater than the
troubling uncertainties our courts presently
confront in collateral proceedings where
there is an established attorney-client relationship.
In summary, the problem of juvenile waivers
of counsel is a significant issue that should be
addressed by appropriate means. And, if we
are to convert the current voluntary procedures into mandatory ones, there should first
be a change in the statutory or case law. Once
this substantive change is achieved, this
amendment to rule 8.165(a) would be appropriate. However, until this substantive
right to a prewaiver consultation with counsel is created by a substantive change in the
law, it is inappropriate for this Court to
amend this procedural rule.
For the reasons stated above, I dissent to this
one amendment.
WELLS and CANTERO, JJ., concur.
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APPENDIX
RULE 8.165. PROVIDING COUNSEL
TO PARTIES
(a) Duty of the Court. The court shall advise
the child of the child's right to counsel. The
court shall appoint counsel as provided by
law unless waived by the child at each stage
of the proceeding. Waiver of counsel can
occur only after the child has had a meaningful opportunity to confer with counsel
regarding the child's right to counsel, the
consequences of waiving counsel, and any
other factors that would assist the child in
making the decision to waive counsel. This
waiver shall be in writing.
(b) [No change]
Fla.,2008.
In re Amendment to Florida Rule of Juvenile
Procedure 8.165(a)
981 So.2d 463, 33 Fla. L. Weekly S287
END OF DOCUMENT
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RULE JuCR 7.15
WAIVER OF RIGHT TO COUNSEL
(a) A juvenile who is entitled to representation of counsel in a juvenile court proceeding may
waive his or her right to counsel in the proceeding only after:
(1) the juvenile has been advised regarding the right to counsel by a lawyer who
has been appointed by the court or retained;
(2) a written waiver in the form prescribed in section (c), signed by both the
juvenile and the juvenile’s lawyer, is filed with the court; and
(3) a hearing is held on the record where the advising lawyer appears and the
court, after engaging the juvenile in a colloquy, finds the waiver was knowingly,
intelligently, and voluntarily made and not unduly influenced by the interests of
others, including the parent(s) or guardian(s) of the juvenile.
(b) This rule does not apply to diversion proceedings. See JuCR 6.2 and 6.3
(c) Before a waiver can be accepted by the court, an attorney or the juvenile shall file a
written waiver of the right to counsel in substantially the following form:

(Adopted effective September 1, 2008.)

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON
COUNTY OF _______________________
JUVENILE COURT
STATE OF WASHINGTON v.

NO:
Respondent.

D.O.B.:

1.

WAIVER OF
RIGHT TO COUNSEL

My true name is: _________________________________________________________.
I am also known as: ______________________________________________________.

2.

My age is ____________. Date of birth: _______________________________.

3.

I have completed the ______ grade in school.

4

I understand that I am accused of:
Count I, the offense of:

.

Count II, the offense of:

.

Count III, the offense of:

.

Additional counts:

.

The Standard Disposition Ranges for the offenses are as follows:
[ ] Local Sanctions:
COUNT

SUPERVISION

[ ]1

0 to 12 months

COMMUNITY
RESTITUTION
0 to 150 hours

FINE

DETENTION

CVC

RESTITUTION

$0 to
$500

0 to 30 Days

$75/$100

0 to 150 hours

$0 to
$500

0 to 30 Days

$75/$100

0 to 150 hours

$0 to
$500

0 to 30 Days

$75/$100

[ ] As required
[ ] ______
[ ] As required
[ ] ______
[ ] As required
[ ] ______

[ ]2

0 to 12 months

[ ]3

0 to 12 months

[ ] Juvenile Rehabilitation Administration (JRA) Commitment:
COUN
T
[ ]1

WEEKS AT JUVENILE REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION
(JRA) FACILITY
[ ] 15 to 36 [ ] 30 to 40 [ ] 52 to 65 [ ] 80 to 100 [ ] 103 to 129
[ ] 180 to Age 21

CVC

RESTITUTION

$75/$100

[ ]2

[ ] 15 to 36 [ ] 30 to 40 [ ] 52 to 65 [ ] 80 to 100 [ ] 103 to 129
[ ] 180 to Age 21

$75/$100

[ ]3

[ ] 15 to 36 [ ] 30 to 40 [ ] 52 to 65 [ ] 80 to 100 [ ] 103 to 129
[ ] 180 to Age 21

$75/$100

[ ] As required
[]_
[ ] As required
[]_
[ ] As required
[]_

The maximum possible punishment that can be imposed by Juvenile Court is _____ years or
commitment to JRA to age 21, whichever is less. I also understand that there may be lasting
consequences even after I turn eighteen, if I am found guilty, including: employment
disqualification, loss of my right to possess a firearm, suspension of ability to keep or obtain a
driver’s license, and school notification.
5.

I understand that I have the right to be represented by a lawyer. If I cannot afford to pay
for a lawyer, the court will appoint one to represent me at no cost to me

6.

I understand that an attorney would:
• Represent me and speak on my behalf in court.
•
Advise me about my legal rights and options.
•
Explain and assist me with legal and court procedures.
•
Investigate and explore possible defenses that I may not know about.
•
Prepare and conduct my defense at any court hearing or trial.

7.

I understand that if I represent myself:
• The judge cannot be my attorney and cannot give me any legal advice.
• The prosecuting attorney cannot be my attorney and cannot give me any legal advice.
• The judge, prosecuting attorney and court personnel are not required to explain court
procedures or the law.
• I will be required to follow all legal rules and procedures, including the rules of
evidence.
• It may be difficult for me to do as good a job as an attorney.
• If I represent myself, the judge is not required to provide me with an attorney as a
legal advisor or standby counsel.
• If I later change my mind and decide that I want an attorney to represent me, the
judge may require me to continue to represent myself without a lawyer.

8.

I am making this decision to represent myself knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily.
No one has made any promises or threats to me, and no one has used any influence,
pressure or force of any kind to get me to waive my right to an attorney.

9..

I have read, or have had read to me, this entire document. I want to give up my right to
an attorney. I want to represent myself in this case.

Dated: ______________________

_____________________________________________
RESPONDENT
_____________________________________________
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
_____________________________________________
Type or Print Name/Bar Number

COURT’S CERTIFICATE

After engaging the respondent in a colloquy in open court, I find that the respondent has
knowingly, intelligently, and voluntarily waived his or her right to counsel.

______________________________ DATED:
COMMISSIONER/PRO TEM

JUDGE /COURT
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Preamble and Scope
A. The Origin of the Role of the Juvenile Defender

In a series of cases starting in 1966, the United States Supreme
Court extended bedrock elements of due process to youth
charged in delinquency proceedings. Arguably the most important of these cases, In re Gault1 held that juveniles facing
delinquency proceedings have the right to counsel under the
Due Process Clause of the United States Constitution, applied
to the states through the Fourteenth Amendment. The Court
added juvenile defense counsel to rectify the dilemma ensnaring juveniles across the country, in which juveniles received
“the worst of both worlds . . . neither the protections accorded
to adults nor the solicitous care and regenerative treatment
postulated for children.”2 The Court clearly observed that
juvenile defense counsel’s role in delinquency proceedings
is unique and critical: “[t]he probation officer cannot act as
counsel for the child. His role . . . is as arresting officer and
witness against the child. Nor can the judge represent the
child.”3 The Court concluded that no matter how many court
personnel were charged with looking after the accused child’s
interests, any child facing “the awesome prospect of incarceration” needed “the guiding hand of counsel at every step in
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the proceedings against him” for the same reasons that adults
facing criminal charges need counsel.4
Role of Juvenile
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The introduction of advocates to the juvenile court system
was meant to change delinquency proceedings in several key
ways. First, it was meant to infuse the informal juvenile court
process with more of the jealously-guarded constitutional
protections of adult criminal court and their attendant adversarial tenor. Perhaps more importantly, with attorneys explicitly assigned to advocate on their behalf, juveniles accused
of delinquent acts were to become participants, rather than
spectators, in their court proceedings. The Court observed
specifically that juvenile respondents needed defenders to
enable them “to cope with problems of law, to make skilled
inquiry into the facts, to insist upon regularity of the proceedings, and to ascertain whether [the client] has a defense and to
prepare and submit it.”5
With its decisions in Gault and other cases,6 the Court moved
the treatment of youth in juvenile justice systems into the national spotlight. In 1974, with a goal of protecting the rights
of children, Congress enacted the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act (JJDPA).7 The JJDPA created the National Advisory Committee for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, which was charged with developing national juvenile justice standards and guidelines. The National
Advisory Committee standards, published in 1980, require
that children be represented by counsel in delinquency matters from the earliest stage of the process.8
At the same time, several non-governmental organizations
also recognized the necessity of protections for youth in delinquency courts. Beginning in 1971, and continuing over a tenyear period, the Institute of Judicial Administration (IJA) and
the American Bar Association (ABA) researched, developed
and produced 23 volumes of comprehensive juvenile justice
standards, annotated with explicit policies and guidelines.9
The IJA/ABA Joint Commission on Juvenile Standards relied
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upon the work of approximately 300 dedicated professionals
across the country with expertise in the many disciplines relevant to juvenile justice practice, including the judiciary, social
work, corrections, law enforcement, and education. The Commission circulated draft standards to individuals and organizations throughout the country for comments. The final standards, which were adopted by the ABA in 1982, were crafted
to establish a model juvenile justice system, one that would not
fluctuate in response to transitory headlines or controversies.
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By the early 1980s, there was professional consensus that defense attorneys owe their juvenile clients the same duty of
loyalty as adult clients.10 That coextensive duty of loyalty requires defenders to represent the legitimate “expressed interests” of their juvenile clients, and not the “best interests” as
determined by the attorney.11
B. Present State of Juvenile Defense: A Call for Justice

Recognizing the need for more information about the functioning of delinquency courts across the country, as part of
the reauthorization of the JJDPA in 1992, Congress asked the
federal Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
(OJJDP) to address this issue. One year later, in 1993, OJJDP
responded to Congress’ request by funding the Due Process
Advocacy Project, led by the ABA Juvenile Justice Center,
together with the Youth Law Center and the Juvenile Law
Center. The purpose of the project was to build the capacity
and effectiveness of the juvenile defense bar to ensure that
children have meaningful access to qualified counsel in delinquency proceedings. One result of this collaboration was
the 1995 release of A Call for Justice: An Assessment of Access
to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings, a national review of the legal representation of children
in delinquency proceedings.12 The first systemic national assessment of its kind, the report laid the foundation for a closer
examination of access to counsel, the training and resource
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needs of juvenile defenders, and the quality of legal representation provided by each state’s juvenile indigent defense
system. The report highlighted the gaps in the quality of legal
representation for indigent children across the country.
The findings of A Call for Justice prompted an outpouring
of concern from judges and lawyers across the country, and
pointed to the need for state-specific assessments to guide and
inform legislative reforms. In response, a methodology was
developed to conduct comprehensive assessments of access
to counsel and quality of representation in individual states.
Since 1995, first the ABA Juvenile Justice Center, and then the
National Juvenile Defender Center, have conducted state-specific juvenile defense assessments in 16 states: Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Mississippi, Montana, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Virginia, and Washington. Re-assessments have been
conducted in Kentucky and Louisiana. County-based assessments were conducted in Cook County, Illinois, Marion
County, Indiana and Caddo Parish, Louisiana. The National
Juvenile Defender Center is continuously working with leaders in states who are interested in conducting juvenile indigent defense assessments.
Although each state has its own idiosyncrasies, hundreds of
interviews in assessment after assessment reaffirm the findings first uncovered in A Call for Justice. Since the Gault decision, the role of the juvenile defender has evolved to require a
complex and challenging skill set. Juvenile defense attorneys
must have all the legal knowledge and courtroom skills of a
criminal defense attorney representing adult defendants. In
addition, juvenile defenders must be aware of the strengths
and needs of their juvenile clients and of their clients’ families, communities, and other social structures. Juvenile defenders must: understand child and adolescent development
to be able to communicate effectively with their clients, and
to evaluate the client’s level of maturity and competency and
its relevancy to the delinquency case; have knowledge of and
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contacts at community-based programs to compose an individualized disposition plan; be able to enlist the client’s parent or guardian as an ally without compromising the attorney-client relationship; know the intricacies of mental health
and special education law, as well as the network of schools
that may or may not be appropriate placements for the client;
and communicate the long- and short-term collateral consequences of a juvenile adjudication, including the possible impact on public housing, school and job applications, eligibility
for financial aid, and participation in the armed forces.
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There are many juvenile defense attorneys who, in the face of
daunting systemic and other obstacles, offer their clients zealous, holistic, client-centered advocacy. Unfortunately, as A Call
for Justice first revealed, these attorneys are the exception and
not the norm: in jurisdiction after jurisdiction, systemic and
other barriers prevent juvenile defenders from realizing the
constitutionally-mandated vision of their role. For example,
on average, juvenile defenders’ caseloads are staggeringly
high, and these crushing caseloads have redounding repercussions: plea agreements function as a case management tool
and are entered into without previous, independent investigation; pre-trial advocacy to test the strengths and weaknesses
of the government’s case is often set aside; and already scarce
resources, stretched thin to provide basic services, like office
space, computers, desks, and files, are not available for investigators, social workers, and expert witnesses. Also, across the
country, juvenile court suffers from a “kiddie court” mentality where stakeholders do not believe that juvenile court is
important. Finally, in some jurisdictions, because they view
juvenile court first and foremost as an opportunity to “help
a child,” judges and other system participants undermine attorneys’ efforts to challenge the government’s evidence and
provide zealous, client-centered representation, considering
such advocacy an impediment to the smooth function of the
court. As a result, many juvenile courts still operate in a preGault mode in which the defense attorney is irrelevant, real
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lawyering cannot occur, and the fair administration of justice
is impeded.
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C. Goals of These Principles

The Principles that follow are developed to describe the
unique and critical role juvenile defense attorneys play in
juvenile proceedings. Hundreds of interviews with juvenile
justice system stakeholders reveal that the juvenile defense
attorney’s role is perceived differently by different courtroom
actors. While there are of course exceptions, across the country, prosecutors and probation officers often view zealous juvenile defense attorneys as obstructionists who overlook the
compelling needs of their clients in service to the single and
monolithic goal of “getting the client off, and communicate,
in direct and indirect ways, that the defender should be less
adversarial. Similarly, judges rely on juvenile defense attorneys to advocate on the child’s behalf, but only as a necessary
cog in the machinery of the appearance of fairness and of judicial economy, and not as a zealous, client-centered advocate. Juvenile defenders themselves are unsure of their role.
Most understand that, in theory, they are bound to zealously
represent their clients’ expressed interests. Nonetheless, in
practice, many yield to the unified pressure from other stakeholders and from the seemingly irresistible momentum of the
proceedings, and advocate for their clients’ best interests. The
reasons for this capitulation vary. Some set aside their ethical obligation because of a genuinely misguided understanding of their role; others sacrifice zealous advocacy because
they have to triage staggering caseloads supported by scant
resources; still others bow to systemic barriers that interfere
with their advocacy. The defenders’ role seems all the more
ambiguous in specialty boutique courts, like drug court and
mental health court.
In the vision of the Gault Court, the juvenile defense attorney
is a critical check on the power of the state as it imperils the client’s liberty interests. Defenders are not obstructionists; they
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protect the child’s constitutional rights. They do this through
their practical, everyday duties – from interviewing the child
outside of the presence of the child’s parents, to objecting to
inadmissible but informative evidence at adjudicatory hearings, to advocating for the least restrictive alternative at disposition, to pressing, at every stage, for the client’s expressed
interests. Each of these day-to-day duties has its grounding in
defense counsel’s mandatory ethical obligations. These Principles serve to inform indigent defense providers and the leadership of indigent defense organizations, judges, prosecutors,
probation officers, and other juvenile justice stakeholders the
specifics of the role of defense counsel in the delivery of zealous, comprehensive and quality legal representation to which
children charged with crimes are constitutionally entitled.
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The Role of Juvenile Defense Counsel
1. Duty to Represent the Client’s Expressed Interests

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct (Model Rules): Preamble;
1.14(a) Client with Diminished Capacity; 1.2(a) Scope of Representation
and Allocation of Authority between Client and Lawyer

At each stage of the case, juvenile defense counsel acts as the
client’s voice in the proceedings, advocating for the client’s
expressed interests, not the client’s “best interest” as determined by counsel, the client’s parents or guardian, the probation officer, the prosecutor, or the judge. With respect to the
duty of loyalty owed to the client, the juvenile delinquency
attorney-client relationship mirrors the adult criminal attorney-client relationship. In the juvenile defender’s day-to-day
activities, the establishment of the attorney-client relationship
is animated by allocating the case decision-making, and practicing the special training required to represent clients with
diminished capacity.
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A. Establishment of the Attorney-Client Relationship:
Juvenile defense counsel do not assume they know
what is best for the client, but instead employ a clientcentered model of advocacy that actively seeks the
client’s input, conveys genuine respect for the client’s
perspective, and works to understand the client in
his/her own socioeconomic, familial, and ethnic context.
1. At every stage,13 juvenile defense counsel
works to provide the client with complete information concerning all aspects of the case,
including honest predictions concerning both
the short-term (e.g., whether the client will be
detained pending trial or whether the client
will win the probable cause hearing) and longterm (e.g., whether the child will be acquitted
or whether, if found involved, the child will be
committed and/or face additional collateral
consequences) goals of the case. Juvenile defense counsel’s abiding purpose is to empower
the client to make informed decisions. Counsel’s advice to the client about the likely advantages and disadvantages of different case
scenarios is legally comprehensive, candid,
and objectively relayed using age-appropriate
language.
2. Operating under a client-centered model of
advocacy allows juvenile defense counsel to
enhance immeasurably the fundamental fairness of the system. Because no other courtroom
actor serves the juvenile’s expressed interests,
without juvenile defense counsel, the juvenile
would be subjected to a pre-Gault proceeding
in which protecting the juvenile’s due process
rights are relegated to a mere technicality.
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B. Allocation of Decision-Making: Unlike the other
courtroom actors, who have no obligation to consider
a juvenile’s expressed interests in their recommendations and orders, juvenile defense counsel allows clients, to the greatest extent possible, to be the primary
decision-makers in their cases.
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1. Juvenile defense counsel enables the client,
with frank information and advice, to direct
the course of the proceedings in at least the following areas:
a. whether to cooperate in a consent judgment, diversion, or other early disposition plans;
b. whether to accept a plea offer;
c. if the client can choose, whether to be
tried as a juvenile or an adult;
d. if the client can choose, whether to have
a jury trial or a bench trial;
e. whether to testify in his own defense;
and
f.

whether to make or agree to a specific
dispositional recommendation.

2. Other decisions concerning case strategy and
tactics to pursue the client’s goals, like the determination of the theory of the case, what witnesses to call, or what motions to file, are left
to juvenile defense counsel, with the critical
limitations that counsel’s decisions 1) shall not
conflict with the client’s expressed interests
concerning the areas listed in c, and 2) shall not
conflict with the client’s expressed interests in
any other case-related area.
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C. Diminished Capacity: Minority does not automatically constitute diminished capacity such that a juvenile
defense attorney can decline to represent the client’s
expressed interests. Nor does a juvenile’s making
what juvenile defense counsel considers to be a rash
or ill-considered decision constitute grounds for finding that the client suffers from diminished capacity. In
fact, because of the unique vulnerabilities of youth, it
is all the more important that juvenile defense attorneys firmly adhere to their ethical obligations to articulate and advocate for the child’s expressed interest, and to safeguard the child’s due process rights. In
other words, in direct contrast to the pervasive informality that characterizes juvenile court practice in so
many jurisdictions, minority sharpens defense counsel’s ethical responsibilities, instead of relaxing them.
1. In light of current brain development research,
it is clear that minority critically affects the
scope of the juvenile attorney- juvenile client
relationship. Current brain development research posits that youth are categorically less
culpable than the average adult offender. This
research has gained wide acceptance, as indicated most recently by the United States Supreme Court’s opinion in Roper v. Simmons,
543 U.S. 551(2005), which struck down the juvenile death penalty as unconstitutional. The
Roper Court concluded that youths are less culpable than the average adult offender because
they: (1) lack maturity and responsibility, (2)
are more vulnerable and susceptible to outside
influences, particularly negative peer influences, and (3) are not as well formed in character
and personality as, and have a much greater
potential for rehabilitation than, adults. Id. at
569-570. This research requires juvenile defense
counsel to be adept at using age-appropriate
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language, motivational interviewing, visual
aids, and other techniques effective in communicating with, and more specifically, effective
in translating legal concepts to, children.
2. It is crucial to recognize that this research does
not provide an argument for counsel to disregard a child’s expressed interests merely because of the child’s minority. To the contrary,
the unique vulnerabilities of youth, make it
all the more important for the child’s lawyers
to help the child identify and articulate his or
her views to key players in the juvenile justice
system. Any juvenile client capable of considered judgment is entitled to a normal attorneyclient relationship. And, even youth of diminished capacity and other vulnerabilities have
views, concerns and opinions that are entitled
to weight in legal proceedings.
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Additional sources:
•

IJA/ABA Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to
Counsel for Private Parties (Juvenile Justice Standards): 3.1 The
Nature of the Lawyer-Client Relationship; 5.2 Control and Direction of the Case; 9.3(a) Counseling Prior to Disposition

•

ABA Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating to the
Defense Function (Criminal Justice Standards): 4-3.1 Establishment of Relationship

2. Duty of Confidentiality and Privilege

Model Rules: 1.6 Confidentiality of Information

Juvenile defense counsel is bound by attorney-client confidentiality and privilege. The duty of confidentiality that juvenile
defense counsels owe their juvenile clients is coextensive with
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the duty of confidentiality that criminal defense counsels owe
their adult clients. This duty includes:
Role of Juvenile
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A. No Exception for Parents or Guardians: There is no
exception to attorney-client confidentiality in juvenile
cases for parents or guardians. Practically, this fact
means that juvenile defense counsel has an affirmative obligation to safeguard a client’s information or
secrets from parents or guardians; that interviews
with the client must take place outside of the presence of the parents or guardians; and that parents or
guardians do not have any right to inspect juvenile
defense counsel’s file, notes, discovery, or any other
case-related documents without the client’s expressed
consent. While it may often be a helpful or even necessary strategy to enlist the parents or guardians as
allies in the case, juvenile defense counsel’s primary
obligation is to keep the client’s secrets. Information
relating to the representation of the client includes all
information relating to the representation, whatever
its source.
B. No Exception for Client’s Best Interests: There is no
exception to attorney-client confidentiality in juvenile
cases allowing disclosure of information in service
to what counsel, parents or guardians, or any other
stakeholders deem to be the client’s best interests.
Even if revealing the information might allow the client to receive sorely-needed services, defense counsel
is bound to protect the client’s confidences, unless the
client gives the attorney express permission to reveal
the information to get the particular services, or disclosure is impliedly authorized to carry out the client’s case objectives.
C. Private Meeting Space: To observe the attorney’s
ethical duty to safeguard the client’s confidentiality,
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attorney-client interviews must take place in a private environment. This limitation requires that, at the
courthouse, juvenile defense counsel should arrange
for access to private interview rooms, instead of discussing case specifics with the client in the hallways;
in detention facilities, juvenile defense counsel should
have a means to talk with the client out of the earshot
of other inmates and guards; and in the courtroom, juvenile defense counsel should ask for a private space
in which to consult with the client, and speak with the
client out of range of any microphones or recording
devices.

Role of Juvenile
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Additional sources:
•

Juvenile Justice Standards: 3.3 Confidentiality

3. Duties of Competence and Diligence

Model Rules: 1.1 Competence, 1.3 Diligence

A juvenile defense attorney provides competent, prompt, and
diligent representation based in legal knowledge, skill, thorough preparation, and ongoing training.14 With respect to the
juvenile defender’s day-to-day activities, the Duties of Competence and Diligence are expansive, encompassing the obligations to investigate, to zealously protect the child’s due process rights from arrest through the close of the case, to engage
in dispositional advocacy, and to access ancillary services.
A. Comprehensive Skill Set: Juvenile defense counsel
possesses a comprehensive skill set that meets the client’s legal, educational, and social needs.
1. Competent representation in juvenile delinquency matters requires legal training that
encompasses rules of evidence, constitutional
law, juvenile law and procedure, and criminal
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law and procedure, as well as trial skills, such
as examining witnesses, admitting documents
into evidence, and making legal arguments before the court, and appellate procedure.
2. Competent juvenile defense counsel is also
well-versed in the areas of child and adolescent development. Child and adolescent development research intersects with counsel’s
representation in many ways. For example,
counsel might rely on recent development
research in detention and disposition arguments. Counsel also might use the research to
help counsel convey complex legal concepts in
age-appropriate language.
3. Competent juvenile defense counsel has a
working knowledge of and maintains contacts with experts in ancillary areas of law
that often intersect juvenile delinquency matters, including but not limited to the collateral
consequences of adjudication and conviction,
expungement, special education, abuse and
neglect, mental health, cultural competency,
child welfare and entitlements, and immigration
4. Competent defense counsel engages in continuing study and education of juvenile-specific subject areas and complies with all relevant
continuing legal education requirements.
B. Investigation: Juvenile defense attorneys promptly
investigate cases to find witnesses, examine forensic
evidence, locate and inspect tangible objects and other
evidence that might tend to exculpate the client, that
might lead to the exclusion of inculpatory evidence at
adjudication or disposition, or that might buttress the
client’s potential defenses. This duty exists even when
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the lawyer believes the client is guilty, and when the
client has confessed in interrogation, in interviews
with counsel, or to anyone else.
1. Juvenile defense attorneys promptly take the
necessary steps to obtain discovery, including
filing discovery requests, motions pursuant to
Brady v. Maryland, and motions to compel if
the prosecutor does not comply with counsel’s
request.
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2. Based on leads from the client and from discovery received from the prosecutor, juvenile
defense attorneys conduct independent investigation of, inter alia, the allegations against the
client, of police conduct, of witnesses’ backgrounds, and of any and all possible defenses
and mitigating factors for disposition.
3. Juvenile defense attorneys do not allow clients to plead guilty without first reviewing the
government’s file, including police reports, results of forensic examinations and tests, photographs, and other evidence, discussing and
pursuing possible exculpatory investigation
leads, and providing a fair and informed assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of
the government’s case.
C. Protecting Pretrial Due Process Rights: Juvenile defense attorneys have a duty to protect the client’s pretrial due process rights by obtaining discovery, filing
motions, and making arguments to protect the client’s
rights while serving the client’s expressed interests.15
1. To ensure that the court system is not being
used for societal functions it was not meant to
assume – for example, as the disciplinary arm
of the school system, or as a reflection of the
Role of Juvenile Defense Counsel in Delinquency Court
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racial, ethnic and class biases that often mark
police arrest rates – juvenile defense attorneys
file pretrial motions that seek pretrial release,
that advocate for individualized plans that offer the least restrictive set of release conditions
necessary to ensure the client’s return to court
and community safety, and that guard against
infringement of the client’s federal or state
constitutional rights before and during the arrest, including motions to suppress tangible
evidence, identifications, and statements.
2. Juvenile defense attorneys also file pretrial
motions that clarify points of law, block the admission into evidence of inadmissible or prejudicial information, and otherwise ensure that
the client will receive a fair trial.
D. Protecting Due Process Rights at Adjudicatory Hearings: Juvenile defense counsel has a duty to protect
the client’s due process rights and to pursue vigorously the client’s expressed interests at adjudication.
1. Juvenile defense counsel ensures that, as In re
Gault and its progeny clearly intended, juvenile adjudicatory hearings are adversarial proceedings in which the state bears the burden to
prove its case beyond a reasonable doubt with
credible, admissible evidence.
2. In accord with this constitutional imperative,
juvenile defense counsel ensures fairness in
the courtroom by litigating the case vigorously
consistent with the presumption of innocence,
regardless of counsel’s opinion concerning either guilt or innocence or the client’s need for
social, educational, and other services.
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3. Juvenile defense counsel litigate adjudicatory hearings aware of the elements of each
charged allegation, the lesser-includeds for
each charge, all the client’s possible defenses,
and relevant case law.
4. Juvenile defense counsel fulfill their role under
Gault by adhering to and enforcing application
of the rules of evidence, lodging objections,
examining witnesses, filing written and oral
motions, and challenging the credibility and
admissibility of the state’s evidence. This duty
exists regardless of counsel’s opinion of the client’s guilt.
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5. Juvenile defense counsel explains the right to
testify, helps the client identify and weigh the
advantages and disadvantages of testifying,
and helps the client prepare if he decides to
testify.
E. Preparing for and Engaging in Dispositional Advocacy: As part of the duty of competence and diligence,
juvenile defense counsel has an affirmative duty to
prepare for and engage in dispositional advocacy. Accordingly, at disposition, juvenile defense counsel offers the court strengths-based disposition alternatives
that look beyond the options considered by the probation officer to address the child’s expressed interests
while being responsive to the court’s concerns.
1. Dispositional investigation and advocacy begin at the initiation of the attorney-client relationship. Regardless of counsel’s prognosis of
the case outcome, counsel begins disposition
planning and investigation at the earliest opportunity to maximize the chance that the appropriate investigation, evaluations and interviews are completed, and the necessary docuRole of Juvenile Defense Counsel in Delinquency Court
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ments are located and submitted, with the end
result that, should the client be found guilty,
the client receives the most appropriate, least
restrictive disposition with as little delay as
possible.
2. Juvenile defense counsel investigates disposition alternatives beyond those available to
and considered by probation officers and juvenile court counselors, drawing on community-based resources, according to the client’s
wishes.
3. Counsel thoroughly engages the child in disposition planning by helping the child identify and understand and weigh the available
options. Counsel informs the client about the
nature of the presentence investigation process
and the importance of statements the client and
the client’s family might make to probation
officers and youth court counselors. Counsel
also advises the client about the right of allocution at disposition, and helps the client prepare
if the client chooses to allocute.
4. As part of disposition preparation, juvenile defense counsel consults with mitigation specialists, social workers, and mental health, special
education, and other experts to develop a plan
consistent with the client’s expressed interests.
5. At the disposition hearing, juvenile defense
counsel prepares and presents the court with
a creative, comprehensive, strengths-based, individualized disposition alternative consistent
with the client’s expressed interests.
6. As at the adjudicatory hearing, at the disposition hearing, juvenile defense counsel protects
the client’s due process rights by challenging
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the state’s evidence, including any hearsay
and other inadmissible evidence that may be
included in the presentence report, by crossexamining the state’s witnesses, including the
probation officer, and by proffering witnesses
in support of the client’s own disposition plan,
according to the client’s expressed interests.
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F. Conducting Post-Disposition Representation:
Juvenile defense counsel has a duty to research and
understand the legal rights to which the client is entitled and the legal options the client can access at the
post-disposition stage of the case and, after consultation with the client, to pursue available options.
1. Juvenile defense counsel files timely notices of
appeals, writs of habeas corpus, and other motions that challenge orders or outcomes that
counsel believes are illegal or otherwise offend
principles of fundamental fairness.
2. At periodic intervals after disposition, juvenile
defense counsel checks in with the client, with
an eye towards averting any potential problems with the client’s successful completion
of disposition conditions, to maximize the client’s chance at closing the case as quickly as
possible.
3. In jurisdictions that hold regular post-disposition review hearings, juvenile defense counsel
participates in these proceedings. In jurisdictions that do not hold regular post-disposition
review hearings, juvenile defense counsel encourages periodic post-disposition reviews by
filing motions to review that request hearings
or other forms of relief, unless counsel’s contract prohibits filing such a motion.
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4. In preparation for probation and parole revocation hearings, juvenile defense counsel locates witnesses, investigates allegations, challenges the government’s evidence, prepares a
defense and offers relevant mitigating factors
for the court’s consideration.
5. Defense counsel also keeps a record of any difficulties with, or failings by probation officers,
programs or other entities charged with providing service to the client in order to militate
against violations of probations. If the client
is detained, juvenile defense counsel helps
the client to maintain contact with the client’s
family and/or other positive community-ties,
in accordance with the client’s wishes.
6. Because juvenile defense counsel’s obligation
is to the client, counsel can challenge conditions of confinement, either individually or as
part of a larger strategy with other juvenile defense counsel.
7. Juvenile defense counsel helps the client expunge juvenile adjudications from the client’s
record, so that the client is better able to live as
a productive, law-abiding citizen without the
stigma of adjudication.
G. Accessing Ancillary Services: Juvenile defense counsel provides to the client, either directly or indirectly
through referrals, assistance in ancillary areas of law
that intersect juvenile indigent defense, with the goal
of affording the client holistic representation. Juvenile
defense counsel does whatever counsel can reasonably undertake to facilitate the relationship with the
client and the provider, and ensure the attainment of
the client’s ultimate goal.
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1. Juvenile defense counsel is familiar with special education law and works to ensure that the
client is in an appropriate educational setting.
2. Juvenile defense counsel ensures that the client’s rights are protected at school discipline
or expulsion hearings.
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3. Juvenile defense counsel is available to assist
the client with intersecting, ancillary proceedings that may impact the client’s case, including housing and immigration matters, as well
as procedures for obtaining Medicaid or other
public benefits.
4. Juvenile defense counsel who are prohibited
from or face limitations in providing these services directly develop a network of providers
to whom these cases can be referred so that
ancillary representation is holistic and responsive to the client’s legal needs.
Additional sources:
•

Juvenile Justice Standards: 4.3 Investigation and Preparation; 4.1
Prompt Action to Protect the Client; 7.2 Formality, In General;
7.3 Discovery and Motion Practice; 7.8 Examination of Witnesses; 7.9(a) Testimony by the Respondent; 9.1 Disposition,
In General; 9.2 Disposition Investigation and Preparation; 9.3
Counseling Prior to Disposition; 9.4 Disposition Hearing; 9.5
Counseling after Disposition; 10.1 Relations with the Client after
Disposition; 10.2 Postdispositional Hearings before the Juvenile
Court; 10.3 Counsel on Appeal; 10.4 Conduct of the Appeal; 10.6
Probation Revocation; Parole Revocation; 10.7 Challenges to the
Effectiveness of Counsel

•

Criminal Justice Standards: 4-4.1 Duty to Investigate; 4-3.6
Prompt Action to Protect the Accused; 4-1.2(a) The Function of
Defense Counsel, Commentary; 4-7.4 Opening Statement; 4-7.5
Presentation of Evidence; 4-7.6 Examination of Witnesses; 4-7.7
Argument to the Jury; 4-8.1 Sentencing; 4-7.9 Posttrial Motions;
4-8.2 Appeal, 4-8.3 Counsel on Appeal
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4. Duty to Advise and Counsel
Model Rules: 2.1 Advisor
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To better enable the client to make a fully informed decision
about the direction of the case, juvenile defense attorneys offer clients honest and comprehensive advice that considers
the client’s educational, familial, social, developmental, and
other realities, in addition to the client’s legal situation.
A. Pursuing Diversion Options: Consistent with the client’s expressed interests, juvenile defense counsel negotiates, at every possible opportunity, for diversion
and other means of case dismissal, regardless of counsel’s own opinion of guilt or innocence or the client’s
need for services. Counsel advises the client on the
advantages and disadvantages of each of these alternatives to adjudication, including the consequences of
non-compliance with conditions of diversion.
B. Ensuring Ethical Plea Agreements: Juvenile defense
counsel negotiates reasonable plea offers and ensures
that clients make well-considered decisions concerning whether to plead or go to trial.
1. In negotiations with prosecutors, juvenile defense counsel represents and advocates for the
client’s expressed interests.
2. Juvenile defense counsel promptly relays plea
offers, taking time to review the offer with the
client in detail and using age-appropriate language, advises the client on the full panoply of
rights relinquished by pleading, as well as the
range of disposition options.
3. Juvenile defense counsel seeks to ensure the
client has sufficient time to understand and
weigh the offer.
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4. Juvenile defense counsel’s advice as to whether
to accept the plea offer includes discussion of the
long-term collateral consequences of a juvenile
adjudication or transfer to and conviction in adult
criminal court (e.g., in some jurisdictions, deportation if the client is undocumented, ineligibility for
public housing, federal student loans, and military
service). This discussion should also include: the
possible dispositions and their impact on the client’s life; if the client is likely to get probation; and
the consequences of a probation violation.
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Additional sources:
•

Juvenile Justice Standards: 6.3 Early Disposition; 7.1 Adjudication without Trial

•

Criminal Justice Standards: 4-6.1 Duty to Explore Disposition
Without Trial; 4-6.2 Plea Discussions; 4-5.2 Control and Direction of the Case

5. Duty of Communication

Model Rules: 1.4 Communications

At every stage of the case, a juvenile defense attorney keeps
the client informed of the case’s legal progression in frequent
discussions using age-appropriate language, so that the client
is a fully informed and proactive participant at all stages of
the proceedings.
A. Communication in Court: For in-court proceedings,
juvenile defense counsel previews for the client each
hearing before it happens, and reviews each hearing
after it happens, providing an opinion as to how the
specific hearing has affected the course of the overall
case, and allowing the client ample opportunity to ask
questions and raise concerns.
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B. Communication outside of Court: Juvenile defense
counsel keeps the client similarly informed about the
case’s progression outside of the courtroom by: soliciting and following up on the client’s investigatory
leads, sharing copies of and discussing motions filed,
monitoring the client’s compliance with release conditions, or, if the client is detained, making sure that the
client is receiving adequate services, and being available to assuage the client’s concerns as the case proceeds.
C. Communication and Confidentiality: Counsel creates a safe, comfortable, and, to the extent possible,
private environment, and allocates adequate time for
counseling; engages the youth with age-appropriate
language; earns the child’s trust over time; and offers
balanced and objective advice when appropriate.
D. Communication with Detained Clients: If the client is
detained pending trial, juvenile defense counsel visits
the client at the detention facility, and informs the client’s family how and when they can visit the client. If
the detention facility is too remote, counsel keeps in
regular phone contact with the client.
Additional sources:
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•

Juvenile Justice Standards: 3.5 Duty to Keep Client Informed; 4.2
Interviewing the Client; 5.1 Advising the Client Concerning the
Case

•

Criminal Justice Standards: 4-3.1 Establishment of Relationship;
4-3.8 Duty to Keep Client Informed; 4-5.1 Advising the Accused
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15 It should be noted that juvenile defense counsel is not the
only stakeholder ethically charged with safeguarding the
client’s pretrial due process rights. Model Rule 3.8, Special
Responsibilities of a Prosecutor, requires prosecutors to: refrain
from prosecuting a charge that the prosecutor knows is not
supported by probable cause; make reasonable efforts to assure that the accused has been advised of the right to, and the
procedure for obtaining, counsel and has been given reasonable opportunity to obtain counsel; not seek to obtain from
an unrepresented defendant a waiver of important pretrial
rights, such as the right to a preliminary hearing; and make
timely disclosure to the defense of all mitigating or exculpatory evidence.
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Appendix A
ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct

Preamble and Scope
Preamble: A Lawyer’s Responsibilities
1. A lawyer, as a member of the legal profession, is a representative of clients, an officer of the legal system and a
public citizen having special responsibility for the quality
of justice.

Appendix A

2. As a representative of clients, a lawyer performs various
functions. As advisor, a lawyer provides a client with an
informed understanding of the client’s legal rights and
obligations and explains their practical implications. As
advocate, a lawyer zealously asserts the client’s position
under the rules of the adversary system. As negotiator, a
lawyer seeks a result advantageous to the client but consistent with requirements of honest dealings with others.
As an evaluator, a lawyer acts by examining a client’s legal
affairs and reporting about them to the client or to others.
3. In addition to these representational functions, a lawyer
may serve as a third-party neutral, a nonrepresentational
role helping the parties to resolve a dispute or other matter. Some of these Rules apply directly to lawyers who are
or have served as third-party neutrals. See, e.g., Rules 1.12
Appendix A
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and 2.4. In addition, there are Rules that apply to lawyers
who are not active in the practice of law or to practicing
lawyers even when they are acting in a nonprofessional
capacity. For example, a lawyer who commits fraud in the
conduct of a business is subject to discipline for engaging
in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation. See Rule 8.4.
4. In all professional functions a lawyer should be competent, prompt and diligent. A lawyer should maintain communication with a client concerning the representation. A
lawyer should keep in confidence information relating to
representation of a client except so far as disclosure is required or permitted by the Rules of Professional Conduct
or other law.

Appendix A

5. A lawyer’s conduct should conform to the requirements
of the law, both in professional service to clients and in the
lawyer’s business and personal affairs. A lawyer should
use the law’s procedures only for legitimate purposes and
not to harass or intimidate others. A lawyer should demonstrate respect for the legal system and for those who
serve it, including judges, other lawyers and public officials. While it is a lawyer’s duty, when necessary, to challenge the rectitude of official action, it is also a lawyer’s
duty to uphold legal process.
6. As a public citizen, a lawyer should seek improvement
of the law, access to the legal system, the administration
of justice and the quality of service rendered by the legal
profession. As a member of a learned profession, a lawyer
should cultivate knowledge of the law beyond its use for
clients, employ that knowledge in reform of the law and
work to strengthen legal education. In addition, a lawyer
should further the public’s understanding of and confidence in the rule of law and the justice system because
legal institutions in a constitutional democracy depend on
popular participation and support to maintain their au-
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thority. A lawyer should be mindful of deficiencies in the
administration of justice and of the fact that the poor, and
sometimes persons who are not poor, cannot afford adequate legal assistance. Therefore, all lawyers should devote professional time and resources and use civic influence to ensure equal access to our system of justice for all
those who because of economic or social barriers cannot
afford or secure adequate legal counsel. A lawyer should
aid the legal profession in pursuing these objectives and
should help the bar regulate itself in the public interest.
7. Many of a lawyer’s professional responsibilities are prescribed in the Rules of Professional Conduct, as well as
substantive and procedural law. However, a lawyer is
also guided by personal conscience and the approbation
of professional peers. A lawyer should strive to attain the
highest level of skill, to improve the law and the legal profession and to exemplify the legal profession’s ideals of
public service.
8. A lawyer’s responsibilities as a representative of clients,
an officer of the legal system and a public citizen are usually harmonious. Thus, when an opposing party is well
represented, a lawyer can be a zealous advocate on behalf
of a client and at the same time assume that justice is being
done. So also, a lawyer can be sure that preserving client
confidences ordinarily serves the public interest because
people are more likely to seek legal advice, and thereby
heed their legal obligations, when they know their communications will be private.
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9. In the nature of law practice, however, conflicting responsibilities are encountered. Virtually all difficult ethical
problems arise from conflict between a lawyer’s responsibilities to clients, to the legal system and to the lawyer’s
own interest in remaining an ethical person while earning
a satisfactory living. The Rules of Professional Conduct
often prescribe terms for resolving such conflicts. Within
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the framework of these Rules, however, many difficult issues of professional discretion can arise. Such issues must
be resolved through the exercise of sensitive professional
and moral judgment guided by the basic principles underlying the Rules. These principles include the lawyer’s
obligation zealously to protect and pursue a client’s legitimate interests, within the bounds of the law, while maintaining a professional, courteous and civil attitude toward
all persons involved in the legal system.
10. The legal profession is largely self-governing. Although
other professions also have been granted powers of selfgovernment, the legal profession is unique in this respect
because of the close relationship between the profession
and the processes of government and law enforcement.
This connection is manifested in the fact that ultimate authority over the legal profession is vested largely in the
courts.
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11. To the extent that lawyers meet the obligations of their
professional calling, the occasion for government regulation is obviated. Self-regulation also helps maintain the
legal profession’s independence from government domination. An independent legal profession is an important
force in preserving government under law, for abuse of
legal authority is more readily challenged by a profession
whose members are not dependent on government for the
right to practice.
12. The legal profession’s relative autonomy carries with it
special responsibilities of self-government. The profession
has a responsibility to assure that its regulations are conceived in the public interest and not in furtherance of parochial or self-interested concerns of the bar. Every lawyer
is responsible for observance of the Rules of Professional
Conduct. A lawyer should also aid in securing their observance by other lawyers. Neglect of these responsibilities
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compromises the independence of the profession and the
public interest which it serves.
13. Lawyers play a vital role in the preservation of society.
The fulfillment of this role requires an understanding by
lawyers of their relationship to our legal system. The Rules
of Professional Conduct, when properly applied, serve to
define that relationship.

Scope
14. The Rules of Professional Conduct are rules of reason.
They should be interpreted with reference to the purposes of legal representation and of the law itself. Some
of the Rules are imperatives, cast in the terms “shall” or
“shall not.” These define proper conduct for purposes of
professional discipline. Others, generally cast in the term
“may,” are permissive and define areas under the Rules in
which the lawyer has discretion to exercise professional
judgment. No disciplinary action should be taken when
the lawyer chooses not to act or acts within the bounds of
such discretion. Other Rules define the nature of relationships between the lawyer and others. The Rules are thus
partly obligatory and disciplinary and partly constitutive
and descriptive in that they define a lawyer’s professional
role. Many of the Comments use the term “should.” Comments do not add obligations to the Rules but provide
guidance for practicing in compliance with the Rules.
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15. The Rules presuppose a larger legal context shaping the
lawyer’s role. That context includes court rules and statutes relating to matters of licensure, laws defining specific
obligations of lawyers and substantive and procedural
law in general. The Comments are sometimes used to alert
lawyers to their responsibilities under such other law.
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16. Compliance with the Rules, as with all law in an open society, depends primarily upon understanding and voluntary compliance, secondarily upon reinforcement by peer
and public opinion and finally, when necessary, upon enforcement through disciplinary proceedings. The Rules
do not, however, exhaust the moral and ethical considerations that should inform a lawyer, for no worthwhile human activity can be completely defined by legal rules. The
Rules simply provide a framework for the ethical practice
of law.
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17. Furthermore, for purposes of determining the lawyer’s
authority and responsibility, principles of substantive law
external to these Rules determine whether a client-lawyer
relationship exists. Most of the duties flowing from the
client-lawyer relationship attach only after the client has
requested the lawyer to render legal services and the lawyer has agreed to do so. But there are some duties, such
as that of confidentiality under Rule 1.6, that attach when
the lawyer agrees to consider whether a client-lawyer relationship shall be established. See Rule 1.18. Whether a
client-lawyer relationship exists for any specific purpose
can depend on the circumstances and may be a question
of fact.
18. Under various legal provisions, including constitutional,
statutory and common law, the responsibilities of government lawyers may include authority concerning legal matters that ordinarily reposes in the client in private
client-lawyer relationships. For example, a lawyer for a
government agency may have authority on behalf of the
government to decide upon settlement or whether to appeal from an adverse judgment. Such authority in various
respects is generally vested in the attorney general and
the state’s attorney in state government, and their federal
counterparts, and the same may be true of other government law officers. Also, lawyers under the supervision
of these officers may be authorized to represent several
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government agencies in intragovernmental legal controversies in circumstances where a private lawyer could not
represent multiple private clients. These Rules do not abrogate any such authority.
19. Failure to comply with an obligation or prohibition imposed by a Rule is a basis for invoking the disciplinary
process. The Rules presuppose that disciplinary assessment of a lawyer’s conduct will be made on the basis of
the facts and circumstances as they existed at the time of
the conduct in question and in recognition of the fact that
a lawyer often has to act upon uncertain or incomplete
evidence of the situation. Moreover, the Rules presuppose
that whether or not discipline should be imposed for a
violation, and the severity of a sanction, depend on all the
circumstances, such as the willfulness and seriousness of
the violation, extenuating factors and whether there have
been previous violations.
20. Violation of a Rule should not itself give rise to a cause of
action against a lawyer nor should it create any presumption in such a case that a legal duty has been breached. In
addition, violation of a Rule does not necessarily warrant
any other nondisciplinary remedy, such as disqualification
of a lawyer in pending litigation. The Rules are designed
to provide guidance to lawyers and to provide a structure for regulating conduct through disciplinary agencies. They are not designed to be a basis for civil liability.
Furthermore, the purpose of the Rules can be subverted
when they are invoked by opposing parties as procedural
weapons. The fact that a Rule is a just basis for a lawyer’s
self-assessment, or for sanctioning a lawyer under the administration of a disciplinary authority, does not imply
that an antagonist in a collateral proceeding or transaction
has standing to seek enforcement of the Rule. Nevertheless, since the Rules do establish standards of conduct by
lawyers, a lawyer’s violation of a Rule may be evidence of
breach of the applicable standard of conduct.
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21. The Comment accompanying each Rule explains and illustrates the meaning and purpose of the Rule. The Preamble and this note on Scope provide general orientation.
The Comments are intended as guides to interpretation,
but the text of each Rule is authoritative.

ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.1 Competence
A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a client.
Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill,
thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the
representation.

Appendix A

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.1 Competence – Comment
Legal Knowledge and Skill
1. In determining whether a lawyer employs the requisite
knowledge and skill in a particular matter, relevant factors
include the relative complexity and specialized nature of
the matter, the lawyer’s general experience, the lawyer’s
training and experience in the field in question, the preparation and study the lawyer is able to give the matter
and whether it is feasible to refer the matter to, or associate or consult with, a lawyer of established competence
in the field in question. In many instances, the required
proficiency is that of a general practitioner. Expertise in
a particular field of law may be required in some circumstances.
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2. A lawyer need not necessarily have special training or
prior experience to handle legal problems of a type with
which the lawyer is unfamiliar. A newly admitted lawyer
can be as competent as a practitioner with long experience. Some important legal skills, such as the analysis of
precedent, the evaluation of evidence and legal drafting,
are required in all legal problems. Perhaps the most fundamental legal skill consists of determining what kind of
legal problems a situation may involve, a skill that necessarily transcends any particular specialized knowledge. A
lawyer can provide adequate representation in a wholly
novel field through necessary study. Competent representation can also be provided through the association of a
lawyer of established competence in the field in question.
3. In an emergency a lawyer may give advice or assistance
in a matter in which the lawyer does not have the skill
ordinarily required where referral to or consultation or association with another lawyer would be impractical. Even
in an emergency, however, assistance should be limited
to that reasonably necessary in the circumstances, for illconsidered action under emergency conditions can jeopardize the client’s interest.
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4. A lawyer may accept representation where the requisite
level of competence can be achieved by reasonable preparation. This applies as well to a lawyer who is appointed
as counsel for an unrepresented person. See also Rule 6.2.
Thoroughness and Preparation
5. Competent handling of a particular matter includes inquiry into and analysis of the factual and legal elements of the
problem, and use of methods and procedures meeting the
standards of competent practitioners. It also includes adequate preparation. The required attention and preparation
are determined in part by what is at stake; major litigation
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and complex transactions ordinarily require more extensive treatment than matters of lesser complexity and consequence. An agreement between the lawyer and the client
regarding the scope of the representation may limit the matters for which the lawyer is responsible. See Rule 1.2(c).
Maintaining Competence
6. To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer
should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice,
engage in continuing study and education and comply
with all continuing legal education requirements to which
the lawyer is subject.

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.2 Scope Of Representation And Allocation Of Authority
Between Client And Lawyer
Appendix A
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(a) Subject to paragraphs (c) and (d), a lawyer shall abide by
a client’s decisions concerning the objectives of representation and, as required by Rule 1.4, shall consult with the
client as to the means by which they are to be pursued.
A lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as
is impliedly authorized to carry out the representation. A
lawyer shall abide by a client’s decision whether to settle
a matter. In a criminal case, the lawyer shall abide by the
client’s decision, after consultation with the lawyer, as to a
plea to be entered, whether to waive jury trial and whether the client will testify.
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Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.2 Scope Of Representation And Allocation Of Authority
Between Client And Lawyer – Comment
Allocation of Authority between Client and Lawyer
1. Paragraph (a) confers upon the client the ultimate authority to determine the purposes to be served by legal
representation, within the limits imposed by law and the
lawyer’s professional obligations. The decisions specified
in paragraph (a), such as whether to settle a civil matter,
must also be made by the client. See Rule 1.4(a)(1) for the
lawyer’s duty to communicate with the client about such
decisions. With respect to the means by which the client’s
objectives are to be pursued, the lawyer shall consult with
the client as required by Rule 1.4(a)(2) and may take such
action as is impliedly authorized to carry out the representation.
2. On occasion, however, a lawyer and a client may disagree
about the means to be used to accomplish the client’s objectives. Clients normally defer to the special knowledge and
skill of their lawyer with respect to the means to be used
to accomplish their objectives, particularly with respect to
technical, legal and tactical matters. Conversely, lawyers
usually defer to the client regarding such questions as the
expense to be incurred and concern for third persons who
might be adversely affected. Because of the varied nature
of the matters about which a lawyer and client might disagree and because the actions in question may implicate
the interests of a tribunal or other persons, this Rule does
not prescribe how such disagreements are to be resolved.
Other law, however, may be applicable and should be consulted by the lawyer. The lawyer should also consult with
the client and seek a mutually acceptable resolution of the
disagreement. If such efforts are unavailing and the lawyer has a fundamental disagreement with the client, the
lawyer may withdraw from the representation. See Rule
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1.16(b)(4). Conversely, the client may resolve the disagreement by discharging the lawyer. See Rule 1.16(a)(3).
3. At the outset of a representation, the client may authorize the lawyer to take specific action on the client’s behalf
without further consultation. Absent a material change in
circumstances and subject to Rule 1.4, a lawyer may rely
on such an advance authorization. The client may, however, revoke such authority at any time.
4. In a case in which the client appears to be suffering diminished capacity, the lawyer’s duty to abide by the client’s
decisions is to be guided by reference to Rule 1.14.
Independence from Client’s Views or Activities
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5. Legal representation should not be denied to people who
are unable to afford legal services, or whose cause is controversial or the subject of popular disapproval. By the
same token, representing a client does not constitute approval of the client’s views or activities.
Agreements Limiting Scope of Representation
6. The scope of services to be provided by a lawyer may be
limited by agreement with the client or by the terms under which the lawyer’s services are made available to the
client. When a lawyer has been retained by an insurer to
represent an insured, for example, the representation may
be limited to matters related to the insurance coverage. A
limited representation may be appropriate because the client has limited objectives for the representation. In addition, the terms upon which representation is undertaken
may exclude specific means that might otherwise be used
to accomplish the client’s objectives. Such limitations may
exclude actions that the client thinks are too costly or that
the lawyer regards as repugnant or imprudent.
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7. Although this Rule affords the lawyer and client substantial latitude to limit the representation, the limitation must
be reasonable under the circumstances. If, for example, a
client’s objective is limited to securing general information about the law the client needs in order to handle a
common and typically uncomplicated legal problem, the
lawyer and client may agree that the lawyer’s services will
be limited to a brief telephone consultation. Such a limitation, however, would not be reasonable if the time allotted
was not sufficient to yield advice upon which the client
could rely. Although an agreement for a limited representation does not exempt a lawyer from the duty to provide
competent representation, the limitation is a factor to be
considered when determining the legal knowledge, skill,
thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for
the representation. See Rule 1.1.
8. All agreements concerning a lawyer’s representation of a
client must accord with the Rules of Professional Conduct
and other law. See, e.g., Rules 1.1, 1.8 and 5.6.
Appendix A

Criminal, Fraudulent and Prohibited Transactions
9. Paragraph (d) prohibits a lawyer from knowingly counseling or assisting a client to commit a crime or fraud. This
prohibition, however, does not preclude the lawyer from
giving an honest opinion about the actual consequences
that appear likely to result from a client’s conduct. Nor
does the fact that a client uses advice in a course of action that is criminal or fraudulent of itself make a lawyer a
party to the course of action. There is a critical distinction
between presenting an analysis of legal aspects of questionable conduct and recommending the means by which
a crime or fraud might be committed with impunity.
10. When the client’s course of action has already begun and
is continuing, the lawyer’s responsibility is especially del-
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icate. The lawyer is required to avoid assisting the client,
for example, by drafting or delivering documents that the
lawyer knows are fraudulent or by suggesting how the
wrongdoing might be concealed. A lawyer may not continue assisting a client in conduct that the lawyer originally supposed was legally proper but then discovers is
criminal or fraudulent. The lawyer must, therefore, withdraw from the representation of the client in the matter.
See Rule 1.16(a). In some cases, withdrawal alone might
be insufficient. It may be necessary for the lawyer to give
notice of the fact of withdrawal and to disaffirm any opinion, document, affirmation or the like. See Rule 4.1.
11. Where the client is a fiduciary, the lawyer may be charged
with special obligations in dealings with a beneficiary.
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12. Paragraph (d) applies whether or not the defrauded party
is a party to the transaction. Hence, a lawyer must not participate in a transaction to effectuate criminal or fraudulent avoidance of tax liability. Paragraph (d) does not preclude undertaking a criminal defense incident to a general
retainer for legal services to a lawful enterprise. The last
clause of paragraph (d) recognizes that determining the
validity or interpretation of a statute or regulation may
require a course of action involving disobedience of the
statute or regulation or of the interpretation placed upon
it by governmental authorities.
13. If a lawyer comes to know or reasonably should know
that a client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules
of Professional Conduct or other law or if the lawyer intends to act contrary to the client’s instructions, the lawyer must consult with the client regarding the limitations
on the lawyer’s conduct. See Rule 1.4(a)(5).
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Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.3 Diligence
A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and promptness
in representing a client.

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.3 Diligence – Comment
1. A lawyer should pursue a matter on behalf of a client despite opposition, obstruction or personal inconvenience
to the lawyer, and take whatever lawful and ethical measures are required to vindicate a client’s cause or endeavor. A lawyer must also act with commitment and dedication to the interests of the client and with zeal in advocacy
upon the client’s behalf. A lawyer is not bound, however,
to press for every advantage that might be realized for a
client. For example, a lawyer may have authority to exercise professional discretion in determining the means
by which a matter should be pursued. See Rule 1.2. The
lawyer’s duty to act with reasonable diligence does not
require the use of offensive tactics or preclude the treating
of all persons involved in the legal process with courtesy
and respect.
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2. A lawyer’s work load must be controlled so that each matter can be handled competently.
3. Perhaps no professional shortcoming is more widely resented than procrastination. A client’s interests often can
be adversely affected by the passage of time or the change
of conditions; in extreme instances, as when a lawyer
overlooks a statute of limitations, the client’s legal position may be destroyed. Even when the client’s interests
are not affected in substance, however, unreasonable delay can cause a client needless anxiety and undermine
confidence in the lawyer’s trustworthiness. A lawyer’s
duty to act with reasonable promptness, however, does
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not preclude the lawyer from agreeing to a reasonable request for a postponement that will not prejudice the lawyer’s client.
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4. Unless the relationship is terminated as provided in Rule
1.16, a lawyer should carry through to conclusion all matters undertaken for a client. If a lawyer’s employment is
limited to a specific matter, the relationship terminates
when the matter has been resolved. If a lawyer has served
a client over a substantial period in a variety of matters,
the client sometimes may assume that the lawyer will continue to serve on a continuing basis unless the lawyer gives
notice of withdrawal. Doubt about whether a client-lawyer
relationship still exists should be clarified by the lawyer,
preferably in writing, so that the client will not mistakenly
suppose the lawyer is looking after the client’s affairs when
the lawyer has ceased to do so. For example, if a lawyer
has handled a judicial or administrative proceeding that
produced a result adverse to the client and the lawyer and
the client have not agreed that the lawyer will handle the
matter on appeal, the lawyer must consult with the client
about the possibility of appeal before relinquishing responsibility for the matter. See Rule 1.4(a)(2). Whether the
lawyer is obligated to prosecute the appeal for the client
depends on the scope of the representation the lawyer has
agreed to provide to the client. See Rule 1.2.
5. To prevent neglect of client matters in the event of a sole
practitioner’s death or disability, the duty of diligence
may require that each sole practitioner prepare a plan, in
conformity with applicable rules, that designates another
competent lawyer to review client files, notify each client
of the lawyer’s death or disability, and determine whether
there is a need for immediate protective action. Cf. Rule 28
of the American Bar Association Model Rules for Lawyer
Disciplinary Enforcement (providing for court appointment of a lawyer to inventory files and take other protective action in absence of a plan providing for another
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lawyer to protect the interests of the clients of a deceased
or disabled lawyer).

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.4 Communication
(a) A lawyer shall:
(1) promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect to which the client’s informed
consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e), is required by these
Rules;
(2) reasonably consult with the client about the means by
which the client’s objectives are to be accomplished;
(3) keep the client reasonably informed about the status
of the matter;
(4) promptly comply with reasonable requests for information; and
(5) consult with the client about any relevant limitation on
the lawyer’s conduct when the lawyer knows that the
client expects assistance not permitted by the Rules of
Professional Conduct or other law.
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(b) A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably
necessary to permit the client to make informed decisions
regarding the representation.

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.4 Communication – Comment
1. Reasonable communication between the lawyer and the
client is necessary for the client effectively to participate
in the representation.
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Communicating with Client
2. If these Rules require that a particular decision about the
representation be made by the client, paragraph (a)(1) requires that the lawyer promptly consult with and secure
the client’s consent prior to taking action unless prior discussions with the client have resolved what action the client wants the lawyer to take. For example, a lawyer who
receives from opposing counsel an offer of settlement in a
civil controversy or a proffered plea bargain in a criminal
case must promptly inform the client of its substance unless the client has previously indicated that the proposal
will be acceptable or unacceptable or has authorized the
lawyer to accept or to reject the offer. See Rule 1.2(a).
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3. Paragraph (a)(2) requires the lawyer to reasonably consult
with the client about the means to be used to accomplish
the client’s objectives. In some situations — depending on
both the importance of the action under consideration and
the feasibility of consulting with the client — this duty
will require consultation prior to taking action. In other
circumstances, such as during a trial when an immediate
decision must be made, the exigency of the situation may
require the lawyer to act without prior consultation. In
such cases the lawyer must nonetheless act reasonably to
inform the client of actions the lawyer has taken on the client’s behalf. Additionally, paragraph (a)(3) requires that
the lawyer keep the client reasonably informed about the
status of the matter, such as significant developments affecting the timing or the substance of the representation.
4. A lawyer’s regular communication with clients will minimize the occasions on which a client will need to request
information concerning the representation. When a client makes a reasonable request for information, however, paragraph (a)(4) requires prompt compliance with
the request, or if a prompt response is not feasible, that
the lawyer, or a member of the lawyer’s staff, acknowl-
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edge receipt of the request and advise the client when a
response may be expected. Client telephone calls should
be promptly returned or acknowledged.
Explaining Matters
5. The client should have sufficient information to participate intelligently in decisions concerning the objectives of
the representation and the means by which they are to be
pursued, to the extent the client is willing and able to do
so. Adequacy of communication depends in part on the
kind of advice or assistance that is involved. For example,
when there is time to explain a proposal made in a negotiation, the lawyer should review all important provisions
with the client before proceeding to an agreement. In litigation a lawyer should explain the general strategy and
prospects of success and ordinarily should consult the client on tactics that are likely to result in significant expense
or to injure or coerce others. On the other hand, a lawyer
ordinarily will not be expected to describe trial or negotiation strategy in detail. The guiding principle is that the
lawyer should fulfill reasonable client expectations for information consistent with the duty to act in the client’s
best interests, and the client’s overall requirements as to
the character of representation. In certain circumstances,
such as when a lawyer asks a client to consent to a representation affected by a conflict of interest, the client must
give informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e).
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6. Ordinarily, the information to be provided is that appropriate for a client who is a comprehending and responsible adult. However, fully informing the client according
to this standard may be impracticable, for example, where
the client is a child or suffers from diminished capacity.
See Rule 1.14. When the client is an organization or group,
it is often impossible or inappropriate to inform every one
of its members about its legal affairs; ordinarily, the law-
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yer should address communications to the appropriate
officials of the organization. See Rule 1.13. Where many
routine matters are involved, a system of limited or occasional reporting may be arranged with the client.
Withholding Information
7. In some circumstances, a lawyer may be justified in delaying transmission of information when the client would be
likely to react imprudently to an immediate communication. Thus, a lawyer might withhold a psychiatric diagnosis of a client when the examining psychiatrist indicates
that disclosure would harm the client. A lawyer may not
withhold information to serve the lawyer’s own interest
or convenience or the interests or convenience of another
person. Rules or court orders governing litigation may
provide that information supplied to a lawyer may not be
disclosed to the client. Rule 3.4(c) directs compliance with
such rules or orders.
Appendix A

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.6 Confidentiality of Information
(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a client unless the client gives informed
consent, the disclosure is impliedly authorized in order to
carry out the representation or the disclosure is permitted
by paragraph (b).
(b) A lawyer may reveal information relating to the representation of a client to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary:
(1) to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial
bodily harm;
(2) to prevent the client from committing a crime or fraud
that is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury
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to the financial interests or property of another and in
furtherance of which the client has used or is using the
lawyer’s services;
(3) to prevent, mitigate or rectify substantial injury to the
financial interests or property of another that is reasonably certain to result or has resulted from the client’s commission of a crime or fraud in furtherance of
which the client has used the lawyer’s services;
(4) to secure legal advice about the lawyer’s compliance
with these Rules;
(5) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer
in a controversy between the lawyer and the client, to
establish a defense to a criminal charge or civil claim
against the lawyer based upon conduct in which the
client was involved, or to respond to allegations in any
proceeding concerning the lawyer’s representation of
the client; or
(6) to comply with other law or a court order.

Client-Lawyer Relationship

Appendix A

Rule 1.6 Confidentiality of Information – Comment
(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a client unless the client gives informed
consent, the disclosure is impliedly authorized in order to
carry out the representation or the disclosure is permitted
by paragraph (b).
(b) A lawyer may reveal information relating to the representation of a client to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary:
(1) to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial
bodily harm;
(2) to prevent the client from committing a crime or fraud
that is reasonably certain to result in substantial injury
to the financial interests or property of another and in
furtherance of which the client has used or is using the
lawyer’s services;
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(3) to prevent, mitigate or rectify substantial injury to the
financial interests or property of another that is reasonably certain to result or has resulted from the client’s commission of a crime or fraud in furtherance of
which the client has used the lawyer’s services;
(4) to secure legal advice about the lawyer’s compliance
with these Rules;
(5) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer
in a controversy between the lawyer and the client, to
establish a defense to a criminal charge or civil claim
against the lawyer based upon conduct in which the
client was involved, or to respond to allegations in any
proceeding concerning the lawyer’s representation of
the client; or
(6) to comply with other law or a court order.

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.14 Client with Diminished Capacity
Appendix A

(a) When a client’s capacity to make adequately considered
decisions in connection with a representation is diminished, whether because of minority, mental impairment
or for some other reason, the lawyer shall, as far as reasonably possible, maintain a normal client-lawyer relationship with the client.

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 1.14 Client with Diminished Capacity – Comment
1. The normal client-lawyer relationship is based on the assumption that the client, when properly advised and assisted, is capable of making decisions about important
matters. When the client is a minor or suffers from a diminished mental capacity, however, maintaining the ordinary client-lawyer relationship may not be possible in
all respects. In particular, a severely incapacitated person
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may have no power to make legally binding decisions.
Nevertheless, a client with diminished capacity often
has the ability to understand, deliberate upon, and reach
conclusions about matters affecting the client’s own wellbeing. For example, children as young as five or six years
of age, and certainly those of ten or twelve, are regarded
as having opinions that are entitled to weight in legal proceedings concerning their custody. So also, it is recognized
that some persons of advanced age can be quite capable of
handling routine financial matters while needing special
legal protection concerning major transactions.
2. The fact that a client suffers a disability does not diminish
the lawyer’s obligation to treat the client with attention
and respect. Even if the person has a legal representative,
the lawyer should as far as possible accord the represented person the status of client, particularly in maintaining
communication.
3. The client may wish to have family members or other
persons participate in discussions with the lawyer. When
necessary to assist in the representation, the presence of
such persons generally does not affect the applicability
of the attorney-client evidentiary privilege. Nevertheless,
the lawyer must keep the client’s interests foremost and,
except for protective action authorized under paragraph
(b), must to look to the client, and not family members, to
make decisions on the client’s behalf.
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4. If a legal representative has already been appointed for
the client, the lawyer should ordinarily look to the representative for decisions on behalf of the client. In matters
involving a minor, whether the lawyer should look to the
parents as natural guardians may depend on the type of
proceeding or matter in which the lawyer is representing
the minor. If the lawyer represents the guardian as distinct
from the ward, and is aware that the guardian is acting
adversely to the ward’s interest, the lawyer may have an
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obligation to prevent or rectify the guardian’s misconduct.
See Rule 1.2(d).
Taking Protective Action

Appendix A

5. If a lawyer reasonably believes that a client is at risk of
substantial physical, financial or other harm unless action
is taken, and that a normal client-lawyer relationship cannot be maintained as provided in paragraph (a) because
the client lacks sufficient capacity to communicate or to
make adequately considered decisions in connection with
the representation, then paragraph (b) permits the lawyer
to take protective measures deemed necessary. Such measures could include: consulting with family members, using a reconsideration period to permit clarification or improvement of circumstances, using voluntary surrogate
decisionmaking tools such as durable powers of attorney
or consulting with support groups, professional services,
adult-protective agencies or other individuals or entities
that have the ability to protect the client. In taking any
protective action, the lawyer should be guided by such
factors as the wishes and values of the client to the extent
known, the client’s best interests and the goals of intruding into the client’s decisionmaking autonomy to the least
extent feasible, maximizing client capacities and respecting the client’s family and social connections.
6. In determining the extent of the client’s diminished capacity, the lawyer should consider and balance such factors
as: the client’s ability to articulate reasoning leading to a
decision, variability of state of mind and ability to appreciate consequences of a decision; the substantive fairness
of a decision; and the consistency of a decision with the
known long-term commitments and values of the client.
In appropriate circumstances, the lawyer may seek guidance from an appropriate diagnostician.
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7. If a legal representative has not been appointed, the lawyer should consider whether appointment of a guardian
ad litem, conservator or guardian is necessary to protect
the client’s interests. Thus, if a client with diminished capacity has substantial property that should be sold for
the client’s benefit, effective completion of the transaction
may require appointment of a legal representative. In addition, rules of procedure in litigation sometimes provide
that minors or persons with diminished capacity must be
represented by a guardian or next friend if they do not
have a general guardian. In many circumstances, however, appointment of a legal representative may be more
expensive or traumatic for the client than circumstances
in fact require. Evaluation of such circumstances is a matter entrusted to the professional judgment of the lawyer.
In considering alternatives, however, the lawyer should
be aware of any law that requires the lawyer to advocate
the least restrictive action on behalf of the client.
Disclosure of the Client’s Condition
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8. Disclosure of the client’s diminished capacity could adversely affect the client’s interests. For example, raising the
question of diminished capacity could, in some circumstances, lead to proceedings for involuntary commitment.
Information relating to the representation is protected by
Rule 1.6. Therefore, unless authorized to do so, the lawyer
may not disclose such information. When taking protective
action pursuant to paragraph (b), the lawyer is impliedly
authorized to make the necessary disclosures, even when
the client directs the lawyer to the contrary. Nevertheless,
given the risks of disclosure, paragraph (c) limits what the
lawyer may disclose in consulting with other individuals
or entities or seeking the appointment of a legal representative. At the very least, the lawyer should determine
whether it is likely that the person or entity consulted with
will act adversely to the client’s interests before discussing
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matters related to the client. The lawyer’s position in such
cases is an unavoidably difficult one.
Emergency Legal Assistance
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9. In an emergency where the health, safety or a financial
interest of a person with seriously diminished capacity is
threatened with imminent and irreparable harm, a lawyer may take legal action on behalf of such a person even
though the person is unable to establish a client-lawyer
relationship or to make or express considered judgments
about the matter, when the person or another acting in
good faith on that person’s behalf has consulted with the
lawyer. Even in such an emergency, however, the lawyer
should not act unless the lawyer reasonably believes that
the person has no other lawyer, agent or other representative available. The lawyer should take legal action on behalf of the person only to the extent reasonably necessary
to maintain the status quo or otherwise avoid imminent
and irreparable harm. A lawyer who undertakes to represent a person in such an exigent situation has the same
duties under these Rules as the lawyer would with respect
to a client.
10. A lawyer who acts on behalf of a person with seriously diminished capacity in an emergency should keep the confidences of the person as if dealing with a client, disclosing them only to the extent necessary to accomplish the
intended protective action. The lawyer should disclose to
any tribunal involved and to any other counsel involved
the nature of his or her relationship with the person. The
lawyer should take steps to regularize the relationship or
implement other protective solutions as soon as possible.
Normally, a lawyer would not seek compensation for such
emergency actions taken.
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Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 2.1 Advisor
In representing a client, a lawyer shall exercise independent
professional judgment and render candid advice. In rendering advice, a lawyer may refer not only to law but to other
considerations such as moral, economic, social and political
factors, that may be relevant to the client’s situation.

Client-Lawyer Relationship
Rule 2.1 Advisor – Comment
Scope of Advice
1. A client is entitled to straightforward advice expressing
the lawyer’s honest assessment. Legal advice often involves unpleasant facts and alternatives that a client may
be disinclined to confront. In presenting advice, a lawyer
endeavors to sustain the client’s morale and may put advice in as acceptable a form as honesty permits. However,
a lawyer should not be deterred from giving candid advice by the prospect that the advice will be unpalatable to
the client.
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2. Advice couched in narrow legal terms may be of little value to a client, especially where practical considerations,
such as cost or effects on other people, are predominant.
Purely technical legal advice, therefore, can sometimes
be inadequate. It is proper for a lawyer to refer to relevant moral and ethical considerations in giving advice.
Although a lawyer is not a moral advisor as such, moral
and ethical considerations impinge upon most legal questions and may decisively influence how the law will be
applied.
3. A client may expressly or impliedly ask the lawyer for
purely technical advice. When such a request is made by a
client experienced in legal matters, the lawyer may accept
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it at face value. When such a request is made by a client
inexperienced in legal matters, however, the lawyer’s responsibility as advisor may include indicating that more
may be involved than strictly legal considerations.
4. Matters that go beyond strictly legal questions may also
be in the domain of another profession. Family matters
can involve problems within the professional competence
of psychiatry, clinical psychology or social work; business matters can involve problems within the competence
of the accounting profession or of financial specialists.
Where consultation with a professional in another field is
itself something a competent lawyer would recommend,
the lawyer should make such a recommendation. At the
same time, a lawyer’s advice at its best often consists of
recommending a course of action in the face of conflicting
recommendations of experts.
Offering Advice
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5. In general, a lawyer is not expected to give advice until
asked by the client. However, when a lawyer knows that
a client proposes a course of action that is likely to result
in substantial adverse legal consequences to the client, the
lawyer’s duty to the client under Rule 1.4 may require
that the lawyer offer advice if the client’s course of action
is related to the representation. Similarly, when a matter
is likely to involve litigation, it may be necessary under
Rule 1.4 to inform the client of forms of dispute resolution
that might constitute reasonable alternatives to litigation.
A lawyer ordinarily has no duty to initiate investigation
of a client’s affairs or to give advice that the client has indicated is unwanted, but a lawyer may initiate advice to a
client when doing so appears to be in the client’s interest.
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Appendix B
Ten Core Principles for Providing Quality
Public Defense Delivery Systems

Preamble
A. Goals of These Principles
The Ten Core Principles for Providing Quality Delinquency Representation through Public Defense Delivery Systems1 provide
criteria by which a public defense delivery system2 may fully
implement the holding of In re Gault.3 These Principles offer guidance to public defense leaders and policymakers regarding the role of public defenders, contract attorneys, or
assigned counsel in delivering zealous, comprehensive and
quality legal representation on behalf of children facing both
delinquency and criminal proceedings.4 In applying these
Principles, advocates should always be guided by defense
counsel’s primary responsibility to zealously defend clients
against the charges leveled against them and to protect their
due process rights.
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Delinquency cases are complex and their consequences have
significant implications for children and their families. Therefore, every child client must have access to qualified, wellresourced defense counsel. These resources should include
the time and skill to adequately communicate with a client so
that lawyer and client can build a trust-based attorney-client
relationship and so that the lawyer is prepared to competently represent the client’s interests. These Principles elucidate
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the parameters of this critical relationship already well established in legal ethics rules and opinions.
In 1995, the American Bar Association’s Juvenile Justice Center published A Call for Justice: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings, a
national study that revealed major failings in juvenile defense
across the nation. Since that time, numerous state-based assessments have documented in detail the manner in which
these failings result in lifelong, harmful consequences for our
nation’s children.5 These Principles provide public defense
leaders and policymakers a guide to rectifying systemic deficits and to providing children charged with criminal behavior
the high quality counsel to which they are entitled.

B. The Representation of Children and Adolescents is a
Specialty.
Public defense delivery systems must recognize that children
and adolescents are different from adults. Advances in brain
research cited favorably by the Supreme Court in Roper v. Simmons6 confirm that children and young adults do not possess
the same cognitive, emotional, decision-making or behavioral
capacities as adults. Public defense delivery systems must
provide training regarding the stages of child and adolescent
development.
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Public defense delivery systems must emphasize that juvenile
defense counsel has an obligation to maximize each client’s
participation in his or her own case in order to ensure that the
client understands the court process and to facilitate informed
decision making by the client. Defense attorneys owe their
juvenile clients the same duty of loyalty that adult criminal
clients enjoy. This coextensive duty of loyalty requires the juvenile defense attorney to advocate for the child client’s expressed interests with the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness
and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.7
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C. Public Defense Delivery Systems Must Pay Particular
Attention to the Most Vulnerable and Over-Represented
Groups of Children in the Delinquency System.
Because research has demonstrated that involvement in the
juvenile court system increases the likelihood that a child will
subsequently be convicted and incarcerated as an adult, public
defense delivery systems should pay special attention to
providing high quality representation for the most vulnerable
and over-represented groups of children in the delinquency
system.
Nationally, children of color are severely over-represented at
every stage of the juvenile justice process. Defenders must
zealously advocate for the elimination of the disproportionate representation of minority youth in juvenile courts and
detention facilities.
Children with mental health and developmental disabilities
are also overrepresented in the juvenile justice system. Defenders must address these needs and secure appropriate assistance for these clients as an essential component of quality
legal representation.
Drug- and alcohol-dependent juveniles and those dually diagnosed with addiction and mental health disorders are more
likely to become involved with the juvenile justice system.
Defenders must advocate for appropriate treatment services
for these clients.
Research shows that the population of girls in the delinquency system is increasing, and that girls’ issues are distinct from
boys’. Gender-based interventions and the programmatic needs
of girls in the juvenile delinquency system, who have frequently suffered from abuse and neglect, must be assessed and appropriate gender-based services developed and funded.8
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The special issues presented by lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender youth require increased awareness and training
to ensure that advocacy on their behalf addresses their needs.
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Ten Principles

1

The Public Defense Delivery System Upholds Juveniles’ Constitutional
Rights Throughout the Delinquency Process and Recognizes The Need
For Competent and Diligent Representation.

A. Competent and diligent representation is the bedrock of a
juvenile defense attorney’s responsibilities.9
B. The public defense delivery system ensures that children
do not waive appointment of counsel and that defense
counsel are assigned at the earliest possible stage of the
delinquency proceedings.10
C. The public defense delivery system recognizes that the
delinquency process is adversarial and provides children
with continuous legal representation throughout the proceedings including, but not limited to, detention, pre-trial
motions or hearings, adjudication, disposition, post-disposition, probation, appeal, expungement and sealing of
records.
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D. The public defense delivery system includes the active
participation of the private bar or conflict office whenever
a conflict of interest arises for the primary defender service provider or when the caseload justifies the need for
outside counsel.11

2

The Public Defense Delivery System Recognizes that Legal 		
Representation of Children is a Specialized Area of the Law.

A. The public defense delivery system recognizes that representing children in delinquency proceedings is a complex specialty in the law that is different from, but equally
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as important as, the representation of adults in criminal
proceedings. The public defense delivery system further
acknowledges the specialized nature of representing juveniles prosecuted as adults following transfer/waiver
proceedings.12
B. The public defense delivery system leadership promotes
respect for juvenile defense team members and values the
provision of quality, zealous and comprehensive delinquency representation services.
C. The public defense delivery system encourages experienced attorneys to provide delinquency representation
and strongly discourages use of delinquency representation as a training assignment for new attorneys or future
adult court advocates.

3

The Public Defense Delivery System Supports Quality Juvenile
Delinquency Representation Through Personnel and Resource Parity.13

A. The public defense delivery system encourages juvenile
specialization without limiting access to promotions, financial advancement, or personnel benefits for attorneys
and support staff.
B. The public defense delivery system provides a professional work environment and adequate operational resources
such as office space, furnishings, technology, confidential
client interview areas14 and current legal research tools.
The system includes juvenile representation resources in
budgetary planning to ensure parity in the allocation of
equipment and resources.
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4

The Public Defense Delivery System Uses Expert and Ancillary Services to
Provide Quality Juvenile Defense Services.

A. The public defense delivery system supports requests
for expert services throughout the delinquency process
whenever individual juvenile case representation requires
these services for quality representation. These services
include, but are not limited to, evaluation by and testimony of mental health professionals, education specialists, forensic evidence examiners, DNA experts, ballistics
analysts and accident reconstruction experts.
B. The public defense delivery system ensures the provision
of all litigation support services necessary for the delivery
of quality services, including, but not limited to, interpreters, court reporters, social workers, investigators, paralegals and other support staff.

5

Appendix B

The Public Defense Delivery System Supervises Attorneys and Staff and
Monitors Work and Caseloads.

A. The leadership of the public defense delivery system
monitors defense counsel’s workload to promote quality
representation. The workload of public defense attorneys,
including appointed and other work, should never be so
large that it interferes with competent and diligent representation or limits client contact.15 Factors that impact
the number of cases an attorney can appropriately handle
include case complexity and available support services.
B. The leadership of the public defense delivery system adjusts attorney case assignments and resources to guarantee
the continued delivery of quality juvenile defense services.
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6

The Public Defense Delivery System Supervises and Systematically
Reviews Juvenile Staff According to National, State and/or Local
Performance Guidelines or Standards.

A. The public defense delivery system provides supervision
and management direction for attorneys and team members who provide defense services to children.16
B. The leadership of the public defense delivery system clearly defines the organization’s vision and adopts guidelines
consistent with national, state and/or local performance
standards.17
C. The public defense delivery system provides systematic
reviews for all attorneys and staff representing juveniles,
whether they are contract defenders, assigned counsel or
employees of defender offices.

7

The Public Defense Delivery System Provides and Requires
Comprehensive, Ongoing Training and Education for All Attorneys and
Support Staff Involved in the Representation of Children.

A. The public defense delivery system recognizes juvenile
delinquency defense as a specialty that requires continuous training18 in unique areas of the law. The public defense delivery system provides and mandates training19
on topics including detention advocacy, litigation and trial
skills, dispositional planning, post-dispositional practice,
educational rights, appellate advocacy and procedure and
administrative hearing representation.
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B. Juvenile team members have a comprehensive understanding of the jurisdiction’s juvenile law and procedure,
and the collateral consequences of adjudication and conviction.
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C. Team members receive training to recognize issues that
arise in juvenile cases and that may require assistance
from specialists in other disciplines. Such disciplines include, but are not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Administrative appeals
Child welfare and entitlements
Special Education
Dependency court/abuse and neglect court process
Immigration
Mental health, physical health and treatment
Drug addiction and substance abuse

D. Training for team members emphasizes understanding of
the needs of juveniles in general and of specific populations
of juveniles in particular, including in the following areas:
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1. Child and adolescent development
2. Racial, ethnic and cultural understanding
3. Communicating and building attorney-client relationships with
children and adolescents
4. Ethical issues and considerations of juvenile representation
5. Competency and capacity
6. Role of parents/guardians
7. Sexual orientation and gender identity awareness
8. Transfer to adult court and waiver hearings
9. Zero tolerance, school suspension and expulsion
policies
E. Team members are trained to understand and use special
programs and resources that are available in the juvenile
system and in the community, such as
1. Treatment and problem solving courts20
2. Diversionary programs
3. Community-based treatment resources and programs
4. Gender-specific programming
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8

The Public Defense Delivery System Has an Obligation to Present
Independent Treatment and Disposition Alternatives to the Court.

A. The public defense delivery system ensures that attorneys
consult with clients and, independent from court or probation staff, actively seek out and advocate for treatment
and placement alternatives that serve the unique needs
and dispositional requests of each child, consistent with
the client’s expressed interests.
B. The leadership and staff of the public defense delivery
system works in partnership with other juvenile justice
agencies and community leaders to minimize custodial
detention and the incarceration of children and to support
the creation of a continuum of community-based, culturally sensitive and gender-specific treatment alternatives.
C. The public defense delivery system provides independent post-disposition monitoring of each child’s treatment, placement or program to ensure that rehabilitative
needs are met. If clients’ expressed needs are not effectively addressed, attorneys are responsible for intervention and advocacy before the appropriate authority.

9

The Public Defense Delivery System Advocates for the Educational
Needs of Clients.

A. The public defense delivery system recognizes that access to education and to an appropriate educational curriculum is of paramount importance to juveniles facing
delinquency adjudication and disposition.
B. The public defense delivery system advocates, either
through direct representation or through collaborations
with community-based partners, for the appropriate provision of the individualized educational needs of clients.
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10

The Public Defense Delivery System Promotes Fairness and Equity For
Children.

A. The public defense delivery system demonstrates strong
support for the right to counsel and due process in delinquency courts to promote a juvenile justice system that is
fair, non-discriminatory and rehabilitative.
B. The public defense delivery system recognizes that disproportionate representation of minority youth in the juvenile
justice system is contrary to notions of fairness and equality. The public defense delivery system works to draw attention to, and zealously advocates for the elimination of,
disproportionate minority contact.

Notes
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1

The original Principles were developed over an eighteen-month
period through a collaborative venture between the National
Juvenile Defender Center (NJDC) and the American Council of
Chief Defenders, a section of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association (NLADA). NLADA officially adopted the
original Principles on December 4, 2004. NJDC and NLADA collaborated on additional revisions to release this updated version, which NLDA officially adopted on June 4, 2008.

2

For the purposes of these Principles, the term “public defense
delivery system” denotes legal delivery systems that provide
defense services to indigent juveniles facing delinquency proceedings. This term is meant to encompass public defender offices, contract, appointed, and conflict counsel, law school clinics, and non-profit legal providers.

3

387 U.S. 1 (1967). According to the IJA/ABA Juvenile Justice Standard Relating to Counsel for Private Parties 3.1 (1996), “the lawyer’s principal duty is the representation of the client’s legiti-
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mate interests” as distinct and different from the best interest
standard applied in neglect and abuse cases. The Commentary
goes on to state that “counsel’s principal responsibility lies in
full and conscientious representation” and that “no lesser obligation exists when youthful clients or juvenile court proceedings are involved.”
4

For purposes of these Principles, the term “delinquency proceeding” denotes all proceedings in juvenile court as well as
any proceeding lodged against an alleged status offender, such
as for truancy, running away, incorrigibility, etc.

5

Common findings among these assessments include, among
other barriers to adequate representation, a lack of access to
competent counsel, inadequate time and resources for defenders to prepare for hearings or trials, a juvenile court culture that
encourages pleas to move cases quickly, a lack of pretrial and
dispositional advocacy and an over-reliance on probation. For
more information, see Selling Justice Short: Juvenile Indigent Defense in Texas (2000); The Children Left Behind: An Assessment of
Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings in Louisiana (2001); Georgia: An Assessment of Access to
Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings
(2001); Virginia: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of
Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2002); An Assessment
of Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings in Ohio (2003); Maine: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and
Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); Maryland: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); Montana: An Assessment of
Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); North Carolina: An Assessment of Access to Counsel
and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003);
Pennsylvania: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of
Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); Washington: An
Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Juvenile Offender Matters (2003); Indiana: An Assessment of Access to
Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings
(2006); Florida: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of
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Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2006); Mississippi: An
Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in
Youth Court Proceedings (2007); Illinois: An Assessment of Access to
Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings
(2007). All NJDC Assessments are available at http://www.
njdc.info/assessments.php.
6

543 U.S. 551 (2005).

7

American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule
1.1 Competence.

8

Justice by Gender: jointly issued by the ABA and the NBA 2001.

9

See generally, National Council of Juvenile and Family Court
Judges, Juvenile Delinquency Guidelines: Improving Court Practice in Juvenile Delinquency Cases (2005) [hereinafter Guidelines].
American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 3.

10

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery
System (2002), Principle 3.

11

A conflict of interest includes both codefendants and intra-family conflicts, among other potential conflicts that may arise. See
also American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense
Delivery System (2002), Principle 2.

12

For purposes of this Principle, the term “transfer/waiver proceedings” refers to any proceedings related to prosecuting youth
in adult court, including those known in some jurisdictions as
certification, bind-over, decline, remand, direct file, or youthful
offenders.

13

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery
System (2002), Principle 8.

14

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery
System (2002), Principle 4.
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15

See generally, American Council of Chief Defenders Statement on
Caseloads and Workloads, issued August 24, 2007; see also National Study Commission on Defense Services, Guidelines for Legal
Defense Systems in the United States (1976), 5.1, 5.3; American Bar
Association, Standards for Criminal Justice, Providing Defense Services (3rd ed., 1992), 5-5.3; American Bar Association, Standards for
Criminal Justice: Prosecution Function and Defense Function (3rd ed.,
1993), 4-1.3(e); National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Courts, Chapter 13,
“The Defense” (1973), 13.12; National Legal Aid and Defender Association and American Bar Association, Guidelines for Negotiating
and Awarding Contracts for Criminal Defense Services (NLADA, 1984;
ABA, 1985), III-6, III-12; National Legal Aid and Defender Association, Standards for the Administration of Assigned Counsel Systems
(1989), 4.1,4.1.2; ABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility
DR 6-101; American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense
Delivery System (2002), Principle 5.

16

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principles 6 and 10.

17

For example, Institute of Judicial Administration-American Bar Association, Juvenile Justice Standards (1979); National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Courts, Chapter 13, “The Defense” (1973); National Study
Commission on Defense Services, Guidelines for Legal Defense Systems in the United States (1976); American Bar Association, Standards
for Criminal Justice, Providing Defense Services (3rd ed., 1992); American Bar Association, Standards for Criminal Justice: Prosecution Function and Defense Function (3rd ed., 1993); Standards and Evaluation
Design for Appellate Defender Offices (NLADA, 1980); Performance
Guidelines for Criminal Defense Representation (NLADA, 1995).

18
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National Legal Aid and Defender Association, Training and Development Standards (1997), Standard 7.2, footnote 2. American Bar
Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002),
Principle 9; National Legal Aid and Defender Association, Training and Development Standards (1997), Standards 1 to 9.
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19

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 9; National Legal Aid and Defender
Association, Training and Development Standards (1997), Standards 1 to 9.

20

American Council of Chief Defenders, Ten Tenets of Fair and
Effective Problem Solving Courts (2002).
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National Juvenile Defender Center
1350 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 304
Washington, DC 20036
202.452.0010 (phone)
202.452.1205 (fax)
www.njdc.info

National Juvenile Defender Center
National Legal Aid & Defender Association

TEN CORE PRINCIPLES
For Providing Quality Delinquency Representation
Through Public Defense Delivery Systems

Preamble
A. Goals of These Principles
The Ten Core Principles for Providing Quality Delinquency Representation
through Public Defense Delivery Systems1 provide criteria by which a public
defense delivery system2 may fully implement the holding of In re Gault.3
These Principles offer guidance to public defense leaders and policymakers regarding the role of public defenders, contract attorneys, or assigned
counsel in delivering zealous, comprehensive and quality legal representation on behalf of children facing both delinquency and criminal proceedings.4 In applying these Principles, advocates should always be guided by
defense counsel’s primary responsibility to zealously defend clients against
the charges leveled against them and to protect their due process rights.
Delinquency cases are complex and their consequences have significant implications for children and their families. Therefore, every child client must
have access to qualified, well-resourced defense counsel. These resources
should include the time and skill to adequately communicate with a client
so that lawyer and client can build a trust-based attorney-client relationship
and so that the lawyer is prepared to competently represent the client’s interests. These Principles elucidate the parameters of this critical relationship
already well established in legal ethics rules and opinions.
In 1995, the American Bar Association’s Juvenile Justice Center published
A Call for Justice: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of
Representation in Delinquency Proceedings, a national study that revealed
major failings in juvenile defense across the nation. Since that time, numerous state-based assessments have documented in detail the manner in
which these failings result in lifelong, harmful consequences for our nation’s children.5 These Principles provide public defense leaders and policymakers a guide to rectifying systemic deficits and to providing children
charged with criminal behavior the high quality counsel to which they are
entitled.

B. The Representation of Children and Adolescents is a Specialty.
Public defense delivery systems must recognize that children and adolescents are different from adults. Advances in brain research cited favorably by the Supreme Court in Roper v. Simmons6 confirm that children and young adults do not possess the same cognitive, emotional,
decision-making or behavioral capacities as adults. Public defense delivery systems must provide training regarding the stages of child and
adolescent development.
Public defense delivery systems must emphasize that juvenile defense
counsel has an obligation to maximize each client’s participation in his or
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her own case in order to ensure that the client understands the court process
and to facilitate informed decision making by the client. Defense attorneys
owe their juvenile clients the same duty of loyalty that adult criminal clients enjoy. This coextensive duty of loyalty requires the juvenile defense
attorney to advocate for the child client’s expressed interests with the legal
knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for
the representation.7

C. Public Defense Delivery Systems Must Pay Particular
Attention to the Most Vulnerable and Over-Represented
Groups of Children in the Delinquency System.
Because research has demonstrated that involvement in the juvenile court
system increases the likelihood that a child will subsequently be convicted
and incarcerated as an adult, public defense delivery systems should pay
special attention to providing high quality representation for the most
vulnerable and over-represented groups of children in the delinquency
system.
Nationally, children of color are severely over-represented at every stage
of the juvenile justice process. Defenders must zealously advocate for the
elimination of the disproportionate representation of minority youth in juvenile courts and detention facilities.
Children with mental health and developmental disabilities are also overrepresented in the juvenile justice system. Defenders must address these
needs and secure appropriate assistance for these clients as an essential
component of quality legal representation.
Drug- and alcohol-dependent juveniles and those dually diagnosed with
addiction and mental health disorders are more likely to become involved
with the juvenile justice system. Defenders must advocate for appropriate
treatment services for these clients.
Research shows that the population of girls in the delinquency system is
increasing, and that girls’ issues are distinct from boys’. Gender-based
interventions and the programmatic needs of girls in the juvenile delinquency system, who have frequently suffered from abuse and neglect,
must be assessed and appropriate gender-based services developed and
funded.8
The special issues presented by lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
youth require increased awareness and training to ensure that advocacy
on their behalf addresses their needs.

The National Juvenile Defender Center (NJDC) is committed to ensuring excellence in juvenile defense and promoting justice for all children. NJDC was created to address the juvenile
justice system deficiencies revealed by A Call for Justice, supra. In addition to conducting assessments of juvenile indigent defense delivery systems around the country, NJDC serves as a
resource for juvenile justice professionals, providing technical assistance, training, publications, and other support that improves the quality of representation of children across the country.
For more information, see www.njdc.info or call (202) 452-0010.
The National Legal Aid & Defender Association (NLADA) is a national, non-profit membership association dedicated to quality legal representation for people of insufficient means. Created
in 1911, NLADA is a recognized expert in public defense and a leader in the development of national public defense standards. Representing legal aid and defender programs, as well as individual
advocates, NLADA is proud to be the oldest and largest national, nonprofit membership association devoting 100 percent of its resources to serving the broad equal justice community. For more
information, see www.nlada.org or call (202) 452-0620.

Ten Principles

1

The Public Defense Delivery System Upholds Juveniles’
Constitutional Rights Throughout the Delinquency Process
and Recognizes The Need For Competent and Diligent
Representation.

A. Competent and diligent representation is the bedrock of a juvenile defense
attorney’s responsibilities.9
B. The public defense delivery system ensures that children do not waive appointment of counsel and that defense counsel are assigned at the earliest possible
stage of the delinquency proceedings.10
C. The public defense delivery system recognizes that the delinquency process is
adversarial and provides children with continuous legal representation throughout the proceedings including, but not limited to, detention, pre-trial motions
or hearings, adjudication, disposition, post-disposition, probation, appeal, expungement and sealing of records.
D. The public defense delivery system includes the active participation of the private bar or conflict office whenever a conflict of interest arises for the primary
defender service provider or when the caseload justifies the need for outside
counsel.11

2

The Public Defense Delivery System Recognizes that Legal
Representation of Children is a Specialized Area of the Law.

A. The public defense delivery system recognizes that representing children in delinquency proceedings is a complex specialty in the law that is different from,
but equally as important as, the representation of adults in criminal proceedings. The public defense delivery system further acknowledges the specialized
nature of representing juveniles prosecuted as adults following transfer/waiver
proceedings.12
B. The public defense delivery system leadership promotes respect for juvenile defense team members and values the provision of quality, zealous and comprehensive delinquency representation services.
C. The public defense delivery system encourages experienced attorneys to provide delinquency representation and strongly discourages use of delinquency
representation as a training assignment for new attorneys or future adult court
advocates.

3

The Public Defense Delivery System Supports Quality
Juvenile Delinquency Representation Through Personnel and
Resource Parity.13

A. The public defense delivery system encourages juvenile specialization without
limiting access to promotions, financial advancement, or personnel benefits for
attorneys and support staff.
B. The public defense delivery system provides a professional work environment
and adequate operational resources such as office space, furnishings, technology,
confidential client interview areas14 and current legal research tools. The system
includes juvenile representation resources in budgetary planning to ensure parity
in the allocation of equipment and resources.

4

The Public Defense Delivery System Uses Expert and Ancillary
Services to Provide Quality Juvenile Defense Services.

A. The public defense delivery system supports requests for expert services throughout the delinquency process whenever individual juvenile case representation
requires these services for quality representation. These services include, but are
not limited to, evaluation by and testimony of mental health professionals, education specialists, forensic evidence examiners, DNA experts, ballistics analysts
and accident reconstruction experts.

B. The public defense delivery system ensures the provision of all litigation support services necessary for the delivery of quality services, including, but not
limited to, interpreters, court reporters, social workers, investigators, paralegals
and other support staff.

5

The Public Defense Delivery System Supervises Attorneys
and Staff and Monitors Work and Caseloads.

A. The leadership of the public defense delivery system monitors defense counsel’s
workload to promote quality representation. The workload of public defense attorneys, including appointed and other work, should never be so large that it
interferes with competent and diligent representation or limits client contact.15
Factors that impact the number of cases an attorney can appropriately handle
include case complexity and available support services.
B. The leadership of the public defense delivery system adjusts attorney case assignments and resources to guarantee the continued delivery of quality juvenile
defense services.

6

The Public Defense Delivery System Supervises and
Systematically Reviews Juvenile Staff According to National,
State and/or Local Performance Guidelines or Standards.

A. The public defense delivery system provides supervision and management direction for attorneys and team members who provide defense services to children.16
B. The leadership of the public defense delivery system clearly defines the organization’s vision and adopts guidelines consistent with national, state and/or local
performance standards.17
C. The public defense delivery system provides systematic reviews for all attorneys
and staff representing juveniles, whether they are contract defenders, assigned
counsel or employees of defender offices.

7

The Public Defense Delivery System Provides and Requires
Comprehensive, Ongoing Training and Education for All
Attorneys and Support Staff Involved in the Representation
of Children.

A. The public defense delivery system recognizes juvenile delinquency defense as a
specialty that requires continuous training18 in unique areas of the law. The public defense delivery system provides and mandates training19 on topics including detention advocacy, litigation and trial skills, dispositional planning, postdispositional practice, educational rights, appellate advocacy and procedure and
administrative hearing representation.
B. Juvenile team members have a comprehensive understanding of the jurisdiction’s juvenile law and procedure, and the collateral consequences of adjudication and conviction.
C. Team members receive training to recognize issues that arise in juvenile cases
and that may require assistance from specialists in other disciplines. Such disciplines include, but are not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Administrative appeals
Child welfare and entitlements
Special Education
Dependency court/abuse and neglect court process
Immigration
Mental health, physical health and treatment
Drug addiction and substance abuse

D. Training for team members emphasizes understanding of the needs of juveniles
in general and of specific populations of juveniles in particular, including in the
following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Child and adolescent development
Racial, ethnic and cultural understanding
Communicating and building attorney-client relationships with
children and adolescents
Ethical issues and considerations of juvenile representation
Competency and capacity
Role of parents/guardians

7.
8.
9.

Sexual orientation and gender identity awareness
Transfer to adult court and waiver hearings
Zero tolerance, school suspension and expulsion policies

and abuse cases. The Commentary goes on to state that “counsel’s principal responsibility lies
in full and conscientious representation” and that “no lesser obligation exists when youthful
clients or juvenile court proceedings are involved.”
4

E. Team members are trained to understand and use special programs and resources
that are available in the juvenile system and in the community, such as
1.
2.
3.
4.

8

Treatment and problem solving courts20
Diversionary programs
Community-based treatment resources and programs
Gender-specific programming

5

The Public Defense Delivery System Has an Obligation
to Present Independent Treatment and Disposition
Alternatives to the Court.

A. The public defense delivery system ensures that attorneys consult with clients
and, independent from court or probation staff, actively seek out and advocate
for treatment and placement alternatives that serve the unique needs and dispositional requests of each child, consistent with the client’s expressed interests.
B. The leadership and staff of the public defense delivery system works in partnership with other juvenile justice agencies and community leaders to minimize
custodial detention and the incarceration of children and to support the creation
of a continuum of community-based, culturally sensitive and gender-specific
treatment alternatives.

For purposes of these Principles, the term “delinquency proceeding” denotes all proceedings
in juvenile court as well as any proceeding lodged against an alleged status offender, such as
for truancy, running away, incorrigibility, etc.

Common findings among these assessments include, among other barriers to adequate representation, a lack of access to competent counsel, inadequate time and resources for defenders
to prepare for hearings or trials, a juvenile court culture that encourages pleas to move cases
quickly, a lack of pretrial and dispositional advocacy and an over-reliance on probation. For
more information, see Selling Justice Short: Juvenile Indigent Defense in Texas (2000); The
Children Left Behind: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in
Delinquency Proceedings in Louisiana (2001); Georgia: An Assessment of Access to Counsel
and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2001); Virginia: An Assessment
of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2002); An
Assessment of Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings in Ohio
(2003); Maine: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); Maryland: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of
Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); Montana: An Assessment of Access to
Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); North Carolina:
An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); Pennsylvania: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation
in Delinquency Proceedings (2003); Washington: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and
Quality of Representation in Juvenile Offender Matters (2003); Indiana: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2006); Florida:
An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2006); Mississippi: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality of Representation
in Youth Court Proceedings (2007); Illinois: An Assessment of Access to Counsel and Quality
of Representation in Delinquency Proceedings (2007). All NJDC Assessments are available at
http://www.njdc.info/assessments.php.

6

543 U.S. 551 (2005).

7

American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule 1.1 Competence.

8

Justice by Gender: jointly issued by the ABA and the NBA 2001.

9

See generally, National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges, Juvenile Delinquency
Guidelines: Improving Court Practice in Juvenile Delinquency Cases (2005) [hereinafter
Guidelines]. American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System
(2002), Principle 3.

The Public Defense Delivery System Advocates for the
Educational Needs of Clients.

10

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 3.

11

A conflict of interest includes both codefendants and intra-family conflicts, among other potential conflicts that may arise. See also American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public
Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 2.

A. The public defense delivery system recognizes that access to education and to
an appropriate educational curriculum is of paramount importance to juveniles
facing delinquency adjudication and disposition.

12

For purposes of this Principle, the term “transfer/waiver proceedings” refers to any proceedings related to prosecuting youth in adult court, including those known in some jurisdictions
as certification, bind-over, decline, remand, direct file, or youthful offenders.

13

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 8.

14

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 4.

15

See generally, American Council of Chief Defenders Statement on Caseloads and Workloads, issued August 24, 2007; see also National Study Commission on Defense Services, Guidelines for
Legal Defense Systems in the United States (1976), 5.1, 5.3; American Bar Association, Standards
for Criminal Justice, Providing Defense Services (3rd ed., 1992), 5-5.3; American Bar Association, Standards for Criminal Justice: Prosecution Function and Defense Function (3rd ed., 1993),
4-1.3(e); National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the
Task Force on Courts, Chapter 13, “The Defense” (1973), 13.12; National Legal Aid and Defender
Association and American Bar Association, Guidelines for Negotiating and Awarding Contracts
for Criminal Defense Services (NLADA, 1984; ABA, 1985), III-6, III-12; National Legal Aid
and Defender Association, Standards for the Administration of Assigned Counsel Systems (1989),
4.1,4.1.2; ABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility DR 6-101; American Bar Association
Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 5.

16

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principles 6 and 10.

17

For example, Institute of Judicial Administration-American Bar Association, Juvenile Justice Standards (1979); National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report
of the Task Force on Courts, Chapter 13, “The Defense” (1973); National Study Commission on
Defense Services, Guidelines for Legal Defense Systems in the United States (1976); American Bar
Association, Standards for Criminal Justice, Providing Defense Services (3rd ed., 1992); American
Bar Association, Standards for Criminal Justice: Prosecution Function and Defense Function (3rd
ed., 1993); Standards and Evaluation Design for Appellate Defender Offices (NLADA, 1980); Performance Guidelines for Criminal Defense Representation (NLADA, 1995).

18

National Legal Aid and Defender Association, Training and Development Standards (1997),
Standard 7.2, footnote 2. American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 9; National Legal Aid and Defender Association, Training and
Development Standards (1997), Standards 1 to 9.

19

American Bar Association Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System (2002), Principle 9; National Legal Aid and Defender Association, Training and Development Standards
(1997), Standards 1 to 9.

20

American Council of Chief Defenders, Ten Tenets of Fair and Effective Problem Solving
Courts (2002).

C. The public defense delivery system provides independent post-disposition
monitoring of each child’s treatment, placement or program to ensure that rehabilitative needs are met. If clients’ expressed needs are not effectively addressed, attorneys are responsible for intervention and advocacy before the appropriate authority.

9

B. The public defense delivery system advocates, either through direct representation or through collaborations with community-based partners, for the appropriate provision of the individualized educational needs of clients.

10

The Public Defense Delivery System Promotes Fairness and
Equity For Children.

A. The public defense delivery system demonstrates strong support for the right
to counsel and due process in delinquency courts to promote a juvenile justice
system that is fair, non-discriminatory and rehabilitative.
B. The public defense delivery system recognizes that disproportionate representation of minority youth in the juvenile justice system is contrary to notions of fairness and equality. The public defense delivery system works to draw attention to,
and zealously advocates for the elimination of, disproportionate minority contact.

Notes
1

2

3

The original Principles were developed over an eighteen-month period through a collaborative
venture between the National Juvenile Defender Center (NJDC) and the American Council of
Chief Defenders, a section of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association (NLADA).
NLADA officially adopted the original Principles on December 4, 2004. NJDC and NLADA
collaborated on additional revisions to release this updated version, which NLDA officially
adopted on June 4, 2008.
For the purposes of these Principles, the term “public defense delivery system” denotes legal
delivery systems that provide defense services to indigent juveniles facing delinquency proceedings. This term is meant to encompass public defender offices, contract, appointed, and
conflict counsel, law school clinics, and non-profit legal providers.
387 U.S. 1 (1967). According to the IJA/ABA Juvenile Justice Standard Relating to Counsel
for Private Parties 3.1 (1996), “the lawyer’s principal duty is the representation of the client’s
legitimate interests” as distinct and different from the best interest standard applied in neglect
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